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As a_result of the October,1973 oil embargo and subsequent large
increases in the cost of imported oil, the National Academy of Engineering
established a Task Force on Energy to prepare an assessment of realistic
steps that might be taken to increase domestic energy supplies and decrease
consumption during the next 10 years (defined as before 1985). This is
the resylting report by the Task Force.

The names and affiliations of the members ofithe Task Force on
Energy are given in Appendix A. The members of the Task Force and I
both believe it is important to make it clear that many of the members of
the Task Force, as well as some of those assisting with the work, have had
long associations with industrial companies involved in energy supply and
distribution. A;number have also" had significant government responsibilities
in the past,, but no present goVernment employees were involved in the ac-
tivities of the Task Force. 0

The Task Force sought to assess the practical engineering feasibility
and probable dutput'of major production programs in specific energy areas.
Walso studied improvement's in efficiency and methods of reducing demand
that, if initiated now--that is, in 1974--and carried out successfully, could
lead to significantly reduced requirements for energy imports before the
end of 1985. The Task Force reviewed each of the potential programs to
identify the major actions that would be needed bygovernment and industry
to initiate and implement them, if desired, and also assessed their physical,
technical, cost (money, resources, and environment); and, schedule aspects.

Because of the short time available for this study and the large and
growing number of analytical studies by others, the Task Force did not carry
out new research, but, instead, sought to apply its judgment and experience
to arrive at the results contained in this report, which must be considered in
this light.



Based or the information available and on its own ju gment, the Task
Force undertook to do four things. First, it sought to ass ss the magnitude
of potential domestic energy supplies and demands betwee now and 1985.
Then it sought to determine what might realistically be d ne to increase
supply and rAuce demand in each of the energy areas co, sidered in terms
of the requirements for government and industry actions, the costs, in
dollars, manpower, water, and materials, and the effe`ct on the environment,
Then the Task Force sought to estimate the collective results, costs, and
resource requirements of the programs from an overall point of view.
Lastly, the Task Force sought to suggest key factors involved in implemen-
tation of some or all of the_programs studied.

The Task Force has not attempted to pass judgment on the overall
desirability of the various programs, including their social and econonslic'
consequences. Nor has the Task Force attempted to pass judgment on
whether domestic energy self-sufficiency is a wise policy or when it might
actually be accomplished, if decided to be in the national interest. The
programs considered by tyke Task Force, if all done`concurrently and if
fully successful, would substantially reduce the need for imports by the
mid-198Q's; but the costs would be high and there are many contingencies
to be considered.

The Task Force sought to determine what might realistically be done
in each of the energy areas with the preSent government-industrial frame-
work under conditions of considerable incentive and urgency but without
direct government direction and intervention characteristic of a "wartime"
effort.

Obviously, this study is only a beginning, and much more needs to
beldoCe to examine many of the questions and problem's involved in greater
depth. However, it is hoped that this report will provide guidance for such
additional work s well as serving as a basis for broad policy considerations
and decisions.

The work on this report received encouragement and cooperation from
many quarters. In particular, the support of Mr. William E. Simon, then
Director, Federal Energy Office., was a key factor in the decision to proceed.

I would like to thank those Academy members and others who gave
so generously of th it time and energies in the preparation and review of
this report In pa ticular, both the Task Force and I would like to express
special appreciation for the contributions made by Mr. Eric H. Reichl of
the Consolidation Coal Company and Mr. John E. Robb of Bechtel Incorpor,
ated. It has been the unselfish contributions of all concerned that provide



the National Academy of Engineering with the breadth and depth to make
Augponsible comments on considerations of such national importance.

0
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Robert C. Seamans, Jr.
President
National Academy of Engineering

,if_ay 16, 1974
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING

The National Academy of ,Engineering was established in December
1964. The Academy is independent and autonomous in its orgitnization and
erection of members, and shares in the responsibility given the National
Academy 2f Sciences under the 1863 Congressional act of incorporation to
aadvise thj United States government, upon request, in all areas of science
and engineering.

The National Academy of Engineering, aware of its responsibilities
to th6 government, the engineering community, and the,nation:

1. Provides means of assessing the constantly changing needs of the
nation and the technical resources that can and should be applied to them;
to sponsor programs aimed at meeting these needs; and to encourage such
engineering research as may be advisable in the national interest.

2. Explores means for prdmoting cooperation in engineeringiin the
United States and abroad, with a view to .securing concentration on.pro,blems
significant to society and encouraging research and development aimed at
meeting them.

3. Advises the Congress and the executive branch of the government,
whenever called upon by any department'or agency thersof, on matters of
national import pertinent to engineering.

4. Cooperates with the National Academy of Sciences on matters
involving both sciencetnd engineering.

5. Serves the nation in other respcts in connection with significant
problems in engineering and%technology.

, r
6. Recognizes in an appropriate manner outstanding contributions to'

the'nation by leading engineers.

The study was supported by funds provided by the National Academy
of Sciences and National Academy of Engineering.
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SUMMARY

Suddenly and dramatically, in October 1973, when the Arab oil em-
bargo was imposed, the United States became aware of its dependence on
foreign fuel to maintain its productive capacity, ,,erriployment base, political
autonomy, strategic security, and living standard. .Diiring the subeeq0ent
five months of the oil shortage, the complex of.problems, issues, resources,
and habits connected with the Nation's energy supply, distribution, and us-e
was a fundamental concern of the government, the industty, and, indeed,
the whole Americansociety. In,this context, the National. Acaderk of Emil-
neering appointed a TaSk Force on Energy to prOvide an'informed, reasoned,
and proinpt assessment of the technological range of actions that would have
to be taken if the United States chose to become as independent as possible
of foreign sources of energy in, say, a decade thdt is, by 1985.

This report presents the analysis, findings, and conclusions of the
Task Force. The Task Force concludes that, by any standard, the a,chieve-

nt of energy self-sufficiency in one decade would require enormous
effor but assumes the undesirability of a wartime "crash" prograrn with
its imp ations of government direction and intervention. Basically, it
would be necessary to reduce the` consumption of energy voluntarily, by
means of increased efficiencies and reduced wast fulness, and to develop
the- fuel resource's available in the Uni ed Stat with the best technology, now
available. Simultaneously; a major pr m would need to be pursued in
research and development on advanced techniques in energy production and
conservation for the future.

Central to this report are the role's of government, industry, and
the public in advancing a comprehensive energy program in the 'next decade.

-The Task Force recognizes that achieving this goal 'would require a seties
of intermingled political and soca,a1 decisionsthy the American community.
The fundamental decisions toward that end should be made this year.

3
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Supply, and Demand:, On-the bisis of recent histprical trends the de= "

mand for ' energy in th U itedStates _could surge tothe equivalent of 58 Mil-e(-
lion barrels of oil per ay (MIBPD) by 1985/-mor tlian 55 per"cent greater
than 1973` consumption of 37. kMBPD. However, I if major initiatives are 4111

undertaken to conserve the use of energy, the demand by 1985 could pos-sibly
.be reckicediaisome 49 to 50QVIBPD, which wouldistill require a_significant

-increase in energy supply during_ the next decide. 4
In 1973, domestic sources supplied the equivaleilt of 30.6 MBPD, of

the energy_cOnsurnedi The rest carpe from imports of crude oil and natural
gas.' Projection's made by industry expeRs in 1972 and in the pre-endbargo'
Months of 1973 indicted that domestic 'supplies° could rise to about 40 MBPD
by k985 based on the -then projectorlargerscale itrogram. This study finds
'that if appropriate avid timely actions are taken, domesti& pioduction could

Ration's

further increased' to about 4,9 MBPD in 1985.- If this Oppens, the . ..

Ration's energy deman in 1985-could lie satisfied by domestic energy sup".
ply sources, so long'as significant co'nservatioimeasures are taken by all

6, , ,
o consumers. 't 0./

The gap between the domeitiC supply'capab-iii es and the demand, N.
even wipr,extensive conservatiop.,**cannot be closed qui lx.. Oymports will
probablyt have -to rise to a level of 8 to 9 MBPD by 1977 or 1978 in order to
meet the overall deMand by this period. t hereafter, 'as new domestic

,..`sources becometproduclve, the,the, need for oil imports Could diminish.
It may not be possible or ecren desirable to cease,importation alto-

gether, even by 1985.) This study, forecasits that maximum probable domestic

/Z
rodu,con of f liquid hydrocarbons from all souces. could be about_ 13.6 MBPD

1985-TstillfarItishort of the 1973 consumption of 16.2 MBPD. Thereforet ^ --

unle.ss major' oil conservation practices are implemented, including convert-
ing some present uses of oil'tor more readily availakkle forms of energy'. Oil
will continue to be imported,' at least until coal-based synthetic fuels can be
brought into large-scaleprodUction: -

Conservation Potentials: Increasqs in the price of energy, resulting A
from inexorably higher costs of dete1oprnent, prodlicti`m, supplies, labor;
end capital, will provide a compelling incenti for the voluntary conserva-
tion of energy and will help promote the replacement of inefficient machines
and metiods with more efficieht ones. Timely and intens e public:informa-*
tion campaigns as well as economic and social incentives 14 guide bas:nees,
industry, government, and individual cons-iii-pers to reduce.theirsenergy
demands by the equivalent of r to 9 MBPD belbwJthe historical extrapplaticrns
for 1985, the Task Force estimates., c.
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Areas where major savings are considere,d possible include: increased
adoption.of care with less power equipment: improvement in the effi-
ciency 91 industrial products and processes, better insulation and more effi-
cient heating and cooling systems in residential and commercial uses, and,
eventually, expanded and more effective public transit systems.

While most energy conservation can be achieved through the normal
working of economic` forces, governmeiit leadership will be the key to metho-
dical conservation-through such acti s as encouraging the labeling of effi-
ciencies and "life-cycle" costs; stresei such considerations in its own
purchases and programs, an nsidering -fficiency improvements in allocat-
ing grants and, financial assistance t portation systems.

Oil and Gas Prospect's: In 1973, more than 75 percent of the Nation's
energy was supplied by oil and ,gas, of which about. 23 percent was imported.
With this dependence on imported energy, the, oil embargo and price 'in-
creases for imported oil came as a rude shook to the U. S. economicpoli-
tical, and social ,structure. \N

The 1973 domesitic oil and gas production of 22 MBPD cannot be main-
tained or increasecrwithout prodigious application of present technologies
and the development of new technologies. Over the years, producking fields
wane.ana new fields mujIbe discovered and brought into production. Field
production is ultimately limited by geologic Conditions,. and, even with such
techniques as pumping and flooding, about tvfro-thirds of the oil cannot be
extracted economically. Somegas fields have formations of such low per-

,meability that economic yields cannot be attained by conventional' practices.
What more, env nmental concerns have inhibited the production of oil
from offshore sites.

If oil and gas pillees, regulated only by a free market, reach levels
at or blow the expected world prices, the Task Force believes that Suffi-
cient c- ital can be attractedto increase production of these fuels from
domesti sources, including Alaska and the Outer Continental Shelf, to as
much as 2' MBPD by 1985. To achieve this, about $180 billion* woulalbe
needed.

-In ad tion to ekpforation and development of new fields, major flows
of oil and gas ould be expected from increasing production in'existing fields
that a dered marginally economic. By advancing and applying
secondary and er ary recovery techniques and developing fracturing meth
Ods to free ga: ow-permeability fields, significant increments could be
maae, thoug utput would be less than from primary extraction.

1
*All capitpl requirements are in '73-'74 dollars, and only reflect direct

bCosts for facilities in place during this 1974-198.3 period; associated infra-
structure and filancing costs are not included.

13



Shale Oil Prospects: Shale deposits are now estimated to contain.
some 1, 800 billion barrels of oil. However, only about 6 percent of the
shale is accessible in thick enough strata and with high enough oil content
(30 gals perton) to be of commercial interest today. There also are diffi-
culties associated with the extraction of oil from the shale. If above-ground
retorting methods are used, large amounts of rock would be mined, treated,
and discarded as tailings. Techniques to reclaim tailing areas in ways. that
are environmentally sound are presently unknown or uncertain. Another
srrious complication is that deposits are located in arid and semi-arid areas
arid sizealple qukntities of water are required for the processing and recle.ma-
tion,

The Task Force believes that these limitations will keep the rate of
production of *shale oil relatively low until 1985 and perhaps for longer. It
.estimat9that shale oil production by 1985 will not exceed 0. 5 MBPD despite
an invistment of between $3 billion and $5 billion. To achieve even this pro-
duction will require that larger tracts be proivided for leasing than are pre-
sently permitted, thitt environmentally acceptable methods fOr disposing of
tailings 'be determined, possibly with government assistance, awl that suffi-
cient water be available.

'Coal. Supply Prospects:- Recoverable coal reserves in the Unite States
are, capable of supplying many energy needsfor centuries. This study con-
cludes that the 1973 coal production rate of 600 million tons per year (MTPY.)
could"be doubled to, at least 1, 260 MTPY by 1985. Of this, about 700 MTPY
could be consumed in direct firing for generating' elericity, 310 MTPY could
be used for produding synthetic gas and oil and the balance for industrial uses ,
and export. About $21.billionrof additional capital investment would be ifreL
quired py 198 to maintain eastern, surface mining at about 1973 levels, to
increase eastern underground output to what its capacity was' in 1940, and to
expand western surface mining to an annual, rate of 569.MTPY.

These production goals would require that federal coal-beering,lands
in the West be made available for initnediaite leasing, that interitn and longer-
term mine Operating.regulations be reviewed and accepted, that environmen-.
tal requirements for reclamation'and fyr ring coal be determined and
clarified. All thii would.help create a stele and lasting producer-user re-
lationship.% Coal, competing against other fuel sources, would also have-to
reach a price level that would attract the investment capital needed for more
production.

There are serious barriers to increased coal production, principally
transport. More unit-trains, new slurry and gas pipelines, and enlarged
capacities for the Nation's inland waterway systems woul&be needed to
transport as much as 660 MTPY of additional coal.

Moreover, capital would be needed to finance the conversion of coal
to synthetic fuels. The technology for transforming' coal to methane, or
synthetic natural gds; is ready for commercial application,. the Task

6
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Force believes. Byv1985 there could be as many as 2,0,syngas plants produc-
ing an aggregate of 5 billion cubic feet per day, the energy equivalent of 0.8
MBPD of oil. The production of methanol is technologically similar to Meth-
ane production, and the kroduction potential is largely ,dependent on the
debelopcment of a market and on the'pricing of competitive liquid fuels., Under
the circumstances, the Taak.Force estimates that production of an equivalent
of 0.3 MBPD is likely by 1/85. The market potential for medium-Btukgas,
principally for po* er generation, will also determine the desired produ-Clion
level; about' Q. 3 MBPD is foreseen for1l985.

Liquefaction of coal in a synthetic crude oil, or syncrude, is poten-
tially the most important techn logy to be exploited. However, the. Present
processes are.costly and would lead to syn rude prices well above the likely
world price levels of bil in th6 ture. To d velop commercially useful
alternate processes, an aggress ve R&D prog m would be imperative. The
Costs and risks, associated with s ch developme is would probably rewlire
substantial government funding in ddition to pri ate capital. Although the
lead time needed to develop and dep cy production plants make it unli ely
that syncrude production will exceed .a'Nut 0..3 MB D by 1985, the Ta k
Force believes that the longer term importance of liquefaction as a major

of liquid fuels suggests that an early demonstration of econom1,cal
processes be given a high national priority.

The aggregate capitarrequirementa for the production of synthetic
fuels from coal at the projected 1985 leyels will vary, He pending on t!ie
presently uncertain development casts to achieve commercial -scale opera-
tions. A range from $16 billion to $22 billion is considered likely. This sum
would be in addition to the $21 billion of estiranated capital needed to extract
and transport coal for all purposes.

Electricity Prospects: Electrical power generation has been increas-
ing at about 7 percent per year recently, about double the overall rate of. in-
crease in energy consumption. From an energy standpoint, a continuation
of this trend to electrification is desirable because of the wide .range of ftrls
that can be used. In 1973 coal generated 44 percent of the *electricity; oil
and gas about 37 percent, and hydropower accounted- for most of the remainder.
With only 25 stations on-line atthe start 'of 1974, nuclear powered electricity
has been a small part of the Nation's present energy supply.

The to 1 1973 generating capacity was 435 Gigawaits electric (Gwe)- -
a Gigawatt equals" million Kilowatts. By 1985 this capacity could be more
than doubled to about 980 Gwe. The implication for the Nation's total fuel.
mix is significant: coal and nuclear energy could reduce the need for oil and
gas. The Task Force estimates that coal-fired electricity plants could
account for 220 Gwe of the increased capacity 'and nuclear fission plants for
an additional 300 Gwe. These increases, together with a modest increase in
the use of hydropower and geothermal generating stations, would provide the
estimated groWth in electrical capacity. Although the capacity of `oil-And

7
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gas-fired plants would remain about constant, it i antici,pated that they would
be utilized principally for intermittent cycling and peaking generation, and
thus their fuel consumption would actually decline.

The expansion of generating capacity to the projected level, together
with concurrent expansion of, transmission and distribution networks, would
involve high costs. Capital investmnit of more than $300 billion is likely to
be needed. It-would not be possible to raise this capital and achieve this
expansion, the Task Force observes, without several important actions. The
expansion of coal-fired plants, or the reconversion of oil, or gas plants back'
to coal, for example, will depend largely upon the resolution of sulfur dioxide
(SO2) emission standards. The Task Force believes that although reliable
and effective SO2 scrubbers do, not now exist, thele can be developed in a
few years. In the interim period, environmental regulations could be put in
effect to permit the controlled, intermittent ope'ration of coal-fired generat-
ing 'stations during the overhaUl of malfunctioning scrubbfffs.' Ad ittis now
regulations requiretfie whole plant to shut down when scriubbers are not
working properly: Alternatively, in some locationi4 consideration Fould'be
given to use of high stacks for SO2 dispersion and to switching to alternate
16w-sulfur fuels durineu.nfavorable meteorological conditions.

An increase in the Size and number of previouslY,projected nuclear
power plants wouldseem to be, possible, the Task Force- stays, if the admin-
istrative procedures that have lengthened their lead times from drawingboard
to on-line output to 9 to 10 years,Ncould be reduced to 6 to p7 years, which was
the time-frame only 5 years? Suc.h,actions as consolidating public
hearings, approving generic designs for duplic,te construction, preselecting
and approving new sites, and reducing retroctittisng during construction would
reduce the lead time. The Task Force is confident that the present state of
the art in nuclear plant technology warrants such changes without reducing
safety. 9

Other decisions would also be needed to provide direction and stability
for the efforts needed to acquire and enrich uranium fuels in order to expand
the Nation's nuclear generating capacity. In addition to, opening' federal lands
for 'mining, the government would have to resolve uranium impost policies
and encourage electrical utilities to enter into long-term contracts for
uranium supplies. Removing or reducing the classification of enrichment
information, resolving the plutonium recycling dilemma,':and restructuring
the government/commercial interfaces on enriching plants are some of the
principal actions that would be needed-soon to ensure sufficient nuclear fuel

.5;tcapacity. Capital requirements for nuclear mining aria enrichinent could
range from $11 billion to $14 billion.

Program Constraints: The Task Force recognizes factois that could
seriously restrict any major program of the dimensions that would be re-
quired to approach energy self-sufficiency.

8
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o Capital: Private capital requirements for production facilities are
estimated at $500 billion to $600 billion. This sum does not include working

capital, dividends, debt service, and other, financial obligations. Nor are
government R&D and production facilities (e.g., uranium enrichment opera-
tiOns) included in this estimate.

o Water: A serious concern for producing oil froth shale or syn-
thetic fuels,from coal in the quantities considered possible by 1985 is the
availability of water.: It is also essential for .rehabilitating land after surface
mining and for cooling electrical power plants. In the West particularly;
the limited mailability offwater as1 well as the issue of riparian rights would
have to be examined carefully 'bn a,case-by-case basis. /

o. Environment: While energy is essential to the-quality of lifet;

its produc,tion diEerupts the environment in many ways. Methods need' to be

,,,,found to reioncile energy with the environment. Land reclamation after coal

and shale:mining; protective measures associated with oil extraction; and
effectiveNtechniques for sulfur removal either- at the coal mine or the power
plant are only a few problems that require solutions. The Task Force recog-
nizes t4e importance of protecting the natural environment and safeguarding
human health and believes that these concerns- can be dealt with: by appro-

priate technology and realistic standards.
o Manpower:u' An estimated 1.4 million people are engaged. in energy-

related activities today. To, run the programs presented in this report would
',require several hundred thousand more. i,Substantial increases would be

needed in 'engineering, in construction trades, and ln mining, transportation,
and technical and managerial work. The iTabk.Torce notes with considerable
anxiety the drop in student enrollment in engineering curricula during the

past four years. It Will be important to reverse this trend as soon as pos-
sible. In addition, engineering manpower shortages may be alleviated in
part by transferring engineers from fields outside the energy industry, by
special training programs, and by careful organization of engineering assign-

. ments.
Program Responsibilities; Federal departments and a nciee now

deal with energy policies and programs in a variety of dispara ways: Al-
though the Federal Energy Administration recently had been established, the
Administration and the Congress are still considering creation of a special
energy R&D agency and/or a department of energy and natural resources. In

its engineering view of the energy problem, the Task ForceOid.not address
organizational questions, although it recognized that the government would

have to assume responsibility for the following:

o ollection, development, evaluation, and publication of
projections for energy demands and supplies;

of Development, of national energy, policies for consideration
by the Executive Departmentand the Congrpss, and'coor-
dination of policy development with other redval, state, and

9



local government agencies as well as-in the energy industries;
o Preparation of strategies for assuring adecitiate energy sup

plies at reasonable costs and minimum impact on the environ-
ment;

o Development and implemen tation of programs for conserving
energy and measures kir increasing efficiencies in energy
utilization;

o Collection and publication of data on resource requirements
and availability for sue-h critical areas as engineering,
scientific, and construction manpower, equipment and' manu-
facturing capabilities, and bakic materials availability;

o Organization of allocation and rationing programs such as
manpower, equipment, and resource13, as well as of energy
supplies, if necessary;

o Identification and assistance in: removing institutional road-,blocks in the prothiction and use of energy resources;
o Development and application of financial incentives where

clearly required, including development and overall surveil-
lance of joint gove'rnment-industrY partnerships in programs

,, requiring public support;
Examination and resolution of critical environmental prob-
lems such as water supply, land use, and air quality;
Development and coordination of international programs in
energy areas;

o Support of R&D when the risks are too great for private
investors;

o coordination of prograres for long-range and basic resear .

n energy areas;
rovis4on for dissemination of information and advice to the

g neral.public and special groups., -

Once a politically defined and- economically practical set of national
objectives and policies are established, the various' segments of the energy
industry should be able to accelerate and expand their efforts to pro de
more energy suppli s in the needed forms. Industry worild have man diffi-
cult tasks to carry ut,ine timely$ ,cost- effective, and beneficial manner.
These ,include, but are not limited to; tlib. following:

o Expansion of energy,facilit
o

s requires very large amounts
1of money from internal fund , equity funding (stock), and

bondsor'loarks; such funds can be obtained if the industries,
have stable and adequate revenue to cover their costs, repay
the loans or bonds, and provide the stockholders with an
adequate return.

18



o , Rapid and detailed planning would be carried out in response
to new objectives and goals, as well as within any new energy
supply-demand situation.
Once detailed;plans are evolved and critical problems identi-

°fled, the various organizations--along with their managers
and key personnelhave to be reorganized and redirected as
necessary to Undertake the various tasks on an urgent basis.
Whether these are new exploration programs, new mines,
new oil refineries, construction of facilities, operation of
new mines or plants, manufacturing of new equipment,' or
provision of development support, the industrial structure
will be the same, but substantial changes would surely
evolve and experienced planners and managers would most
likely be at a premium.
There will surely be a critical shortage Of many types of
manpower, particularly engineers and skilled construction
workers; major programs will be needed to make more
efficient and effective use of available, manpower, to utilize
less skilled manpower where praeticable, and to train more
personnel as rapidly as possible.

o Full consideration would have to be given to possible envirOn-
mental effects and to reasonable cost /benefit decisions foi.
industrial programs pos ing_problems to the environment;
close'cooperation with government should allow quicker
decisions if industry does an adequate job of considering
the issues. Similar consideration would be due in safety
and health as well.

o Many energy programs would require substantial support
in terms of development, and effort would need to be
diverted from other research and development activities to
provide such support. ,.

o Industry would have to establish and maintain credibility with
the public as well as with the government for understanding
and cooperation to be real and effective.

Beyond -1985: Achieving the complete range of programs described in
this report by" 1985 is not considered by the Task Force to be of high probabil-
ity.' Even if it is accomplished; the United States would be buying time. For
beyond 1985 looms an ominous prospect of even greater dematids for energy
from ever-increasing and ever:rising expectations at home and abroad.
Unless innovative ways are developed for conserving and using energy and
substantial new sources and new technologies are found for increasing'energy

r,\ 11
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supplies, the strategies presented'by the Task. Force would only postpone a
grim future of energy scarcity.

This report shows what can be done with today's 'technology. If the
United States is to have options beyond 1985, a well-planned, wide-ranging
program of research and development is essential.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

7 V

.PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The United States, with its large resources of coal, oil, gas, uranium,
and water power, As been largely self-sufficient with respeCt to its energy
supplies 'until iecently. Although the country became a net importer,.of....energy
about 1950, the quantities were small until about 1958. Since then, energy
imports, mainly oil, have grOwn at rates of 7 t8 10 percent per year. By
Comparison, during the same period energy consumption has grown more
than 4 1/4 percent per year and domestic energy production at about 3 3/4
percent per year. During the past few years, however, .domestic energy
production has grown at a slower rate, less than 1 percent per year, as gas
and oil have reached peak production rates; and a variety of factors have
limited the use of%oal.

The recent,.embargo on oil imports into the United States from some
Middle and North African production areas and the large, sudden in-
crease in essentially all imported oil prices have raised serious and urgent

.queElions of national energy policy. These include the feasibility and desira-
ility- of reducing or eliminating oil imports--becoming self-sufficient in

energyalong'with questions as to the iiieans of accomplishing such objec-
tives, the time required, and the costs--in money,'resources, s9cial and
economic changes, effects on the envir'dnrnent, etc. .

This report-addresses essential questions related to the reduction or
elimination of energy imports; but it does not seek to answer all of the.questions outlined above or those that arejrcessary to 'determine national
energy policy. The report seeks to proyid an appraisal on a practical
engineering and judgmental basis on the; following matters:

..,
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o The-magnitude of domestic, energy supplies and demands between now
and 1985 in the United States.

o Realistic possible programs-and estimated production achievements
in each, of the significant energy areas, along-with the implementing, actions
that would be required by government and indulary, the schedules, costs,
risks, resource requirements (men, money, materials, water, etc. )," and .
other constraints.

o An assessment of the potential total production, (or decreased de-
mand) if all programs identified were carried out simultaneously, along with
an evaluation of the possibilities and costs of such' anoovei-a1.1 program iri
terms of available resources and other conatraints,

o `Important factors to be considered in the implementation of those
portions of the program identified that might be considered desirable as a
matter of national policy.

Since in the judgment of the Task Force the' next decade is the most
critical period for reducing Cr eliminating imports, the study was confined
to the time period between the present and 1985. During this period,
research and development would be unlikely to produce new sources of
energy'on a large scale, and time factors would limit increases of supply
to expanding dOmestid production from known sources.

A further basic consideration was that, while it was assumed that
production programs, if carried out, would be implemented aggressively
both by gbvernment and industry with a real sense of urgency and high
priority on resources, it was also assumed that they would be done without
the type of government structure, directives, and direct financial support
characteristic of a wartime economy'.

A further ol?jective was to -identify to the extent possible those spe-
cific actions that should be taken now, in 1974; if it is desired to initiate
or expand the various energy programs that could have significant impact
before 1985.

No attempt is made to pass judgment on whether energy self-suffici-
ency is a wise policy, de,irable, or. even feasible. This report (Mks not
consider questions of social inequities or changes, economic dislocations,\ etc. , that may arise from costs of energy programs or failures to achieve
specific energy production goals. It does not consider the issues of accept-.
able anges in living standards, life styles, or'what can be accepted in

r.
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terms of changes in the environment. These are important -questions that
must be considered, along with others related to national security, the
international monetary system, etc., in arriving at a national energy policy.

This report does not-deal with 'long -range R&D efforts that can have
a significant effect only beyond the next 10 to 15 yetrs. Such efforts, how-
ever; will be essential to the longer-ternTsatisfaction of U. S.. energy
requirements.

APPROACH AEI

ti

,,Many. excellent studies on national energy have provided background
data for this analysis. These reference studies 'axe listed in Appendix D, and
their forecasts are summarized in Appendix C.'. Few of these address the real-7
life constraints now experienced by yidusfry and government in attempting any'''
energy expansion prOject.

UNITS

The reader is cautioned t at energy units and conversion fa.,ctors' among
\ the reference documents vary wi ely. The units and conversion factors used

in this report will be found in Appendix B.
Abbreviatioks used in this report diffi'r from those in some of the

energy industry. For similkity, a set of terms was adopted with the non-
technical reader in mind.

ABBREVIATIONS USED

Abbreviation Term

Kwe Kilowatts electrical,
Mwe Megawatts electrical, or thousands of KNite
Gwe Gigawatts electrical, or thousands of Mvike
Kwh Kilowatt hour s

MB PD
MTPY
BCFD
TCFY

Millions of barrels of oil equivalent per day
Millions of tons per year (of solids, e.g. , coal
Billions of cubic-feet-per day- (of gas)
Trillions of cublic ) feet per year (of,gas)

It should also be noted that,in this repo "demand" is defined as being
five VS.um of domestic consumption plus ex its plus any change in inventory
(usuallysmall or assumed to be.... zero) and is thui equal to domestic produc-
tion phis Imports. The use of these terms varies"wicfely in the energy

15
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industry and in the literature.
Unless otherwise-noted, all re erences to costs are in terms Of, con-

stant 19,73-1974,dollars,; inflation eff- cts are not explicitly treated in this',
study.

LOGIC 7

Chapter 2 desciibes the ove all d mensions of gy supply and de-.
,mand in an attempt to define the ignifi ance and magnitude' of the problem
over the next decade.

The next five chapters of this report. divide the ,demand and-supply into
dividual topics and discuss present status as,well as the 'changes that are

ossible in the next` 10 to 12 years. Potentially beneficial government :fic-
tions that could be taken in each area are outlined, as well as "schedule,
cost, resource-requirements, and others.

In Chapter ,8 judgments on possible production levels are totaled, and
examination is made of secondary constraints, such as ,

o Time and Schedules o -Water
o Costs and Financing o Manufa ctur in'g
o Environment o Manpower

o TeChnology.

In ClApter 9 institutional arrangements are discussed, and Chapter 10
-presents the conclusions.

CRITERIA

')'he Task Force decided that only programs and technologies that
could make 'significant energy contributions before 1985 would'be included
in this analysis. Technologies and programs were included only if they met
the following criteria:

o A new synthetic fuel process or other energy source must
appear. capable of achieving at least 0.3 MBPD production by 1985.

o Processes must be already developed or far enouglmleveloped
to provide the basis of production by 1985.

o The technology or pro'cess must not rely on speculative,
,

.as opposed to reasonably assuredK. R&D success:
o Developmentof the technology or process must not involve

an unreasonable financial risk to private enterprise.
o The technology must be'within the limits of available

resources in manpower, facilitiei water and capital.

16 .



,These dr iter ia exclude the following technologies:

o Solar Electric,Power
o Fusion Power
o Fast Breeders,
o Tidal Power
o Wind Power

o Hydrogen FueliC,
o Nonindustrial Electric.

Automobiles
o Power from Ocean-

.4 Temperature Differences

Although not ere ted in this analysis, the Task Force believeg that r
several of these are/important for the long term and that appropriate R&D
efforts should proceed vigorously on tliem now.

/
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Chapter 2

THE PROBLEM'

a

BACKGROUND/ 1-

4
4

I

r f.

Increasing demand for energy- and decrleasing or constant dornesti_.,
. a

production of oiliand gas haVe led the; United States to impo't increasirfg
.amounts of oil. Up until three ysar's'ago, these imports were lareely from

43kanada,and South America.: '-
)In 1970 U. S. energy demand- s equivalsnt to 33.2 milliorrbarrels*

per day (MBPD.),81-oil.1_triergy pr uttion from domestic sources Was
equivalent to-29.3' Mfl3PD. §ince,1970-ithe dome c supplies have only in-

-- creased to 30.6 MBPD; but by4113, energy demands rose to 33. 2 M D
The additiOnal sUpplie73 came 6.1.moet totally f om.oil !imported from t e Mid-t4dle East and North'Africa. , \ o.Energy consumption has b ri,gro ngan other cOuntfies also. This
hail led to increasi worldwide c tition for energy supplies, particu-
larly environmentally at tractive(lbnes s ckai3 low- sulfur oil and liquefied: 'A4a

nat,,!0atural gas. Japan is largely depend on imported oil, coal; and gas. 1-
The,,United kingdOm and Europe import more'tfian h4rf of their energy re=
Oirernn ents, largely from the Middleetast and Africa. Although world
energyli3ioductiye capacity has ;been intreasing ,demand has grown at a
higher'rate and spare .capacity has become quite small: One result of these
pressures is that worldwide prictie oil.have increased substantially "dur-
ing the

1

past years, even before the oir.ernbargo Of1973 and the ia quent
price increase. .

4 Increased oil prices andeincreased dependency upon imports raise
issues of reliability'of supply and balance of trade. They alSo strain the
international monetary systeM. -s

*Ass. umedat 5, 8 'million Btlit per ;barrel.

26
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Another roblem iesa growing dependencelkon fpreign refineries. Crude
oil imports for years limited to 10.percent of dorriestic production, but
residual oil imp rte were not limited. In this circumstance, ,new "topping"
refineries were uilt otjtaide the United States to produce large amounta.of
residual oil, w ch could be impyrted freely. More recently, relaxation of
import controls has spurred construction of domestic refineries; but it will
take time befor these are in operation. Also, lf domestic crude production
can be increase , additional domestic refineries will be needed, posing'
environmental iting problems,

Another concern is that the productio rates in-the major oil-supplying
,

countries may:, not keep up with projected g obal requirements for. oily Pro-
dudtiOn capacity in 1973 was barely adequ to to meet worldWide clemands.
Exporting countries having large oil res ves may not wish to expand their
facilities' since gieir in,corne from oil altlealdy exceeds their domestic needs.
They may well wish to extend their oil production over a longer period of
time.

RECENT EVENTS
' / /The re/cent embargo, on oil imports and the oil price increases have

forded attention on U.S." energy dependence.
\ Shortfalls id energy' supply resulting from the oil embargo have ca sed

inconvenience and spot shortages. An extendedor resurned erribmgo m ght
lead to more serious economic consequences. W-orld market oigrices seem
likely to remain high, and long-term economic ramifications seem inevitable,
including modifications in world trade and alliances.

An obvious response to this situation is to increase emphasis on reduc-
ing domestic energy demands and increasing domestic energy supplies1
This response is apparent in nearly every major oil-consunNs country
today. For the United States, the question is: How much and by when?

HISTORICAL SUPPLY-DEMAND TRENDS

Many forecasts of this Nation's energy supply.and demand trends have
been made for the remainder of this century. A number of these are sum-
marized in Appendix C. A review of these projections, which were based
on historical trends predicated on the continuation' of low-cost energy availa-
bility, suggests demand rates of 45 to 50 I,IBPD in 1980 and 54 to, 60 MBPD
in 1985 as probable ranges of, domestic demand. The. Task Force studied
these demand projections and, frorn them, synthesized what might-be re-
garded as a most probable forecast for.genzzaLs.c4ing purposes. This is
set forth as the "Previously Projected Demand" curve in Figure 1.

0
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Several estimates have been made of the reduction in(demand due to
higher energy prices and emergence of an energy conservation "ethic." For
p4rposes of analysis, the Task Force used a.median deviation from the
hikorical demand curve based on'these other studies. (See, for example,
the projectiona'taken from The Nation's Energy Future, the report sent to
President Nixon by Dixy. Lee Ray, chairman of the Atomic Energy Cornmis-

-s ,ion.)
The' nergy supply from domestic sources is illustrated by the bar

graph at tèlft side of Figure 1. It shows that domestic energy production
for 1973 yas approximately as follows:

1973 DOMES C ENERGY SUPpLY2

Source MBPD

/ Crude oil and natural gas liquids 10. 1
Natural gas 11. 9
Coal and lignite 6. 8
Hydroelectric 1.4 .

ANuclear 0.4
Total 3O.6

./
VarioUs estimates have been made of domestic supply under economic.

conditions predictedup until mj4-1973 (Appendix C), A rough median of
these is, as shown on Figure 1, about 40 MBPD in 1985, an increafe of about
10 MBPD' over 1973 domestic production levels.

FUTURE OUTLOOK

The Task Force concluded that the future supplies and demands could
most easily be understood if energy were assessed relative to supply and
demand in 1973.

Domestic en rgy supply was 30. 6 MBPD in 1973. These domestic
sources of energy; if not expanded or supplemented with additional sources,
would produce, 1 the judgment of the Task.Force, only about 20 MBPD in
1985. Thus, tfie programs envisaged by industry in early 1973 or before to
achieve about 40 MBPD by 1985 contemplated a total increasaon.the order
of 20 MBPD in the intervenin0).1a?..ge_.'and costly effort.

Under these circumstances, it was contemplated prior to the oil em--
bargo that the difference between denha,nd and supply, about 18,MBPD, weuld
be made up bY imports. The risks, as well as the costs ($30 b4 ion per 4'

21
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,,year or mole by1985 at $5 per barre were already a matter of serious
concern. (-

As uming...major initiatives to reduce demand by 1985 to.a net of 51
MBPD, file net increase in `supply from present domesticproduction levels
to app oach zero, imports would need to be about 20 MBPD. The "new" pro-

n would have to yield'abbut 30 MBPD, which equals the entire domestic
ene gy output in 1973. Needless to say, increasing the domestic production
by such a factor (and decreasing consumption by 7 MBPD as well) in order

achieve zero imports would be a monumental endeavor, whether done by
985 or-later.

While these figures are imprecise, they indicate .the magnitude of the
energy problem. They also indicate the scope of the programs required to
provide adequate, reliabie, and 'reasonably economic domestic sources'ofa
energy for the ifnited States in the years just ahead. In 10 years domestic
supplies must double.

4

. The supply-demand picture can be Considered to be made up.of the
following component s:

o Reductions in consumption' througil improved efficiency
and conservation -practices.'

" o Base production fromfexistng domestic sources
declining in the case of oil, gas, and coal.

o Enhanced production fr'om existing domestic sources.
o -Production from new or undeveloped domestic sources.
o Imports from foreign sources.
o Actual shortfalls, resulting in rationing or allocation

-to- forcibly reduce consumption to available supply.
f'

These divisions are,arbitrary trait useful
.

in the context of the, present" /
analysis. If we are to avoid shortages but still wish to reduce imports
quickly, emphasis must be placed principally on enhanced production (e.
secondary and tertiary oil recovery) and.consumer-use reduction. Ne
sources of energy will become available only in later years.,

-Some further. implications can be drawn. If imports are rest red,soon__
to the mid -1973 level, the supply would seem to be marginally ad uate for
several years as long as projected decreases in demand can be mi3lemented.
liowever; shortages will appear soon thereafterif imports are not expanded
or'd6neegNtic supplies increased in the intervening time. It will be several
years before domestic prodUction will increase to the rate at which demand,
as Modified by conservation, is expected to increagie. Therefore,. it would
appear that significant oil importation leve,ls wi I 1 indeed be necessary in the

\short term, even, if a major efforttoward increA ed self-sufficiency is
launched now y adequate imports are not Available, the economic con/se,

-7.quences of prolonged shortages will be serious; ',

22
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Considerable effort must be extended toward early significant demand
reduction through both technology improvements and conservation practiceat
To the extent that this effort cannot reduce demand and-to the extent that
thy Nation does not wish to teely upon imported energy, qur domestic sup-
plies must be increased.

These possibilities are discussed in the next few chapters.

I
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Chapter 3

CONSERVATION POTENTIAL

.--.:-::-
INTRODUCTION,AND OVERVIEW

4 The Task Force considered two categories of conservation measures
that could reduce the nergy projections for 19

The first category and earliest means for redtKing energy demand has
&seri referred to as the "conservation ethic" avoiding waste and "doing
witlless. It includes voluntary conservation of fuel usage and governmenta1H-

Jfuel allocations that have been the mechanisms employed during the imposition
of the oil embargo.

Price increases are also expected to stimulate voluntary conservation.
A number of estimates of demand elasticity with price haVe been made by
others based on economic theory. Differences exist in the elasticity pro=
jectea in these estimates and in the social aridipolitical consequences of
sudden,-1)rice increases: But they concur that adjustment in price, thetra-
ditional method of equating demand and supply, will prave effective in energy
conservation over the long run,

In the past, energy surplus-and low prices created a tendencyto be waste-
ful. Ln such a climate,, consumption was effectively encouraged by promo-
tional efforts of primary energy .roducersLand by the offerings of manu-
facturers of energy- umi devices. The in ased prices already
realized for energy and p'roeipects of further rise the next decade
should be effective in redacing these causes for unnecessary energy
consumption.

analysis, conservation potentials were not based on demand
elasticity projections. Rather, they reflect estimates of the changes in \

demand and use that are techntilogically and economically achievable be,fofp,---'-''
about 1985.

The second category for conserving energy involves some a ed capital
,investment, and /or employment of new technology on the pa.rtlitusere. Such



measures' can be stimulated by higher energy prices or by expected limitations
to availability and continuity of desired energy forms.

4. The cost of energy over the titieful life of a device hasoften been ignored
by builders, contractors, and owners in favor of convenience and low initial
cost. Future choices of energy supply.and energy-consuming. equipment will
undoubtedly consider life-cycle energy costs, but the Task'Fo e recognizes
that this involves rather substantial institutional changes a,n in itself will
plkobably be glow to evolve.

New nstruction of industrial, corn" merbial, residential, and trans-
pOrtatio acilitres can, of cours be the immediate beneficiaries of more
elfic energy-conservingfechnol2rgy and investment. But th
constructio rsually agelages percept to 6 percent per ye
facility -base. At this pace, even a decade of expansion

on on \the energy demands prbjected for these p
, A larger opportunity ip represe

to lower-cost or more energy-ef
attractive in some,areas where availabili
where ,prices are significantly' higher than.
Force et:Included that refrbfitting of existing cUities would proceed, at even
a slower pace than-conversion of new facilities to more efficient energy forms,
although it would be spur ed by progress in the latter.

Accordingly; .the effe from this second category will-he slow in
coming, but once eimplemented will be continuing. The effects from the
"doing with leas" category are immediate, but they may not persist with time
because of the iiitividual constraints ;Auired to make them succeed.-'

At this point,, the Task nir e has little data on which to base conser-
vation trends. Having the two conse Lion categories in mind, s estimates
were derived by xamining the technologic and economic demand du tions
believed achie e in the areas of supply and usage. ,.

In this connection, it was noted that a third form of con = ervation shou
be emphasized. It is the reduction of oil and gas usage throug \substitution
of More abundant indigenous resources like coal or nuclear fuel. While suc--
substitution for oil and gas resources does not reduce demand, it does serve
the objective of energy self- sufficiency. Many examples in the' second conser-
vation category will serve this objective as well. N

The above categRries of energy conservation portend a complex variety
of physical. changes that wilt probably occur in each consumption sector and
use area and that will reduce demand for 1985 below the levels projected
earlier. This physical response of the market is the subject of this chapter.

.
PRESENT ENERGY SUPPLY AND DEMAND

As a basis forNevaluating the potentials for the above categories of energy
r

conservation, the Task Farce examined present patternsoof energy supply
and demand by use area and by consumption sector.

pace of new
of the existing_ -

1 make-limited re-
poses.

ted by conversion of existing facilities
orms. Such-retrofitting may become

of energy may be jeopardized or
ternate fuels. Butthe Task
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The approximate 1973 consumption of energy, according to the major
areas ,of use, was.:

ESTIMATED 1973 U.S. ENERGY-USE PATTERNa

Use Area
Transportation
Space heating
Process steam
Direct heat
Electric drive
Lighting
Water heating
Feedstocks
Air conditioning

4
Refrigeration
Cooking
Electrolytic processes
.Other '

Percentage of
National Equivalent

Use MBPD
25 8.82
18 6.39.
16. 5.75
11 3.87

8 ,2.7
5 1.97
4 1.44
4 1.29
3 1.09

0.69
1 0.35
1 0.45
2 0.84

Total 100 35.68
aDeyeloped by extrapolating 1960 -1968 relative trend data by use-alread
applying to total estimated energy consumption in 1973.2 The. difference
between,this energy consumption and the energy demand in Chapter 2
(37.2 MB PD) is accounted for by exports and changes in stocks.

Transportation uses more energy than any other single area. It is
uniquely dependent on oil as- the only fijel system presently suited to the ;

Mobility of the U.S. life style. it is the area for the greatest efficiency im-
provement, as will be reviewed in the next section.

Other major opportunities for reducing waste and improving energy
''efficiency lie in energy supply for the following:

Space heating
Process steam
Direct heat
Water heating
Lighting
Total. Opportunity

73 Estimated Percent of
Total Energyk-Use

18
16
11
4
5

.4

26
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,
These areas also include major opportunities for potential electricity

substitution. Together with the present all-electric use areas, they indicate
that more than 60 percent of the energy system expansion in the future could,
if it were a matter/of national policy and resource support, be accomplished
by electrification, using coal and nuclear fuels to relieve the dependence on

. oil and gas: .

Much publicity has been given to the limited efficiency of electric con-
s..--...Zretsion from fossil fuels, creating the impression that direct use of these

fuels is highly efficient. At the pOint of use, electric power approaches 100
1

..

percent efficiency; and overall i efficiency from,fuelyto useful output is in
the "range of 30-35 percent. The efficiencieS fdr direct use of fossil fuels
depends on the application and oli how well the equipment is'maintained. Good
industrial process steam generators can be, in the range of 65-70 percent
efficiency.

Well-maintained space heating systems are in the same range. On the
. other hand, automobile efficiency in a typical urban operating pattern can be
as low as 10 percent with steady highway efficiencies running up to twice that

dio
level. Fbssil-fueled water heaters are intermediate.

Another useful way to explore potentials for energy conservation is to
examine the energy consumption mix according to use sectors. This infor-
mation for 1973 is illustrated in the following table:

1973 US EIVEAGY CONSUMPTIO

MBPD

Sector

Fuel.
Coal
Qil
Gas
Hydro
Nuclear
Total
Primary 7.27
Electric
Usage, 1.69
Total \ 8.96
aOf the 9:35 primary

Residential
and __

Commercial
0.17
3.32
3:7 8

Industrial
Transpor- 'Electric

tation Generation
2.10 4.11
2.86 8.47 1.62
5.11 0':38 1.85-
0.02 1.37

0.40

09 8.85 9.35

1.25
11.34

energy input,

0.01
8.$6

6.4A.Kbecame

cella-
ous Un- Total
counted Con-

sumption
6.38

16.39
11.12

1.39
0.40

0.12

0.12., 35.68.

6.40a
6.40

2.95 is distributed to the use sectors.

0.12 35. 68

eneration losses and the

From Oils table, it is noted that oil used,for transportation accounts for
about one-half of the total Oil,consumption. About 20 'Percent of the total !
energy consumption by the residential/dommercial sectors, mostly space
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heat as illustrated in the table on p:26, is shared about equally by oil and
gas. Of the industrial heating requirements, one-half is met by-gas and. one -
quarter by oil. Coal supplies almost half of the energy used to generate -

electricity, while oil and gas supply 37 percent. While power geheration,
space heating, and industrial beat have the greatest potential for interfuel
substitution, this is not true at present for transportation. Electrification of
mass transit and specialized vehicles (suck as delivery trucks and urban
vehicles) should be growing rapidly by 1985, but it is not expected to enhance
interfuel substitution significantly by that time. -

ENERGY SAVINGS EIVCONSER\ATION

Experience with conservation measures in industry suggests that
average energy savings of some 10 perceht can be achieved without limiting
output. 5 These savings are,approximately two-thirds for facilities utilization
and one-third for process utilization. Examples include more efficient
utilization of space heating and cooling, avoiding leaks and waste, task-lel/Nil
lighting, and avoiding partial loading of equipment oir running equipment not
in use. These- savings can amount to 1.5 MBPD by 1985, and "energy hosts
now provide a stimulus for doing so.

Trahsportation, as mentioned in the- previous section, is a mai r area
for energy conservation, including judicious use of the automobile. C
timing the 55 mph speed limits, even modest increases in trip reduction
(travel and pooling of shopping tri ) and car pooling, Can, save about -1 MBPD.
Increases in.airplane load factor,' already begun, can save another 0.3 MBPD.

Finally, the residential/commercial sector provides many oppor-
tunities for conservation, depending greatly on the attitude 'of individual users.
About 1 MBPD can be saved in home and commercial energy by the sum of
actions 'such as raising temperatures as little as 20 in the winter, by weather
stripping to avoid leaks, a.nciby-use*of.window Shades and turning off un- --
heeded lights and appliances. Government studies indicate that the 20 thermol
stat 'Change 6lone would save 0.6 MBPD by 1980. 0

7 A public information
progra or wide dissemination of voluntary practices-that will reduce demand
sho be very effective in this area.

EN G BY USE OF MORE EFFICIENT EQVIPMENT

P Oneiof, th ost obvious and significant re uctions in consumption
could be broil t bout by the increased -use of s all automobiles. Fuel con-
sumption is mo directly proportional tci\ ar eight. Some 500 gallons of
gasoline e vale is saved 'in productiol of 000-lb car compared with a
5, 00071b odel; a d smaller cars seam to be gaining in,po laxity. In the

i1973-model year, for example, thendustry production ca city was about
3.5 million small cars. In 1974-1975, automobile makers repor that they
will be able to produce about 5 million, about half of the anticipated total
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N.production. Even such sharp changes in trends; however, cannot strongly
Mlect fttel dein d from one year to the next. The average life of an automo-
bile is about410 y ars, and a change from the present mix of pmall'cars to
large cars would be elatively slow.

With the expecte -,growth in car population, fuel demand would increase
in absolute terms'. Although some improvement in:fuel economy (miles/
gallon) can be expected from better exigpie design, much of this improvement
would be lost with the expanded use of oxhaust pollution control devices.
Nevertheless, with the anticipated shift to a larger4ractiOn of smaller cars,
there could be a substantial reduction in consumption below that expected
were energy supplies to remain ample. A change in our present automobile
mix from the current 30:70 ratio' of small to large cars to about a 50:50 ratio ,

by 1985 would save at 1973 mileage about 1.5 MBPD. Together with oppor-
tunities for improved engines (for examplte; diesel stratified-charge) and
other energy-saving features, the total saving in 1985 automobiles c n'easily
reach MBPD.Incidentally, 'attainment of 'an average of 20 versus the '-
present 13.6 would alone qi4d 2 MBPD. Irnproveme n truck efficiencx
will add another _savings of 16. 4 MBPD. Significant gains are Possible in
intercity -pas-senger and freight movingquipinent, procedures, containeriza-
tion,These can amount to 0.7 MBPD.

Investment in better insulation for h9me and cornmertial buildings
would save about 1.1 MBPD, because space heating and cooling is a major
area of energy use. Higher efficiencies can be obtained in equipment for"
home and commercial use amounting to 0.4 MBPD. ExaMples are con-
version of one-third of incandescent lamps to fluorescent improved air con-
ditioning, heat pumps,' and heating systems; and more efficient appliances.

Irnproverrient in induAtrial processes can save another 1 MBPD. 4
majoearea would be the expanded use of the basic oxygen process for making.i steel and improvements in aluminum-refining processes. The FEO foresees,
the Btu's consumed, per product in .manufacturing dropping 2 percent per year
between now and 1985, compared with 1 percent per year over the past five
years.

ESTIMATED DEMAND REDUCTION
1

Considering the above, the Task Force estitnates that_a realistic target
for reduction of demand is about 8 to'9 MBPD b'y -1985.* This target-can be
compared with savings projected by the Shell Oil Company of 3.3 MBPD by
1980 and 8.5 MBPD by 1990.5 An illustrative, breakdown of theoTask. Force's
target range is shown in the following table:

e
*One member of the Task Force believes that,Ion the basis of. studies per-
formed at the Cal Tech Environmental Quality Laboratory, the reduction in
demand could be as high as 12 MBPD by 1985.
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ESTIMATED 1985 U.S. ENERGY DEMAND REDUCTION

Category
By Conservation

Industrial conservation measures
Transportation

Lower speeds, car pooling
Airplane lo1d factors

Space heating, efficiency

By Use of Energy-saving q ipment
Smaller, more efficient c rs
Other transportation savin s
Better building insulation standards
Residential and commercial equipment
Industrial processefficiency

Total conservation potentials
'Less 15 percent for partial overlap

MBPD.

1.0
0.3
1.0

2. 6,
1.1V.

.1.1
0.4
Is. 0
9.4
8.0

To achieve the above, tithe physical requirements wouldube the following:
410

o Convert the automobile population from its present30:7p ratio of
small, to large cars to at least an average of 50:50 by 1985. This will require
the production of 75 million lightweight automobiles in the next 10 years.

o Expand mass transportation facilities inilarge cities.
o Ensure-that construction of 20 million required housing units have

substantially improved insulation.
o Make industrial processes 10 perce less energy-intensive, on the

average.
o Do without energy through economy measures and more efficient

energy space heating like heat pumps.

,Beyond this is the reduced dependence on oil through greater tide of
coal and nuclear fuel sR.ur.ces. In 10 yeS,rs the preps.ure on petroleum fuel
can be reduced substanti:gily, provided barriers to/direct use of coal and
nuclear fuel for electricity are removed. f

\\,, POSSIBLE GOVERNMENT ACTIONS

Many of the results above can be achieved throug1qh4 normal working
of the-Nation's edonomic system. However, `government can play an,
important contributing role through the following actions; indeed, govern-
ment leadership,may be the key to effective conservation achievements. .
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Life-cycle Costing. Governf ent purchasing policy, such as on auto-
mobiles, could, taltlife-cycl /Costs, including energy and appropriate time
values for mony,_intO= cc nt, i tead of only lowest initial cost. Similarly,
regul 'oiceedch as FHAheusin nsulation requirements could embody buch
life- yele ,e/nergy costs. The FHA-financing basis could be expanded to
inc ude\, as acceptable ap aisal items, storm windows and doors, extra
insulation, heat pumps, etc.

Transportation Systems. in grants and ncial assistance to t or-
tation systems, preferepce could ge given todose plans that appe to be
energy; efficient and can use more i,bundant domeitic fuels. For instance,
coal and nuclear power can,be used to power electrified railroads and
transit systems.

Information rogram. Government could/continue to encourage volun-
tary actions conserve energy. Specific suggestions on how to save energy
or substitute more abundant energy forms for oil and gas could be widely
dipseminated. The piiblic must be made aware of the long-term nature of
our current ,energy problem, the economic and pOlitical implications of not
regaining or oil and gas self-sufficiency, and the need to adapt to higher
energy costs in the future. j s

a

N
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hapter.4

COAL ,

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

.

Coal aild lignite are under-utilized fuels having. a li ited substitUtion..,- / Jcapability.for ,oil and;gas and the potential for being converted to oil and gas.
TT eed for inereased utilizatiolvof domestic coal resrv4s has been cited,

rnany studies. , ,
64

Recovexable coal resources in the United-States can provide decades "

and possibly centuries, of fuel and/Wdrocarbon supplies/ to help meet energy
demands. The technologies for,Mining, washing,-; transporting,. and.burningt

.. ,coalare well known., Coal can be converted into electricity, heat, gas, and
. eventually i,to heavy liquid and lighter distillates to serve essentially all of

the energy- consuming tnarkeis "'"\*
/. ' ;

On the other hand, the production and use of coal involveie.potenidal .'
environmental problem arisingfrom,surface mining, air po fUtion caused I

by direct burning, and health and safetysrisks -in underground mining. The %e-
1

.problems affect the costs and availability of coal. Trade-off are inNvolved,
whitih need to be evaluated carefully, if this domestic e;r4rgy resource' is to

- 14e utilized at increased lelkels in the future,
, Thegre ate, several separaile fgcets to,j 4e coal utilization prograln:. ,

These subprograms \ dal mining, coal- tran'spOrtation, and coal -based i N
synthetics - are discussed below. Coal-bwaing power stations areiiiis-`
cusse in Chapter '5.

'COAL MIMING

:

..

,:=

423 a.

Background /4"
at 0

.4

Relative-to other fuels, coal has been declining in importance in the
United States. This sit/uation has been caused in'part by in erfuel cOmpeti-

i



tion from abundant supplies of low cost gas and oil. The result has been a
climate unfavorable to large investment. Mine output declined by almost
200 million tbns per year (TPY) from its peak prbduction in the mid-1940's
until mechanization, particularly in surface mining, arrested the decline in
the 1960's.

Other forces-also- began 'affecting the marketabilay and costs of coal.
Environmental constraints appeared in the form of air quality regulations,
and new strip mining regulations were promulgated. More stringent mine
safety and healtb,14ws and persistent labor problems ,increased coal mine
operating costs and decreased productivity.

The pattern of produCtion and consumption in 1973 is-shown in the fol-
lowing table:

1973 ESTIMATED COAL FLOWS

r.

Sources
Output

,(MTPY)
,

Markets
Consumption

(MTPY)

Eastern underground 300 Power generation 370
Eastern surface 240 Coking 90
Western surface 60 All, other 80

Totaf , 600 Total Consumption 540-

Exports -60

Today. coal still faces significant co atraints on growth. Uncertain-
ties concerning the 'future cost of competitive energy f ms, particularly/
imported crude oil, havAmade some consumers reluc ant to-sign long-term
purchase contracts and lEave discouraged opening of me new mines. Un-
certainties about propoged new surface mining and r storation regulations
have held up new mining operations, particularly i the West, from where,
most of the future increase in,productionimust ap rently come. The
scarcity of water i the West and environmental regiona(j
effects of surfac mining arstNinhibiting factor's, In addition, there are coal

'mining labor p oblems, inclMing a,current sh rtage of underground miners
and mining e gineers, mating rapid expansi of produttion More difficult.
Finally, t number of old mines abandimed'because of depletion of their
reserves nd because of ntitw safety requirements will continue tb grow.



Estimated Productin Increases

Despite all of these problems, the Task ForCe felt that given sufficient
incentives, is within the'capability of the coal industry to expand mine pro-
duction by about 660 MTPY in the next 11 years alongithe lines suggested in
the following table;

ESTIMATED 1985 COAL FLOWS

PRODUCTION FORM ^

1974-1985
Additions

Source (MTPY)

1985
Production

(MTPY)
,

Fuel

1985
Input

(MTPY)
Mine depletion (200)
Eastern Underground 280 480 Coal solid's 950
Eastern surface - 60 220 ,
Western surface 520 560 Synthetics 310

Total 660 1, 260 , .Total 1, 260

Histoyic mine depletion and replacement rates suggest that about one-
third of the existing capacity (200 MTPY) will be replaced by. 1985 with new
mines inzabout the same proportion to the current type of production. The
added new production is expected to come largely from western surface
mines and eastern underground mines. Eastern surface mining should ex-
peri/ence a slight decline because of laCk of new surface reserves and legal
restrictions on mining steep slopes. Eastern underground mining need only

/expand by about 60 percent if western surface mine production could be in-
creased tenfold. The Task Force judged these to be rather realistic goals
under the proper conditions. The logic behind this judgment is that western
coals are in thick horizontal seams near the surface and are generally low
in sulfur: Furthermore, western coals are of the 'noncaking variety, rela-
tively low in cost and, therefore, the most suitable for current synthetic ,-

fuelprocesses. Surface mining yields the highest productivity per man-
hour, important in a labor-scarce industry;, and economic recovery of a
greater percentage of the available coal is higher' in the West than in either I.

surface or underground mines in the East, giving western mines an ecoriomi
advantage.

The reasonableness of the anticipated growth in western coal produc-
tion can be judged from the fact that the necessary equipment for a 100 MT Y
expansion of western mining is already on order and 'should be in-place
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within 5 to 6 year s. 8 The additional equipment to achieve the desired growth
should be forthcoming with proper incentives`

The magnitude of the projected increase in coal production can be .

grasped better if the numbers ate translated into physical facilities to be
added. Listed' Blow are the kinds of actions that would Go needed to achieve
the estimated 19'85 production levels.

o .Develoi5 140 new 2-MTPY eastern underground mines.
.

o Develop 40 new 2-MTPY eastern surface mines.
o Develop 100 new 5-MTPY western surface mines.
o Recruit and.train 80, 000 hew eastern coal miner's.
o .Recruit and train 45, 000 new western coal miners.
o Manufacture 140 new 100-cubic-yard shovels and draglines.
o Manufacture 2,400 continuous mining machines.

Stated another way, on the average one new deep mine and one new
surface mine Must be brought into production every month for 10 years. In
contrast, only 13 mines of greater than 2-MTPY production were opened in
the 10 years from 1960 to 1969. In 1971, there were only 25 mines operating
that were larger than 2 MTPY and only 3 of these exceeded 5 MTPY. 9

The industrial capacity to manufacture large (80-100 cubic yards)
power shovels is a potential bottleneck in the development of surface 'mines.
There are only twomanufacturers and both are currently-quoting deliveries
in the first quarter of 1979. Today's total industry capacity has ben esti-
mated at about one shovel per month, which would have to be expanded if
these goals are to be met.

/ It is worthy to note that the estimated 1985 production of 480 MTPY for
eastern underground mining is approximately,the same as it was in 1940.

To increase theycoal mining capacity from its current level of about
600 MTPY .to a level of 1,260 MTPY would require large capital expenditures
by the industry>/ In terms of 1974 dollars, the expansion cost would be on the

/order of $21 billion. To provide such capital, cash flowswould need to in-
crease and the market outlbbk would need to be stable and promising for a
substantial time period, say 30 years. It is probable that average coal costs
need to rise by $4 to $6 per ton in order to permitrecovery of these capital
costs.

Government Actio ns

Any program to expand the domestic coal mining industry rapidly would
require the following steps tp be taken now:

4

o Market forces. If private capital is to be used, the. energy market
would need to set a coal price that is sufficient to encourage needed invest-.
ments in new coal mines.
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o Stability. The financial risk of sudden changea in government
treatment of competitive energy sources could be reduced by developing
and adhering to a long-term U.S. energy policy. Mine 'operators should
be expected to assume economic and technological risks; but, if they are
to he encouraged to increase mine production to feed new power plants and
synthetic fuel plants, they need early definition and stability in laws, and
regulations. Examples include sulfur dioxide &mission standards (short-
term variances will not lead to new mining capacity); suracemining res-
toration standards, and oil import policy.

o Western federal lapds. Federal coal-bearing lands would need
to be opened for leasing in 1g74, with no impairment involving surface
ownership or lease. The lead times for equipment'and materials are
long., and lands need to be 'made available in time to allow orderly deV'elop- .

rnent. Mechanized surface mining of western noncaking, low-sulfur coals
using block-and-cut methods for minimum environmental problems perhaps
'offers the fastest way of increasing domestic coal,,production.

o Mine-operating regulations. Trade-offs of standards, and criteria
for design and operation of Mines would have to be made to meet short-term
nationiN demand. Some relaxation of desired air and land quality may have
to be considered now, with corresponding timetables for improvements
later in the 1970's and 1980's to achieve :the Nation's long-term environ-
mental goals. Uncertainties brought about by pending cha:nges or retro-
active changes on projects underway serve to delay expansion programs
and discourage new projects.

COAL TRANSPORTATION

Background

About one-half of all coal currently moves by rail, often in unit trains
of 10,000 tons or so, and usually over distances of less than 500 miles.
Flows per track often reach 2-3 js.,ITPY.

In addition to rail movements, another 20 percent of the coal moves
from mine to market via inland waterways, sometimes in dual-mode sys-
tems with both rail and barge movements. The transport ion pattern for
coal in 1973 was approximately as shown below:

at

1973 ESTIMATED LONG DISTANCE COAL MOVEMENTS'

Transport Mode MTPY

Railroad 400
Inland waterway 150
Slurry pipeline 5
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Coal from eastern mines will continue to move to markets by rail and
barge, and eastern mine-mouth power plants will continue to send out energy
by high-v,oltage transmission systems. However, the probleih of moving
western coal to markets 1,000 miles or more away is a formidable one. For
distances. more than about 500 miles, costs fit hauling coal overland tend to
increase linearly with distance, ' ,

To be sure, much of the coal produced in western mines will move by
train, train-barge, and train-barge-train systems to major consumers.
HOwever,,trackbeds need frequent repair and upkeep, and existing railroad
trackage has a giactical saturation point. Beyond thisopoint, new expensive
signaling and dispatching systems will need to be added to existing rights of
way, or new lines will be needed to absorb the increase in coal haulage from
these western mines. It does not seem lik.ely that railroads and barge sys-
tems alone can accommodate these possibfe coal flows from the West. Be-
cause of these factors, it is likely that pipeline systeme will be a strongly
growing competitor to rail systems. Such pipelines will occur in three sep-
arate forms: slurry, gas, and liquid. Present estimates oagasification
costs range from $1. 2o $1. 50 per million Btu, excluding the cost-of coal

mand transportation to, market. These costs should be compared with less
than.60' per milli° Btu deiiVere costs for slurry pipeline or rail-delivered
coal, to thesMidwes market. T refore, gasification is not even remotely
economical for po, er generati . Its application wij.1 be for domestic use
through existing xtensive natural gas distribution networks. Currently, no
des,r' eloped proc s exists for economical, coal liquefactio , and so syncrude
pipelines are .t as yet in contention fo western coal. The remaining pipe-
line alternati e is coal sluri/ying.

.,-
Coal s rry pipelines are an attractive way to supplement the growing

transportation needs for western coal. One 280-mi a -long coal slurry pipe-
line capabl: of moving 5 MTPY' has been operating uite satisfactorily in the
Southwest n United States, and a new 25-MTPY line nearly li 000 miles long
is curren' y under design. In intermodal competition for energy movements,
there ar trade-offs among available water supply, ope ating staff, disposal
of water, escalation sensitivity, waterway availability', and system flexibil-

,

ity that will determine the mix of train-barge syste s versus pipelines.
Transportation of electrical power by extra/ igh-voltage ac transmis-

4ion becomes subject to instabilities at great dis nces. High-voltage dc
systems are economical over long distances but ac-dc conversion costs are,
high and no major system exists as yet over 5'00' kv in the. United States.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the alternative practical modes of
coal energy transportation to eastern electric-power markets from western
coal mine.

Shortages of locomotives, gondola cars, and hoppei cars are apparent
.even how; and in many cases power plant or mine owners will probably want
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FIGURE 2 COST COMPARISONS OF AiaTERNATIVE MODES OF\COAL
ENERGY TRANSMISSION (for .1,,d00 -mile ,transport distances)

G

EHV TRANSMISSION

2
_

UNIT TRAINS

COAL PIPELINE (BECHTEL)

EHV COSTS ADAPTED FROM FPC
2.0 1970 NATONAL POWEI*SURVEY PART I
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to purchase-their own rolling stock. Safety and environmental problems will
probably increase as traffic increases on mainline trA-kage. All new over-
land transportation systems will need additional rights-of-way, new facilities,
new crews, and new rolling stock.

Achievable CaRacity Increas-es
S.

/ - The Task ;47\r e judged that the tranelportation s'ystetn-WOuld be able to

meet the requirements of a 660-MTPY mine output increase by these multiple
appriiaches, It should be noted that, of this total increment, only 400 MTPY

is' the increase in coal to be delivered in solid forms; the balave in growth
is to be utilized for synthetics near the mine. It was judged th.itt most of. the

new mine production capacity in the East probably would be served by unit
train and inland waterway systems, even though both of these capabilities
would need to be expanded substantially.

In the West, slurry pipelines were judged likely to make significant
inroads on train- arge systems for ne' haulage capacity beyond the maxi-
mum that could be ndled by the existing rail systems. This conclusion is
founder' on the automated, continuous, hidden nature of pipelines; their multi-
ple land-use capability; their, ability to operate one-way without empty re,-
turns; and their relatfte economics. Environmental acceptability was judged

tobe greater witl?pipelines than with other forms of surface traffic. In some
western situations, the operation of slurry pipelines may be limited by avail-
able water supplies. i

,/

kSTIMATE1 4985 COAL TRANSPORTATION

Transportation
1985k
(MTPY)

Eastern rail and barge systerhs \150
Western rail and barge systems 200
Western coal slurry pipelines 100
Syngas pipeline (after conversion
loss)

00

A comparison of these estimates with the 1973 transportati n pattern
shows that the Nation's rail-barge coal haulage capacity would ne d to in-

,
crease by 300 MTPY or about 50 percent and piNine capacity wo ld have
to increase by about 200 MTPY by 1985.

- \ This estimated mix of coal transportation systems can be b tter
isAplized by considering their physical meanings.' Using,rough a erages,

such an increase in haulage capability, could involve:

a
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o Construction of 60 new 2-MTPY eastern rail-barge
systems of 100 to 500 miles each.

o Construction of 70 new 3-MTPY western rail-barge
systems of 1,000 to 1,200 miles each.

o Conitruction of 4 new 25-MTPY slurry pipelines of
1,000 miles, each.

o Construction of 2 new 2.5 BCFD gas pipelines Cif
1,000 miles each.

o . Manufacture of 8, 000 railroad locomotive units.
o .ManUfacture of 150,000 gondolier and,hopper cars,

each of 100-ton Capacity.

There, is currently a temporary shortage of open top hopper cars '14he
number of open top hopper Cars declined from 480,000 in 1960 to 388,6550 in
1969. Although average car capacity increase from 60 tonsaier Car in 1960
to 72 ions per car .in 1969, the aggregate capacity de lined. This situation,
created a severe shortage of this type rail car and re ulted in deliveries
being currently at nearly two Years. 10.

Possible Government Actions

Expansion of the transportation system to carry 800-MTPY more coal
over the next 12 years could be enhanced if the following actions were takefi
in 1974:

o Railroads. Financial.assistance would probably be needed to
improve mainline trackage and signaling systems. Assistance in helping
provide gisde'-deparated highway crossings could be of material benefit
to affected communities.

o Waterways. A program could be undertaken to help ensure
that inland waterway systems have sufficient; capacity to absoPb a large
potential increase in coal movements.

o Rights-of-Way. Rights of eminent a, omain could be established
and exercised to ensure that industry will be,' able to obtain rights -of -way
for railroads and pipelines ,expeditiously. The possibility of using inter-
state highway system right-of-way for energy transport by rail and pipe-
line could be considered.

COAL-BASED SYNTHETIC FUELS

Background

Liquid fuel was commercially produced from coal in Germany between
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1930 and 1945. lishe most recent plant built for liquefaction is in So Uth
Africa and has been ope,rating, successfully for more than 15 years.

The process technology in Gerinany and R&D activities in the United
States have been extensively,treated in other studies. The. 'ask Force
attempted to estimat\ what level of-truly commercial production of synthetic
coal-based fuels could be achieved within 10 to 12 years if adequate incent-
ives existed. Only techncalogy that is ready or nearly ready for commercial
application and is econovitcally acceptable is considered in this report.°01:-

Economics are difficult to'.define sharply, but coal-based synthetics
probably will have importance as future price setters. On one hand, com-
mercial production of coal-based synthetic gases or liquids ,would 'set a
ceiling on the value of imports or even marginal wells at home'; but undue
haste toward synthetics could causeprernatureikommercial production, which
could lead to unnecessarily high costs for synthetics; with the result of in-
viting others to raise natural fuel prices'by reason of an incomplete technol-

ogy.
In developing a synthetic fuel industry, prudencelis a major requisite.

Under no conditions could it be built up fast, enough to relieve supply prob-
lems in the 1970's or in the early J9801s. However', it/will be important in
the late 1980's and beyond.. The cost of investing too heavily now in an im-
mature technology could be burdenso'me later. Cautious optimism is desir-
able.

Gasification of Coal

High-Btu Gas. Gasification iS'the key processing step for conversion
of coal to synthetics. Two, possibly three, processes of German origin are
available for immediate commercial application. In addition, there are
five ctr six different gasifiers under development in the United States by

government and industry. However, no U. S. process can be con-
sidered for wicte=scle commercial use until it has been demonitiated at
nearly full,scalei this cannot be accomplished in less than 4 to 5 years.

Furthermore, the extensi-ye studies undertaken by others suggest that
e63nomic improverri,ent of these new processes over the present Lurgi pro- °

cess probably cannot exceed 10 -15, percent, assuming that all forecast im-
v----4ovements are achieved, which must remain doubtful. The Task Force,

therefore, assumed that full-scale methane-from-coal plant§ based on the
Lurgi proc'ess. and perhaps others can contribute to the energy supply in a

,meaningful way by 198,5.
Medium-Btu Gas. In addition to high-Btu gas, there may be another

Market currently served by natural gas, where a leaner gas might be.
ac'ceptable. Such lean gas can, vary from 300-Btu/CF mixtures of CO and
Hz only, to 500.-Btu/CF mixtures with additions of methane. The se^are the
"raw" gases available from any of the demonstrated gasification processes,
including Lurgi, Kopper s, and Winkler-.
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This lean gas\ market could include power plants now fired by oil,or
gas and not convertible to solid coal. It is possible to convert these units,
and,many industrial plants, to such medium -Btu coal-based gas and to re-

°move sulfur from the gases before or after burning. But there are economic
problents in piping medium-Btu gas over any but short distances., There is
also a loss/1n thermal efficiency for gasification compared to direct Foal
burning. For the even lower heating value,producer gas (175 Btu/CF), a key
concern in conversion from oil/gas to coal firing is the 30-35 percent boiler
derating'oassociated with the use of this lean fuel that results from the addi.

tion of nitrogen to the' gas. The merits of, diverting natural gas from power
plants by medium-Btu syngas versus direct manufatture of high-Btlf syngas
are speculative. If medium or low-Btu gas finds a market,, will probably
be in firing new combined-cycle power plants or in converting existing oil/gab
power plants in the southern and southwestern parts of the country.

Liquefaction Af Coal
VP\

With vast reserves of coal in the United Statei and with the great cie,

mand for liquid fuels, one of the most important questions needing an answer
is that concerning prospects for conversion of coal to liquid fuels...,

The Task Force considered this question and concluded that, ,while
there could be.a number of demonstration pla,nts each producing perhaps 20
to 40 thousand barrels per day of oil from coal by 1985, there is no rational
way by which substantially larger amounts of Vroduction can be aChieved by.
that date. ,Even this magnitude of production would require an-'intensive
development program. By the early 1990'x, the results of such a:program
could be commercial production of oil from coal on a scale of millionsiof o

0barrels per day. If this is to be achieved,.,it is of great importance to begin ,

promptly. The reasons for this timescale are both technological and eco-
nomic. -

Because coal liquefaction has often been advanced as a method for
making large. amounts of gasoline and heating oils, a detailed analysis is
provided to establish an informed perspective.

The two alternate routes to liquid fuels from coal, hydrogenation' and
gas synthesis, arefvvell described in the liter.?ture. . Both were large-scale
operi, tions in Germany between 1930 and 1945. Most of these plants were
base on the hydrogenation concept, because it is the inherently more effi-
cient system.

.
..

These technologies as they exist Today would produce synthetics only
at price levels well above those expected to represent future world price

,levels for oil. However, there is a good probability that, given an adequate
effort,, new R&D programs in the United States could yield lowered synthetic
liquid fuel costs. It could thus.be damaging. to a viable synthetics industry'
to proceed to large-scale' coal liquefaction 'based on .currently available
technology.
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It should be recognizedi ft}rthermore, that for the last 30 years the
preferred German system, direct hydrogenatio has not been used; no
plants have been built and none operated. It is q te doUbtful that adequate
knowhow still exists;to resurrect this technology without literally reinvent-
ing many of the technological(' details needed to build and operate a full-scale
coal hydrogenation plant even of the 1940's design

The:_situation is different for the Fischer-Tropsch gas synthesis pro -
cess. ,A very up,-to-date Fischer-Tropsch,liquid-frorn-coal plant has been
built in South Africa and is operating today. While it is a small plant of
7,0110 BPD capacity; this technolOgy_is available now. The production costs

,
are quite high, however.

4

Even though the gas synthesis process has now undergone significant
improvements diver the World War n German technology, it remains the con-_

clusion of the'Task Force that the desirable process fesr a 1.1.'S. liquefaction
industry should. be an imriroved technology for direct hydrogenation of
coal.

Several avenues toward such improvements are known and have been
mexplored for a good many year-s. However, these new concepts have not

been pur stied to the,:point where commercial plants' can be built. The very
costly prototype or demonstra4ion phase of these new systems has not be
undertaken, because the prevailing prices of crude' petroleum don provide
an economic incentive.

New Technology. Hydrogenation' as a ratite to liquid fuels from coal
can be practiced in a variety of configurations; however, one key ingredient
remains the same for all, i.e. , hydrogen. Hjrclrogen is' produced from water
and coal or coal residues by gasification. This stepttantbe safely based on
the existing-gasification technology.

All hydrogenation systems involve the addition of hydrogen'sto a coal
substance at high pressure. German operations used between 3,500 and
10,000 psi. New processes are expected to utilize between 2,000 and 3,500
psi, representing a major advance in technology.

However even at the lower pressures, this is a very demanding pro-
cessing step in terms of special equipment and metallL.gy; and it was the
German conclusion, therefore, that wherever possible the' coal should first
undergo a feed preparation step to produce an optimum feed for the hydrogenal
tion system. This included carbonization or extraction (even ultra cleaning
of coal) to reduce the serious erosion and corrosion problems resulting from
the introduCtion and removal of ash. and unreactive coal in the costly hydro-
genation reactor. '

This choice of processing sequerice must still be made, and the alter-
native new bystems proposed for development can conveniently be grouped
into (1) those treating coal directly with hydrogen at high pres-674. e and in- .;
the presence of ,effective catalysts, and (2) those where coal is first pro-
cessed'to yield tar or extract f subsequent hydrOcracking of the raw`Iiquid
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un e more extreme conditions. .,
Alternative systems have been proposed for these feed praparation

s -nd for the manner in
-4.
which the high-pressure catalytic hydrogenation

is cond cted.
Product Quality. Another dimension of the problem relate to the

quality of the liquid fuel that is sought. Hydrogenation, inicontrast to the
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, readily permits a wide choice in the character-
iStics of the final product. Hydrogenation is /very flexible, and the R&D pro-
gram should cover this dimension.

For certain coals and for certain. local air pollution regulations, it may
,be possible tojimit Tydrogenation to a single, noncatalytic step, albeit still
at high pressure.-- This may yield a reasonable low-sulfur, low-ash, solid

'
e

fuel'(400° F melting pOint) that can serve part of the market. For most
--applicatimic---..amore extensive treatment be required, since many

power plants are ,cat d'in urban areas where less than 0.3 percent sulfur
fuel is mandatory. . .

Finally, it is-i portant to consider the large distance of the most-de-
sirable U. S.,...toa,1 reserires from the market, which entRurages con-
ver si n-dfcoal int More easily transpOed forms near the mines.1

R&D Needed. From the fo1egoing, the 'ask Force concluded that a
desirable R&D program would require alternative process developments in
drder to-'test these concepts, on a scare adequate to obtain information on the
economic viability and performance of each system.

Most of the'e alternatives have been tested on laboratory scale (less
than 1 TPD), and(some have been or are about to be tested in units ranging
from 5 to 75 T1213. It is possible, therefore, to move soon into thviroto-
type plant phase wheke the final-technological development short of full com-,.
rnercial-scale operation can be completed.

P The'processing of solids differs fundamentally from that of liquids in
that operations.,are far more diffictilt t9 define precisely, and this results
in a much more difficult extrapolation problem. This is particularly true
of coals, which have a wide range ofs'physical and chemical characteristics.
Wheie a well-explored and understood chemical process is involved, it is
possible to move directly from a laboratory test unit to full commercial
plant. This is simply not practical when handling coal.

Coal hydrogemation involves a large number of difficult teinical prob-
lems in materials handling, catalysis, and solid-liquid sepa'ration that can
only be defined and resolved in equipment-simulating the final commercial
'system. These problems differ significantly, among the various hydrogena-
tion concep s. Thus a series of prototype plants would be required.

The urpose of a prototype liquefaction plant is to the process
cond 'ti for an oPerable systern in equipment that can be scaled up to com-/mer ial with minimum risk; a factor of tweto four would be acceptable,

/.Most Of t knew 5dal liquefaction processes being developed in the United.
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States are faced w ith the..parne general problems. The severity of each prob-
lem and the import_arrce"of its solution-toward achieving overall technical and
econorii succes.a vary among processes. The general problems include:

k

.100..o Developing practical ways to' introduce coat int-
.high-pressure systeiri.

o Maintaining solvent balance to assure that enO ghgood.
quality solvent is generated to Slurry the coal feed.

o Defining the reactor system and the scale-up parameters
for design oran operable and efficient commercial reactor train.

o Defining construction materials that will retain their
integrity in a hostile atmosphere under -severe temperatures'
and pressures. -

o Defining equipment tb reduce pressures from 3,000
psi to-much lower levels.

o, Defining equipment to achieve satisfactory solids
separation from liquids and gas at high temperature.

o Establishing ways to maintain catalyst activity.
o Defining and solving environmental problems.

Each Of these elements mustsbe te'sfed in a fully integrated fa,cility to
establish the effet of interactions and to test the effects of process changes.
The, cheapest, easiest, and quickest way to achieve integrated operation is -

in a prototype plant rather than in a commercial unit. The basic advantages
are:

o Changes to ke the plant operable can be mader more rapidly
and at lower cost beca s smaller equipment is used.

o More alternatives can be tested because their total impact_ -
on cost and schedule is'less.

o The prototype plant can be designed to process and test more
than one coal.

o The failure to recognize a potential environmental problem
in the prototype plant has a less severe effect on the surroundings
because of the relatively small size of die, facility.

)

Not the least Advantage of having a series of parallel prototype plants .

orintermediate size (300 to l; 000 TPD) is the ability to operate these platits
on a variety of coals that will respond in different ways to each 'proc s. If
the plants are toes large, it may be impossible tocoverthe great variety of
U.S. coals in the test program, simply for economic reasons. ..

Finally, regarding.the.appsopriate size of, the prototype plants, the
largest of the German hydrogenation reactors processed around 500 TPD, 1,

P
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4which is a mall figure compared to the projected needs for 'synthetic liquids.
Current Wilited States development hopes to reach 2, 000 -3, 000 -TPD
reactors at lda:st in the first generation of commercial. liquefaction,units.. ,Veen in these sizes, multiple process trains will 'be required. ,, ' . ,

.to The proposed prototype plants seem to fall somewhere 'between the
demonstrated Getman capacity and possibly two tot ee, times that rate. .

.
This appears prudent to the Task For&e. Satikactory esulte at that scale
will permit, a safAxtrapolation to the full commerc 1 size in the range
from 2 :.1 to 5 : I', szlepending on the process; in fact, certain'other crucial
items of equipment (heaters; puinps; exchangers) would require no extra-
polation at all, since multiple units.would inevitably be needed. , :

.Program/C6st. Each prototype liquefactiOn project would cost between
$75 and $125 million. It is iikely that each Projec_twould xequire subitantial

.
. . government support in addition to private-capital. In this regard, "the Task,

as Force, urges that government aponsorehipbe'designed to encourage the_ k

establishment of possible proprietary positions in'terms of patents and know-
1 how for private industry involved in the :effort. °The expertise required for'

succegsful conduct of.such a program is simply not to be fOund anywhere
except in the private energyvindustry; and 'in order to maintain a competitive
spirit and draw the best technical talent t6 this program, some reward for q
s,uccess must be available to those who commit themselves to these' projects.
The Task Tore believes appropriate arrangexnents can be made to take ,
advantage of private enterprise expertise and still safeguard publi6 interest.

Conclusion. The Tad Force believes that an aggressive liquefaction
development-program shouAl be a..majar cornerstone of the long -range supp),y
of liquid, fuels, even though the4otalyoOme fore,cast.lOr production by 1985
is quite srrialf relative to other fitels. .\---- ' \ P -'

Methanol.. The prodAtion of methanol is a special ..,Case of fiquefaction,
similar to the Fischer-Tropsch process and to the productionrof synthetic. ,'i,methane. The cost if this fuel delivered to contnmers, will .probably fall
close to that-of coal,-based methane' bec.se of methanol's. low transportationA'

cost. Methariolis produced now but is not generally used as fuel; and l)a e-
scale application in transportation, for example, would need tobe pre-ce
by additional major use tests in the United States.. Other currentlir,fetsible"

. -... uses are as fuel for peak-load gas turbines and aereplecen-fent of fuel oils
or, low-pressure gas for industrial and home heating.j r .Production of methanol: from coal is as well or better demonstrated than
productioh of methane. The 'Task Force, therefore, estimates thet Some,
methanol 'could be included in, the range o(coar.1%-lbased synthetic fuels by.1985,

0 , ' o _although the market outlook' is quite uncertain. - __:

This then illustrates the position of 'synthetic fuels from coal:t ..
, ;, .

o Ntethane troth coal is ready-forNimmediate cornmerciallimlication.
o Methanol is alinost aks ree'dy, bu't Commeiical=scale uses io take.

1
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advantags f lowtiir tiaI cystssts are yet ,to be developed.sport
/ ow Ltquefactio processes using hydrogenatioi are not,red y fo prese,it us , but R&D started immediately and generously

f ed uld lead to arge-scale use start; 4 in,+'he late 1980's.
_Coal pro eErding for power pls.,' u.sei including gasification,

liquef ceion, stackgas scrubbing, and Yluid-ifed combustion, will find
corn rcial use dug to the varie4 requirerne `ta of the pciwer industry
(See hater 5). /

Estimated New Production

In view of the lare"capital requirements and the high element of risk
involved with all synthetic fuels from coal, the Task Force concluded that the
estimated maximum production in the next 10 to 12 years might include the
following facilities: .

o Construction of 20 anew 250-million CFD methane-from-,,coal plants.
o Constpaction of 8 new 40, 000 -BPD methariol-from-coal plants.
o Construction of 10 new 30, 000 -BPD coal liquefaction plants.

The proposed pitogrs.m is summarized in the following table. The
Task Force felt that this would be an ambitiovgarogram involving some
$16 billion td $22 billion of capital expenditure

ESTIMATED 1985 COAL-BASED SYNTHETIC FUELS
(Based on Western Coal)

'et

Input'
(MTPY of Coal)

At Mine
(7

Pro uction
(M1BPD)

,
,Ait High-Btu gas 15,0 0.8

Methanol-, .4 60 0.3
Syncrude 50 0.3

--s-, _

Total " 260 1. 4

r

Medium -Btu 50
gas

0.3_

aBased Onlase of 8,59,0-BtuillAvestern coal.
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Possible Government Actions

. If a domestic coal-based synthetic fuels industry is desirable, it
would be enhanced by the following government actions:

o Approval of Gasification-Projects. The government could
assi st companies who have annbunced methane from -coal plants in
achieving prompt approvals for construction.

o Sponsor Liquefaction Plants. Because of the high risks in-
volved in extrapolation of this technology, partially government-financed,
competitive parallel demonstration'projects could be undertaken based on
logical industrial prog ramplans.

o Allow Proprietary Patent Positiotts,,If the best Technical and
'managerial talent ie to be attracted to the creation of a vigorously com-
petitive synthetic fuel industry, proprietary data, patent rights, and
.know-how should be safeguarded.

On the last point above, it is recognized that the government may be
involved financially, particularly in the creation of coal liquefaction plants.
lfpriately developed processes, as well as background data and know ow,
are not protected, then industry will not 4e in a position to recover pr vious
expenses. If foreground proCess assistance by the government threat ns
background data and know -how, industry having such process experie ce
will not want to participate. Furthermore, wide diskeminatiqn of fore-
ground and background rights and data deems inconsistent with establish-
ing a vigorous, competitive industry.

The extent of government financial support could be reduced, pro-
vided there is a willingness to so interpret the antitrust laws as to encour-
age cooperative R&D activities and thereby spread the risk, while preserv-
ing competition during the production phase.

0
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Chapter 5

ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW ,

Electrical power generation is such an important converter of primary
energy that it is appropriate to single it out for special discussion.' Electric
power generation has been increasing at a rate of almost 7 percent per year,.
whereas the rate,of increase for all forms of energy in the United States is
about 4 percent per ye.ar. In 1973, power plants consumed the following por-
tions of the U. S. prirnary energy resources.

POWER PLANT PRIMARY ENERGY CONSUMPTION, l9.73

Resource
Peicent Cone\urnedin

Electricity Generatin

Coz112 64

Uranium 90

Hydro and geothermal 100

Oil and gas 2 13

Some existing power plants have a substantial capability for primary
fuel substitution, -and there .re several fuel choices for new generating units.
Such fuel substitution can help place more of the Nation's energy use on abun-
dant domestic fuels that is, nuclear, coal, and renewable resources.

The overall power generation picture will be discussed in several
sections as follows:

o Coal-Fired'Power Stations
1.o Nuclear Ppwer Stations
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o Nuclear Fuels
o Renewable Resources
o Oil/Gas-Fired Power Stations
o. and Storage

Because there is no substantial capacity to store ekictricity, supply-
demand.relationships are measured ian essentiallY-instantaneous terms.
Energy' consumption(Kwh) and peak capability (installed and available kw) are
separate subjects, and both are important. Daily, weekly, and seasonal
variations in load affect both of these and require that some power genera-
tion units be predominantly steady-state (base-load),.while other units vary
with load swings (cycling), and yet others are started up solely to meet short-
term peak, demands:, (peaking).

Typical domestic variations in weekly electricity demand are shown
in Figure 3. In addition, there are wide variations in the hourly load and
substantial changes in seasonal loads. For instance, in some parts of the
country, because of air cnditioning, the summer peak load is 40 percent
greater than the winter peak.

FIGURE 3 U.S. TYPICAL WEEKLY ELECTRICITY DEMAND

TOTAL AVAILABLE CAPACITY
RESERVE

CAPACITY

2 7
co

8

O
4

3
TYPE OP GENERATION

I= Gm Turbine
ISM Pumped-Storage Hydroelectric

MI Carnations' Hydroelectric
12C2 Nuclear or Fossil-Fueled Sewn-Electric

CM Pumping Energy Supplied by Nudes% or Fossil-Fueled Steam-Electric Plants

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
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The capacity required to satisfy such peak loads is greater.than the
base load, and any ,steps to make demand more uniform would make the over-
all generating system more economical.

Utility economics govern the allocation of plant types to these various
services. Loading of the grid usually occurs by scheiduling the largess, and
lowest-operating-cost generating units to serve the base-load energy require-
ments first and then adding smaller, less efficient units as required to meet
the peak loads of variable duration. hydroelectric power, despite minimal
operating costs, is utilized more and more for pea Being In many areas, because
such, capacity can be added economically even though overall generation,is
limited by fixed water storage.

For peaking plints, high fuel cost is much less Important than low
tcapital cost; while in base-loaded plants, low operating cost is the important
parametei---r Cher than low capital cost.

Of the I stalled capacity today,' large coal-fired Power 'stations are
predominantly base oaded, as are nuclear units. Oil- and gas-fired plants
may serve as baSe-loa sources in some parts of the country but more typi-
cally would serve a cycling,function. Older coal-hred plants in some sectors
of the country also Serve the cycling function. In some areas, gas turbines
plus hydro units provide the.peaking functions.

COAL-FIRED POWER PLANTS

Because demands. on-crude oil and gas are to be diminished, one
major way is to stress nuclear, hydro, geothermal, and coal resources for
our electrical power, generation.

While coal-fired units have supplied both base-load and cycling func-
tions, particularly in northeastern utility systems, modern coal-fired units
have tended to become more inflexible; and the largest units today provide
mainly base-load power. Crowing particulate, sulfur, and nitrogen oxide
stack gas emission controls have caused losses in both flexibility and avail-
ability. High degrees of superheat, high pressures, extrenie water treatment,
many stages of feedwater heating, "cooling towers, precipitators, and now
SCY2 removal process equipment all have combined to make the modern coal-
fired station a complex process plant.

Some years ago, the promise of loW fuel costs and the clean air as-
peas of nuclear plants began to attract attention from the_electric utilities.
In addition, the utilities foresaw a potential freedom from the month-to-month
dependence on continued flow of coal from the mines and over the railroads. ,

With strengthened environmental standards in the offing, new coal-fired plants
began to suffer from serious inroads made by new nuclear plant orders and
°accelerating conversions to oil and gas firing.,

As regulatory and equipment delivery delays began plaguing thenuclear,
construction program and the opposition to burning high-ash, high-sulfur\,coal
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athered momentum, more orders went for oil-fired stations to fill the gap
being rapidly created. The crippling black-out in the Northeast in 1965,1ed
to increased grid system ,interconnections; and the rising surniner peak loads
in later years led to greater 'numbers of gas turbine peaking units. All of
these factots increased the moves toward gas and oil firing, until natural gas
producers began to refuse to renew or make long-term gas contracts and until
the 11- nation Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) began
serious oil price increases.. Predictably, the recent oil embargo has turned
many utilities, back toward coal firing and, because of air pollution regulations,
toward western low-sulfur coals.

11
1973 ESTIMATED COAL-FIRED POWER STATIONS

Type. Gwe Installed

As 13u11 t, eastern coal
As built, western coal
Convetsions to oil firing'

163
10

(30)

Reinaining coal
-I

143

Since the-mid-1960's, a number of coal-fired stations have been con-
verted to oh firing. °These changes- occurred at first because of economics,
but accelerated later because of stack gas emission standards regarding sul-
fur. Some 400 units amounting to about 30.Gwe have been converted to oil in
the past 10 years, and about 20 percent of these have either sold off their coal
storage pile land, built additional units on the land, and/or removed coal- and
ash-handling equipment. The result is-that these latter conversions are
essentially irreversible now.

In addition, there are existing units that, although they still have
multiple fuel-burning capability, cannot obtain approval to revert to coal
firing because of enVironrnental regulations. Because the law requires use
of the "best possible technologY, " there has occasionally been a refusal to
allow coal burning of any sort, including low-sulfur coal, even though the sul-
fur Content may be nearly the .same as that of the oil currently being burned.
The result is that oil that could. be diverted to other liquid petroleum uses
continues to be burned.

One example is Consolidated Edison's Ravenswood plant, Unit No. 3,
© providing 1,000 Mwe in New York City, which formerly used 0. 9 percent

sulfur coal (equivalent to perhaps_.].. 25 percent sulfur oil) and in the winter
of 1973-1974 burned up to 1.5 percent sulfur residual fuel oil part ,of the time.
The city and Federal environmental agencies refused a request to convert back
to coal. This decision, aimed at a marginal reduction in SO2 emission, re-
suited in an additional fuel cost of about $100 million per year and also diveited.,,

r. almost 1 1/2 million gallgns per day of liquid*hydr,ocarbons from other purposes.
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...
The Task Force takes no position regarding the merits of this particular der
cis'ion but dries want to stress that when trade-offs are involved, including
health risks and other environmental effects, these trade-offs should be quan-
tified and made, known in terms the public can understand.

Rapid expansion in installation of new coal-fired stations will be
dere by some of th same problems' that nuclear units encounter, namely,
lack of water codlin , lack of approved site's, and restrictions on environmen-
tal emissions. Even in entirely rural areas and in well-ventilated air basins,
coal-fired power plants are required to employ the same emission control
standards and SO2 removal processes that urban power stations are being re-
quired

\ ,

to use. The reliability of SO2 removal units has not been demonstrated,\ '
but air pollution control authorities have een reluctant to grant waivers or
variances for `even short periods of time, of meteorological condi- .

tions prevailing at the time. Thus, an entire major power plant may have to
be Shut down because of failure of ancillary equipment.

4,----N_Because of this, the electric utilities have been reluctant,to become
dependent on SO2 removal process equipment, which is not only expensive but
alqo threatens the entire plant and system because of possible forced shutdowns.
A great deal more effort must be applied to achieve a reliable system for use
on coal-fired units. One way to increase the momentum toward this goal uld
be for the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to grant variances ,mairi,----
tain a plant on-line in case of SO2 equipment failures and to sponsor consider-

,

ably more effort toward developing reliable operating proCess equipment and
regenerative units instead of throw-away processes. As oil prices increase,
coal, even with SO2 scrubbing equipment, wilt become more attractive:

Although SO2 scrubbing systems have not yet shown demonstrated
reliability -on a commercial scale, it seems likely that practical processes can

° be achieved. Their importance can hardly be overestimated, since the current
limits on SO2 emulsions provide a major stumbling block to wider Use of coal
for power. Stack gas scrubbing is expected to be more economical than the
use of low-sulfur oil or synthetic fuels and would permit the desired substitu-
tion of coal for oil and gas to proceed more rapidly. It is one of the few things
that can be done to improve domestic energy utilization without causing seri-
ous environmental problems. Adjustment of the rate structure to cover the
cost of SO2 scrubbing might help accelerate the development and use of such
systems. -

Another approach to controlling SO2 emissions could be the intermit-
tent control "of stack gas emissions. Burning of higher-sulfur coal would be
permitted only during periods when atmospheric conditions dilute the concen-
trations of SO2 below the primary air quality'standards. Although the effec-
tiveness of this technique is controversial, it is a possible solution under
certain favorable atmospheric circumstances and should be examined as to

.meteorological environmental consequences. .
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Yet another approach to controlling SOZ emission is the use of fluidized
bed combustion in Which a material, such as limestone, is used as a bed mate, -
rial. The bed is kept 'fluidized by the combustion air and by the flue gas result-
'ing from the combustion of the coal. The limestone is calcined to lime, which
reacts with the SO2 and oxygen in the flue gas to form calcium-sulfur/compounds.
When used on a once-through basis, high limestone feed rates are re/quired if
SO2 removal of 90 percent or more is to be achieved. Some method of regen-'
eration of the calcium-sulfur compounds back to. lime is desirable in order to
reduce the solid waste disposal burden created by the high limestone feed rate.

While considerable technology already exists on fluidized bed 'Corr-thus=
tion, demonstration of this technology] for steam boiler application is just
getting underway. A 30 Ivilwe atmospheric pressure unit is presently under
construction and larger units are being designed. In contrast to some of the
SO2 stack gas removal processes, fluidized bed cOmblistion can only be used
in new boiler installations. This important limitation, coupled with its early
stage of development, would probably, limit the impact of fluidized bed com-'
bustion to the period well after, 1980. j

Estimated Installed Capacity

After study of the problems facing the coal mining, coal transportation,
and power-generating industries, the Task Force concluded that coal-fired-power
plant additions by 1985 could amount' to 180 Gwe, for a total installed capacity
of 330 Gwe.. Included in this total are 20 Gwe of oil conversions- that could be
reconverted to coal firing in the next fewyeav3 if suitable variances or regu-
lations can be administered to encoulrage this.

Some conversion of the oil- and gas-fired units across the Southern
United States to intermediate-Btu gas made from coal could also be considered.
Economics dictate that such coal be delivered to the consuming area and then
converted to gas. The market forces that would influence such conversions
are unavailability of natural gas, low-sulfur crude oil, or low-sulfur residual
oils. The price of medium, -.Btu gas will not be low. Also, the use of gas from
coal is less efficient thermally than the direct burning of coal.

On the other hand, power costs for cycling and peaking plants are not
;*tioverlyis,en ve to fuel costs. This is one method of shifting more'burdens

onto coati at a cost less than that of converting coal to high-Btu pipeline, guan-
oty gas! i The Task Force estimated that a probable 1985 installed capacity for

such"medium-Btu conversioniimight" be 20 Gwe and further observed that the
technology is available now at commercial scale to effect such conversions.
Some power unit derating may be involtved.
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ESTIMATED 19$5 INSTALL l7 COAL-BASED PLANTS

1985 Gwe
Installed

1974-1985,
,Additions

Coal/lignite-fired steam 310 +167

Oil reconversions 20 ,+ 20

Medium-Btu gas conversions 20 + 20

Total 350. +207

The magnitude of this expansion would be about $60 billion in new
facilities and conversions by 1985. In physical terms, this would mean:

o Reconverting 5 oil conversion units per month for 4 years.
o Designing, constructing,' and bringing on-line 2 new 700 Mwe

coal-fired units per month for 10 years.
o Designing and manufacturing 24 new 700 Mwe turbine generators

every year for 10 years.
o Designing and erecting 180 new 2. 5 -MTPY coal-fired furnaces.
o Purchasing and developing 50 new plant sites.
o Designing, constructing, and starting up 10 new medium-Btu

gas conversion plants to supply 50 existing gas-fired units of 400 Mwe
each.

M61.

These requirements are within present industry capabilities. The
conventional steam turbine-generator business is a mature industry and no
shortage of.capa.city is expected in this area. In 1972, the industry shipped
a total of nearly 28;'000 Mwe of turbine generators. Based on 1973 backlogs,
more than half the industry capacity is estimated to be in units of 800 Mwe
and larger.12 The same conditions generally apply to the fosSil fuel steam
supply industry..

Possible Government Actions

If expansion of coal-fired. power generating capacity is desired, it
could be enhanced by the following government actions:

Aft

o Establish Variances. Air pollution agencies could establish
a policy providing that under favorable weather conditions variances on
stack emissions could be given where SO2 removal process equipment
reliability problems are encountered.

o Improve SO2 Scrubbers. The government could help accelerate
process design and reliability improvements in SO2 scrubbers by carrying
out additional competitive parallel design, supply-test programs with a
number of industrial teams.
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o Intermittent Control. Regulations could be adopted to provide
(on a long-te*rm basis in order to.provide stability for coal supply and plant
investments) that high-sulfur fuels, particularly coal, would be burned as
long as the ambient conditions at ground level, as continuously monitored,
did not exceed specified limits. If these were exceeded because of meteoro-
logical or other conditions, then the plant would be required to switch to low-
sulfur fuels, reduce output, or shut down'. Such plants would usually be
designed with high stacks and other provisions for diluting the stack output
and reducing ground-level concentrations of SOS. Such provisions would re-
quire consideration of the hazards from sulfate production that might affect
areas at a great distance from the power plant rather than the immediate

NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS

After more than 30 years of research, development, and large-scale
demonstrations, nuclear power plants are now being utilized on a rapidly P

increasing scale by electric utilities in the United States, Almost all'nuclear
units are so-called light-water reactors, 'although gas-cooled reactors are
receiving ine r ea sin attention.

Back
a .

Until about 18 months ago, Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and in-.
dustry projections of installed- nfflear plant capacity were about 150 Gwe by
1980 and about 300 Gwe by 19135. In early 1973, the Atomic Industrial Forum
completed a study that indicated that 150 Gwe could be achieved by 1980 and 365
Gwe could be achie4 ved by 1985 if positive action were taken on certain licensing
and other issues.

Little effective action was taken on these recommendations and, as a
result, the estimates for both 1980 and 1985 have again been revised downward.
New AEC forecasta,project that under i'nost likely conditions only about 100 Gwe
of nuclear power will be in operation by the end of 1980, and only about 250 Gwe

15by 1985. _In terms of time, these slippages correspond to about 2 years by
1980 and about 1 year by 1985.

Just 5 years ago, about 6 years were required from inception to on-lint
power generation for nuclear units. Presently, lead times for new nuclear
units have increased to 9 to 10 years. It should be possible to reduce these
lead times once again to about 6 or 7 years, despite problems in obtaining
equipment and material in a timely manner. Present orders do, of course,
reflect current perceptions of lead times by the electric utilities. Expressed
in terms of relative fossil fuel displacement Potential, the 50 Gwe forecast

5.6
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difference in 1980 is equivalent to about 1.4 MBPD. Thus, this nuclear slant
slippage is quite'serious indeed.

NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS AT END,OF,1973
16

Status Gwe
Units with operating licenses 25.
Awaiting operating licenses
Construction perinits granted

and under construction
Construction permits pending

and under design
Announced, but applications not yet filed 50 ,

Planned, but not announced -' ca. 20

60

Total 208

It Seems cleat that any policy seeking to minimize dependence on
imports and to conserve fossil fuels must consider assigning a high priority , )

to the acceleration of tile installation of nuclear plants. As a condition for
this acceleration, nuclear power plants as now designed, built, and operated
would have to)e recognized as adequately safe, environmentally desirable,
and strategically necessary. Such recognition would eliminate the 'current
practice of redeciding or reconfirming that same conclusion several times over
for each individual project. ,

One of the serious, problems of the nuclear powerindustry is the AEC
,---- licensing 'process. This procedure involves filing an application for a con -

ruction permit. Each application must be accompanied by a Preliminary
Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) and an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
These take about 3 years to prepare fOr a plant on a new site. The PSAR is
reviewed both by the AEC licensing staff and the Advisory Committee on Re.
actor Safeguards (ACRS). When these and the environmental reviews are
completed -- it usually takes about 2 years -- a public hearing is held at which

ike findings of these reviews are presented and intervenors are given an oppor-
tunity to challenge the findings.

The construction permit, when issued, allows the physical construction
of the plant to proceed; and, when the plant is completed, essentially the entire
process must again be repeated with submittal of a.Final Safety Analysis Re-
port (FSAR). Once again, public hearings are held before an operating license
is granted. Even then, the license may not grant permission to operate at full
.pgwer; and AEC inspection procedures after operation has started tend to make,
the plant u vailable for power operation a higher percentage of the time than
seems rea onably necessary. .

Th se procedures had their origins in the early days of rapidly devel-
oping and changing/nuclear technology; and, while commercial nuclear power
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experience and know-hpw has matured to a major in'd'ustr today, the licensing
process has not matured with it.

For example, under current procedures there are ultiple reviews of
designs already reviewed and previously approved. Many esign changes must
be applied to plants already under construction or even alre dy in operation.
These changes usually have their origins in licensing procee ings on other
projects. This piactice, called "ratcheting, "is disruptive; nd many people
in the industry feel that it is counterproductive to safety, as ell as the sched-

,

tiles, costs, and public benefits.
Many people in the industry believe that reviews in det by the AEC

staff and the ACRS are counterproductive and wasteful of liMit d engineering
manpower when applied to duplicate plants, twin units, or plant consisting of
units' modules,' or systems already reviewed and licensed by th\e AEC.

Estimated Capacity Increases

If the licensing problem can be ameliorated by more effici nt procedures,
the Task Forcebelieves that about 125 Gweomightrealistically xpected to
be operating by the end of 1980. 'While the 365 Gyve postulated by t e'AIF no
longer appears likely, it is believed that adeterfnined effort could ead to 325.
Gwe being in operation by the end of 1985. This would displade the equivalent
of about 8 MBPD of oil by 1985.

ESTIMATED 19851NUCLEAR POWER CAPACITY

Type

1974-1985 1985
Additions, Capacity,

Gwe Gw&,

Light water reactors
Gas-cooled reactors
Breeder reactors

+280

+ 20+

Nil

305

20+

Nil

Total +300 325

. Expressed in average physical facility terms, the addition of 300 Gwe
of nuclear power by 1985 could involve:

TOne member of the Task Force believes. that the maximum installed nuclear
capacity at the end of 1985 will be no more than 150 Gwe, baped not simply on
delayi Caused by protracted hearings but on an assessment sof the sheer mag-
nitude of the task.
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/s Design,and construction of an average of two.to three new nuclear
/units per mo th for the next 10 years. , /-

o F rication and delivery of an average of 30 reactor pressure vessels
/ and 30

e
turb'ne generator sets each year for 10 years.

cquisition and approval of 10 to 12 nuclear plant 'sites per ye &ix.

10 years. '
a

o Recruiting and trainiig of 30 to 40 thOusand plant operators nd
main enance personnel in the next 10 years.

Possible Tit overnment Actions

If it is desired to accelerate the nuclear power plant insta tin program,
the Task Force believes that the most immediate problem is to accelerate the
gran ting of construction permits already applied fore and to facili ate the con-

,struction of those units ailready being manufactured and constructed. About
138 Gwe are already in the "pipeline" up to the licensing stage. The estimated
installation of 125 Gwe by 1980 would be enhanced, if the folio mg actions were
taken by the government:

o Approve Generic Designs. Construction permits could be granted
on demonstration that a proposed plant is a duplicate of on previously
licensed Cr that it consists of systems or modules PreviouSly licensed -- with
verification of details later.

o Reduce- Retrofitting. More mature judgment a d increased senior
attention to design changes on licensed plantsduring co struction could ameli-
orate this disruptive praCtice..

o Separate Antitrust Matters. Antitrust cons]. erations could be
separated from safety, and environment reviews and tr ated separately.

o Grant Operating Permits. Operating permits could be granted
upon Certification that the plant'has been built and tested. in accordance with
the construction permit without a new public hearing..

o Accept State and Locally Approved'Sites. Sites that have been
reviewed and approved by a. state or local agency ,regarding environmental
impact could be certified without turther review, provided that the basic
requirements of the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) have/been
satisfied.

In,order to achieve 325 Gwe in operation by the end of 1985, it would
be necessary to initiate an average of 25 new 1, 200-.MWe units each year during"
the next 4 years and have these licensed and built together with those now
underway. This is less thanethe rate of new orders during/the past 2 years,
The Task Forge believes that this is.feasible if the governmeni' gives particu-
1# attention to reducing the. time periods required for preconstruckion activi-
ties. Government actions, in addition to those already cited, that would enhance
this would include:
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o Preap-piove Sites. Special boards or some comparable mechanism-
could be established to review proposed sites, assess environmental impact,
hold publitliegiiiiiiiOnVirtfieraTearaileii;alid-ii-Mider an approval - disapproval
decision within a reasonable time, perhaps 6 to 9 months.

o Reduce Unnecessary Environmental Report gfforts. A'more effi-
cient review process could be achieved by reducing the volnine of environmental
data reqUired, elimin. mg "baseline" data delays, reducing duplidation of
information, doptin unifoim criteria; accepting generic reports, and elimina,
ting rniultiple envir ental reports. a.

o A t Sta dard Generic, Desi Procedures. The; government could
develop, ba 'ed on odular §eneric designs. for equipment and plants,. a stan-

/dard licens g pr cedure that would provide for -standards and criteria for
evipment systems, arrangements, and materials.

o educe ACRS Reviews. The ACRS could be limited to reviewing
ew desi 711s, major modifications or special problems, broad problems Of

definitio an" consideration of types of reactors and equipment.
Revise Quality Assurance Procedures. Reevaluation of documenta-

-t

tion an. procedtires for quality assurance and quality control to focus attention
on important items could reduce the demands on trained personnel, shorten
schedules, and lower costs without lowering quality of the product.

A final point should be made here. If the licensing period for nuclear
plants was suddenly shortened by alleviating some or all of the constraints
just discussed, we would be faced with an even greater manpower shortage
than exists now, both in the field and in design offices. Tot'alleviate field
manpower problems more rational quality assurance and quality control
requirements are nieded; and the frequent practice of retrofitting should lie
reduced. To help stretch engineerihg manpower, it would be advantageous to
reduce unnecessary detail in regulatory questions as well as to reduce required
design changes. If these steps are not taken, it is doubtAil that availabke man -
power would be capable of handling the work that would be thrust on the industry.

NUCLEAR FUELS

Rapid 'growth of nuclear power jnvolves many)questions relating to %,"

nuclear fuel - -the provisiOn of adequate supplies of fuel, usually as low.-9niich
merit uranium dioxide clad in zirconium, and disposition of spent fuel, anially
involving storage and transport to a reprocessing plant where the uranium, .

plutonium, and radioactive wastes are separated. In addition, there are ques-
tions not only with' respect to storage and disposal of radioactive Wastes, but
also with safeguards against theft of fissionable or highly radioactive materials.

I
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Uranium Mining and Milling

It has taken an average of abOut 8 years from the time uranium explora-
tion is initiated until substantial production is achieved from new mines and

mills. The variations from this average can be substantial due to uncertain-
ties of exploration. There are few reasons to believe that this' average can
be shortened significantly in the future, And it may be lengthened if exploration
i less successful. Domestic uranium concentrate (U308) production reached

600 tons. per year (TPY) in 1960, but declined to about 13, 000 TPY in 1973.

1973 ESTIMATED URANIUM MINING AND MILLIN

Item TPY .)10308

1973 production output

Standby capacity / 13,

5,

000

000
' Total capacity ...

18, 000

The quantities of uranium neede in thet.future depend not only 'on the
rate of increase in operating nuclear pow r stations but also cin'the amount of
fissionable U235 remaining in the uranium ceilings after enrichment. It also
depends on whettm or not plurnium recove d is used for enrichment in place
of some of the U" . , .

While the concentration of U235 in enrit ent Olant tailings is largely
an economic question, 'the use of plutonium ,for co ercial enrichment is
'currently prohibited by the AEC, .which' is examining e licensing questions ,
involved in using plutonium- enriched fuel. The AEC ha romitied to resolve,
these by the end of 1974. This is extremely important, he se an inability to
count on plutonium recycle would increase future requirements r uranium
and utaniurn enrichment' by as much as 30 perCent over the figures e ated
above. - , . . .,

Although the situation is ch ging rapidly,the rate of uranium explora-
tionhas been very low: largely becau e of the depressed market. This has
been caused by the failure of utilities to nter into long -terra contracts for
uranium which,. taken with the long payout combined with high interest rates,
have made speculative pspeetiinattractiva gamble. Imports of uranium
into the United States for use domestically have been prohibited, but with the
proviso that imports-would be allowed when a "viable" domestic uranium
mining industry has been established., ^ Recently, the AEC proposed to relax

any one customer in 197 to 100 j)ercent,rin1984. While this proposed action , .

Ai,s_import controls on the asis of a graduated scale ranging from 10 percent for

removes Some uncertainties, many segments of the uranium mining industry
feel iliat it is still unsatisfactory and raises further. doubts about the stability
and outlook for domestic uranium mining. °
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The importation of uranium would not be consistent with a concept of
self-sufficiency. There are serious questions as .to the amount of uranium
that may be available for import, because nuclear power. is growing rapidly in
the rest'of the world --at a ,rate about equal to-that in the United States.

With 325 Gwe in operation at the end of 1985, uranium requirements
in 1985 wouldbe about 80, 000 tons, assuming use of plutonium recycle.

,Production would need to be more than quadrupled by 1985 over the
maxiMurn ever achieved in the United States. In physical terms, this means
that from 50 to 100 uranium mines of 1, 000 TPY or less must be opened in' .4
thenext 10 years. These mines and the associated exploration and development
programs,alongryvith the associated mills, would involve an investment of
about $5"billion. Neveithelese, the Task Force judged that producpon of
about 75, 000 to 85, 000 TPY of domestic uranium could be achieved.

If it is desired to provide adequa uranium supplies and encourage
expansion of domestic uranium mining, government actions that would enhance
this could 'include: .

o Reso ve Plutonium Recydle. Resolution of plutonium, recycle
licensing ques ons would be needed-within 1974.

o Rego e Imports of UraniuM. Resolution of the import issue'
would be needed at an early date to provide the basis for large new invest-
ments in exploration, mine development, and mile construction by the mining
companies and to instill confidence in their custoiner's that adequate uranium
supplies will be available.

'o Make Government Lands Available. Many attractive uranium explora-
tion and,production areas are on publfc lands; and access to these under approp-
riate conditions, including restoration, could be important in expanding the

1.1

uranium resource base. .
,

o Encourage Long-Term Uranium Contracts. Electric utility customers
for uranium fuel could be encouraged to enter' into long-term contracts for their
requirements to a greater extent than. being done today. One way to do ,this is
,to require, that a utility shill have committed itself to purchase fuel forsome
reasonable period of time as a condition of receiving a construction permit.

o Maintain the'Stockpile:4 The wisdom of " "work' g off" the present
stockpile of uranium, currently about 50,000 tons, as a rt of AEC contract-
enrichment operations is questionable.. Under conditions o otential future
uranium shortfalls, it viould'seem prudent to maintain this as a lieserve, which
could give, added incentive to the uranium mining industry in the near future.

vAt,least one member of the Task,Force feels that the success of uraniuins\
exploration efforts may be the limiting factor in achieving nudlear power
goals..
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Uranium Enricient

The enrichment of uranium from the 0.71 percent natural U235 content
to the roughly,3 percent needed,in light-water reactors requires large and
expensive facilities that, if based on the diffusion process used to date, also
re uire large.amounes of electric power. The investments required and the

ounts of power needed are very large for each single project, requiring
_on order of $2 billion each; and power supplies of about 2, 500 Mwe
for a ? million SWU* per year gaseous diffusion enrichment plant. The future

t4rements for, uranium enrichment capacity depend on the growth rate of
domestic nuclear power, industry and are also affected by plutonium recycle

aid e tailings concentration. A lower tailings concentration uses less urani-
um b t requires more separative work.

Another important factor in predicting enrichment dernand is that the
United States has been contracting for and supplying substantial enrichment
services overseas.\ However, plans are underway to build large enriching
facilities in France, the United Kingdom, Holland, and perhaps in other
countries; and the USSR is now offering enrichment services on a Significant
scale and at attractive prices.

lc The AEC is presently the sole supplier of enriched uranium within the
United States and operates three enrichment plants with a present capacity of
about 17 million SWU per year, which with new, improved equipment but no
ne power supplies is being expanded to about 23 million SWU per year by
198 . A further expansion called the Cascade Upgrading Program (CUP) to
28 illion SWU per year is. scheduled for corn etion in 1983 and will require
additional power supplies 9f about 1, 300 Mwe. 1 While a large part of the
added p9wer will be needed by 1980, the AEC does not have firm contracts for
this power supply as yet. To the extent that power, uranium, and operating
funds are available, the AEC is also engaged inoa preproduction program to
stockpile enriched uranium for .future use.

This overall situation is extraordinarily complex and has been covered
in Atomic Industrial Forum (AIF) reports and Joint'Committee on Atomic
Energy (JCAE) hearings at great length. While the AEC has recently main-
tained that t-new enrichment capacity might not be needed in the United States
before 1984 or even 19 , the consensus of industry appears to be that prudent
planningstoday must ticipate a large block of new enrichment capacity coming
into operation in 1982 or 1983 at the latest, with additional large units added
every 18 months or.2 years for many years thereafter.

With estimated read times of 7 to 9 Years for design and construction,
t is clea that initiation of plant expansion by entirely new facilities must get
nderwa very soon to alleviate the rising uncertainties in his critical area.

*An SWU is a separative work unit, not a physical quantity It defines the
size of an enrichment plant. "
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It appea s that industry would be able ta provide these new facilities, but only
if some ubstantial issues are resolved in addition to the uncertainties disc
cussed above. Some of these issues are:

o The ossified status 'key enrichment technology, particularly
that concerning new processes sueh as the gas centrifuge and the laser.

o The entry q; private industry iinto the uranium enrichment market,
which is presently monopolized by a government agency.

o reluctance by el ctric utilities to consider long-term take-or-pay
contracts, which arises from numerous uncertainties, including the lack of
access to elatisified uranium enrichment technology; under such contracts the
utilities would share the financial risks.

o While overseas contracts can be important in establishing financing
for new domestic enrichment plants, there are problems for such major long-
term purchasers /investors arising from the classification of information and
limitations on any significant foreign participation at migh constitute what
the 1954 Atomic Energy Act (Section 104, Paragraph ) referstoas "control"
without further definition.

o The difficulties in achieving a 1982 or 1983 startup are Many in the
face of late resolution of these broad issues; 9- to 10-year lead times for new
nuclear power supplies, 6- to 7-year lead times for'new coal-fired power
supplies, whiCh might not be controlling; and access to classified data granted
less than 1 year ago to companies interested /in building enrichment plants.

Nevertheless,, the Task. Force believes that dustry can build
the new enriching capaCity by the time that it is needed, using either the
diffusion p ociss or the centrifuge process or perhaps a mixture of both.
There are, hoWever, a number of actions that.could be taken by the government
to enhance the achievement of this end. These would include the following:

o Reduce Classification. Enrichment data could be downgraded and
declassified, .perhaps converting most to a "proprietary" classification and
mhking it available to qualified companies under proper safeguards.

o teeolve Supplies of Power. Resolution of uncertainties with respect
to the power supplies for the CUP would*be needed since this block of capacity
represents a significant difference in the time new additional capacity, is
required.

o Resolve Plutonium Recycle. Resolution of the plutoAitkrri recycle
question would be needed, since an inability to utilize recovered plutonium
would advance by 15 months the date by which new enrichment capacity would
be needed.15

rly Resolutions of Mining Questions. Uranium, availability and
separ ive work demand are inversely related. A shortfall of uranium would

c inczea e sepaative work capacity requirements substaritially and vice versa.

0
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o Utilization of Government Enriching Capacity. Resolution of owner-
ship questions relating to existing AEC plants and to marketing in ,competition
with new industrial plants would be needed. The AEC proposes to sell out
its capacity first and then leave the market to industry. If it was to
stop contracting earlier, it would greatly facilitate the entry of industry; and
the uncontracted capacity could 'provide a contingency supply capacity.

o Resolve Foreign Involvement. The allowable role of foreign pur-
chasers should be better defined, since thh will be supporting plant financing
through long-term contracts; and some may wish not only to have inputs to
pertinent data but also into the management of companies with whom they have
major contracts.

o Allow Access to Foreign Process Data. Domestic companies should
have access not only to U.S. enrichment data bui*Iso to foreign data through
AEC and/or industrial agreements so that they wilAave an dequate basis for
business decisions, including data on all -potentially compet' ive processes.
Tiffs is now inhibited' by AEC regulations (10 CFR, Pal-t 25 even on an up-
classified basis.

,Waste Disposal

The management of radioactive wastes, including storage and,disposal, .

does not appear to be a serious constraint on the growth of the industry. 'While
radioactive wastes are hazardous and inust be storedlor\\Iong,periods of time,
large amounts have been handled° safely for long periods; and new storage
methods are being developed that should improve on e past record.

Long`Tterm (100-year) interim and retrievabl storage now being devpl-,
oped by the AEC will.permit storing rstes produce through the year 2000
on a desert trait of 100 to 2, 300 acres, depending o the concept selected, and
at a cost of less\than 0.. 5 pe1cent of the cost of producing the related power.19
Perminent disposal in geologic formations appears feasible and attractive but
still needs adequate demonstration. Providing the basic facts and information
to the public in an understandable and credible forim should do much to allevi-
ate unwarranted concerns over this matter. Similarly, the safety of transport
of irradiated nuclear fuel has been very high, anli the, conditions are even better"
for, radioactive wastes that are allowed to cool for several years' and then 'con-
verted to solid form. Again, the action needed appears to be that of communi-

.cr eating this to the public in an understandable form.

Safeguards

One area of increasing public concern, and one that involves.some
thoughtful trade-Offs, is that of "safeguards." This is the problem of prevent-
ing the theft of fissionable or highly radioactive material for the purpose of
making a bomb or' for other nefarious purposes. The "problem is primarily.,

associated w-F-Creprocessing facilities 'and those fuel fabrication, facilities
using highly enriched uranium or plutonium. Fuel in power plants is of low
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enrichment, clad in zirconium,' arid usually in large heavy assemblies, and not
of the type that might be attractive. Irradiated fuel is highly radioactive as
well as being in heavy, cowitable, discrete pieces shipped in containers weigh-
ing many tons.

Much thought has been giveir'l to_this problem and many procedures' de-
vised for improving safeguards or deteCting losses and diverilions. However,
the simple fact remains that even a level of safeguards so-expensive_that
nuclear power would be precluded still could not absolutely guarantee that
some diversion could not occur. Thus, ,society.xnustomake a difficult choice
forego nuclear power or, accept a small but real risk. The question is inter-
national in scope and applies to breeder and probably fusion reactors as well.'

RENEWABpE RESOURCES

There is currently about 54 Gwe of installed hydroelectric power
generatilig capacity in the United States. 2° Deyelopment of some additidnal
hydroelectric sites that previously have been marginal will undoubtedly be
done, and the 1985 installed capacity could reach 75 Gwe. This total probable
increase is insignificant in the overall program necessary to satisfy the Nation's
new energy requirements.

It is likely that watershed development will occur for a different reason,
namely, to supply necessary water for coal-based' synthetic fuels production,
for slurry. pipelines, for Surface coalmine ,restoration, and for shale oil
production and restoration. Water consumed in such activities cannot be used. .

for hydroelectric purposes.
There are other renewable resources; however. Geothermal power has

been exploited for a long time, but it has never made a large contribution to the
total energy supply. There are many small installations around the world -- in.
NeW Zealand, Italy, California, and elsewhere., All of these are near-surface
installations'associated with very limited volcanic areas or heat- risers in the
earth's crust. The steam is formed by natural groundwaters and usually is
laden with a variety of corrosive materials such as sulftir and salts.

Another type of geothermal power is the so- called "dry-rock" type,
where waters from ,the surface are injected to contact hot rock in deep wells
to form steam. This latter type of geothermal energy is being suggested as
a potential major source of electrie power and heat. The development of this
technology to 174.1s, of significance, before 1985 is difficult to- envision.

This is not to say that development of geothermal energy should not
proceed. The Task Force belieyes that a logical, orderly program should be
carried out in those areas where geothermal power is'practical and economi-
cal. Some have suggested a 1985 goal of perhaps 7 Gwe.1° This would be a ,

very large .expansibn over the installed geothermal capacity today, and it is
difficult, to see it being accomplished. However," even if thine,' it would be
extremely small in relation to the Nation's power needs, being the equivalent
of about 0.2 1\41)PD.
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-OIL- AND GAS-ZFIRED STATIONS

There are many oil- and gas-fired units in'base7load operation in some
areas of the Nation. While t might be desirable to \decrease natural gas use
for this purpose, oil-fired units must be utilized for many years to come,
particularly in cycling and peaking service. However, the lower the load fac-
tqr, the less fuerthese plants consume. The function of oil- and gas-fired
plants in the future probably should be to provide cycling and peaking capabil-
ity, not baseLload energy.

It Is not practical to convert existirxig oil- and gas-fired units to coal,
since they have no provisions for coal storage, coal and ash handling, preci-
pitators, or SO2 removal equipment. Furthermore, the furnaces are too
small fox handling pulverized coal, and the plants would have to be derated.

Gas-fired units could possibly be converted to'bur,n medium-Btu gas
from coal, as discussedpreviously. However, the cost of manufacturing and
transporting such gas is economically unattractive compared with natural gas,
if such gas is reasonably available. The alternative is to relegate natural-gas-
fired units more and more only to providing peaking capacit

It therefore remains for nuclear and coal-fired units to supply the bulk
of new base-load power. Economic forces will increasingly divert available
liquid and gas energy sources to markets where they do not cC7npete with low-
cost nuclear and coal-fired electricity. Haweveil, SO2 regulations might con
tinue to hamper the transition" to coal.

OIL- AND,GAS-FIRED PLANTS

1973a 1974-1985 1985
Type Gwe Additions, Gwe Gwe

Conversions from coal 30 -20 10

Oil/gas-fired Steam 145 \ -25 120

Gas turbines & internal
combustion

38 +12 . 50

Dotal 213 - 180

aEstimated from References 11 and 20.

As can be implied from the table above, the Task Force believes that
reconver'sions to coal probably; will occur andthat about 50 Gwe of natural-
gas-firing capacity could be diverted to oil- Or coal-based medium-Btu gas.

TRANSMISSION

Generation of electrical power requires a concurrent capability for
.delivery to consuming markets, which are predominantly concentratedin urban
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enters. In the current''proven state of the art, power transmission is accOm-
i,lished over maximum main transmission lines at voltages up to 765 kv. Be-

c +` use of system instabilities, difficulties area often encountered at long dis-
ta ces. While 1, 100-kv systems for higher flows have been developed, no

or network.yet exists using such voltages. A 500-kv tic technology now
exi ts that is capable, of transmission for\,long distances well beyond 700 miles.
Ac- conversion-costs are great but will derease as solid-state technology
impr ves.

The principal problems at face the transmission industry are system
stability, corona, discharges, an obtaining rights-of-way for overhead lines.
There is also a growing problem in the divergence of the summer and winter
system peaks, particularly in Federal Power Commission (FPC) Regions 4
and 5. If this divergence continues unabated, excess generation, transmission,
and distribution facilities will ha e to be installed solely to meet the sumMer
air conditioning peak; and either lectricity costs in general willAise because
of the unused capacity at other ti es, or the true costs of summer\air condition-
ing will have to be recognized.

The" Task Force concludedIthat the following government action = 1

be instrumental-in meeting trans ;,fission needs:.

o Help utilities secure ad ciliate rights-of-way for transmission line
o Encourage stronger non Iynchronous interties between contiguous

systems to. achieve stability and dirersity.

STORAGE

Since high-voltage, alternating-current electricity cannot be stored
it must be converted to othe,,Lforms before storage. Present schemes take
several forms, including water stoiiage, compressed air storage, and
batteries. Briefly, the two major riiechanical schemes absorb excess electri-
city during off-peak hours by pumps g working fluids to a higher energy state
(elevation, pressure) and returning ledtrical energy to the grid during peak
demand hours, usually morning and vening.

Pumped-storage schemes ar energy absorbers and capacity producers.
Therefore, while they fulfill a vital nction to base-loaded units on the system,
they are in fact energy-consuming u its. For this reason, they are important
and valuable adjuncts principally to c al-fired and nuclear-generating units.
About Gwe of pumped storage unit could-be expected by 1985.

If the estimated nuclear" and al-fired power plant programs de,scribed"
earlier are achieved, a tbtal of about 500 Gwe of essentially base-loaded
capacity will'be installed out of a tots, of roughly 1, 000 Gwe in 1985. Unless
something dramatic occurs in consum, r demand to imprOve overall load
factors, this base-load capacity would be too much. Hence, of the total 330
Gwe of coal-fired capacity, about 130 we, is expected to be relegated to
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cyclic load. In addition, about 45 Gwe of pumped-storage milts could be used
plus perhaps another 50 Gwe cycling capability from the nuclear' plants that
came on-line in the 1970 y61975 period. Since there is about 8 lGwe of pumped-
storage capability today, this estimate represents the addition of an average
of 18 new 200-Mwe pumped-storage systems every year for 10 years.

OVERALL GENERATING CAPACITY (Gwe)

1973 1985

Nuclear
Coal (solids)

21
la143 .

3252'
330

Oil /gas 175h' 130-

Gas turbine & internal
, combustion 38 50

Medium-Btu syngas 20

Hydro -- 54 75

Geothermal 141 '7

Pumped storage 8 45

Total 439 982

!At end of year; average for year, 250 Gwe.
Estimated split. Total fossil-fired steam was 318 Gwe. 20

to

WATER

Thermal power plants require substantialeamounts of water for cooling
purposes. Whileihere are environmental effects from warming the cooling
water, the principal one is the evaporation, of about 5 lb of water for each
Kwh produced. This consumption is about the same,whether the cooling is
once-through, cooling towers, ponds, etc: It would not, of course, apply for
air cooling. The power production considered feasible in 1985 would result
in the consumption of about 7 million acre-feet per year of water or about 27
gallons per day per person. This compares with overall freshwater consump-
tion for 1970 estimated at 98 million acre-feet per year or 425 gallons per day

r person. 21

The demands on freshwater supplies can be reduced by use of seawater
r power plants located in Coastal areas. Various coastal protection measures

in 4 states are, however, making such siting and use of seawater almost
imp Bible.

The use of cooling towers reduces the efficiency of power plants, which
not only creases their cost per unit of capacity but alsO increases the amount
of fuel reqnired to produce a given amount of power. Air cooling has been
used in various areas on relatively small plants and might become 'used more
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widely in thetnited States, although costs are high and the impact on fuel
consumption is also high due to the large reduction in plant efficiency.

Typical effects on efficiency and 'fuel use are about 1-3 percent for
wet cooling towers and 10-15 percent for air cooling, as compared with once-
through water cooling.

As the efficiency of water cooled power plants decreases, the amount
of water consumed (evaporated) is increased since more reject heat must
be disposed of. For example, a reduction in efficiency of a nuclear plant
from 32-30 percent would increase the amount of cooling water needed
by 10 percent.
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Chapter 6

SHALE OIL

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
.The large oil-bearing shale deposits in the Green. River, formation of

Colorado, Wyoming, andTUtah have been estimtted to contain some 1, 800
, billion barrels of oil -- more'than four times the crude oil in place discov-
ered to date'in the. United States. However, only about 6 percent of the de-
posits are accessible and are in seams 30 or more feet thick containing more
than 30 gallons of oil per ton of rock. Only such very.rich depositssand out-
croppings are of current commercial interestin-the $6 to $8 per bbl price
range. " . .

Recovery of oil from shale is a very Old art that has never been carried
out on a large commercial scale in the United States. In work performed by
industry and the Bureau of Mines over the past several years, shale-oil min-
ing technology for the richer seams has been developed; and,rnining costs are
reasonably well ejtabl'ished. Environmental restoration costs may not be so
well established.

Recovery of shale oil (kerogen) from the rock in which it occurs and
conversion to a synthetic crude low in nitrogen and suitable for transporta
tion as a liquid have be\n demonstrated in pilot plants. From the results of
these pilot plants and based on announced industrial plans, the Task Force
judged that surface retorting processes probably have reached a point where
commercial scale-up can begin. Surface retorting means mining the oil -
bearing rock, bringing it \to the surface, retorting if to extract the oil/ and
disposing of the spent shale. Mining of shale'for commercial purposes must
necessarily be on a huge scale. Even the achievement of 1 MBPD of syncrude,
while not larg9 in terms of the overall demand of oil and total energy, would
require the mining of rock at the rate of over 500 MTPY. This is almost
equal in tonnage to the entire 1913 production.of the whole U.S. coal mining
industry,)although, not in volume because of greater rock density. Shale
must be handled twice, further compounding the problem. The\ excavation
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and disposal of such quantities of rock present technical and environmental
problems of great magnitude. a

The tailings from even one 0. 1 -MB PD plant will accumulate at therate
of 40 to 50 acre-feet per day. Since the volume of the retorted tailings is 4
considerably greater than that of the mined rock, little more than half of this
can be returned to the mine. While there is space for such tailings in remote
canyons near the deposits, rainfall leaching could affect the quality of water.
runoff in riyers downslope unless preventive measures are taken or restora-
tion is done. Because no great amount of spent shale has yet been accu u-
lated, the total range of problerAs, including. replanting, stabilizing, an
leaching, is not well defined. This issue is of such importance that eon inued
lack of answers could delay or jeopardize the early availability of oil frcm
these domestic resources.

Recently, prelimiary studies-have been conducted on in situ retorting
of shale, that,is, extracting the oil underground. Only a much smaller uan-
tity of rock is mined and brought to the surface to create a cavity. This
work may prove attractive but has not yet progressed to a point where it is
possible to pass judgment on its feasibility. The Task Force believes that to
delay construction of commercial size, above-ground retorting plants on he
basis of such speculative alternative prospects would serve only to elimi ate
shale oil from any beneficial, contribution in the pre-1985 period.

A major problem associated with shale oil development is water ava la-
bility. While some major studies by others have assumed that excess w ter
was available in the Colorado River watershed, the Task Force understands
that such water may already be overcommitted for other uses and that supply

be purchased, but these would probably be only a small fraction of the needs
is not likely to improve. Undoubtedly, some agriculturaL rwate_rightsc

of aisignificant commercial shale oil industry. Indeed, the Task Force lie, . °

lieef..: that one ultimate limitation on shale oil production will be water ayail-
abitit)r, unless major amounts of water are brought in from elsewhere. 1

The size and location of tracts currently available to private operato s
is also a problem. About 80 percent of all shale reserves lie within fede al

,lapds, and the goverAment currently restricts leaseholdings to about 5,0 0
acres. Such tracts are too small to give assurance of an adequate 20-30
year supply of shale, and many tracts have reserves inadequate to suppo t
even a single commercial plant. Development conditions requiring many
companies to build their own prototype plants are inefficient and wasteful.
The size of contigUous tracts needs to be tripled, or even quadrupled to prI o-
vide reasonable incentives for efficient commercial development.

ESTIMATED PRODUCTION CAPABILITY
0 y

.\,

Two new industri semicommercial plants have already been announced
to be' on -line by 1979, ath considerable interest has attended the recent
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Colorado lease sales, as the bids in the hundreds of millions .of dollars will
attest,. Utah and Wyoming tracts are being leased. Despite this activity,
the lead times and the' serious problems fading the industry force the Task
Force to conclude that the maximum ta.rget production rate by 1985 cannoto
realistically exceed 0. 5 MB PD. Even this target is an extremely large under-
taking, involving the capital expenditure, of some $3 billion to $5-billion in a
nevi and unfamiliar technology:

Expressed in pliysic'al terms, this development could xnean:

o Bringing into production 50 new 5-MTPY shale.rnines and retorting
plants.

o Laying, stabilizing, and restoring 5 square miles; of tailings 40 feet
deep ach.,,year.

Constructing 10 new 50, 000 - PD upgrading plants and production
nes.i" /,

o Developing and conveying 80, 000-acre-feet Der year to. new waterDer
suppl. --in a water-scarce area. . /

''?'
,,_. t

---The problems involving scale-up of the so handling ysteml5or such
unfamiliar material defy reasonable forecasting and Eiugge that piotseer
plants be built soon for experience. A program of this mag itude, h ever,
would mean that, on the average, five major shale mines w uld nd.ed o come'
into production every year for 10 years. It*

.,,,

.-- ,

If it is desired to establish a viable major shale oil indt..stry, -it could be-,&,,
-..enhanced by the following government actions:

-..
.--t,

-.-r,

POSSIBLE GOVERNMENT ACTIONS

o Develop Acceptable Tailings Disposal Methods'. The government
could sponsor intensive studies regarding the environmental problems of
large tailing heaps and sponsor field tests dealing with efficient rapid
restoration methods and leach prevention.
o Make Federal Lands Available. Larger tracts of perhaps 15, 000
contiguous acres each could be made available for leasing to/provide in-

neentives to industry.
o Determine Wader Availability. The Bureau of Reclamatibn,eOuld
sponsor water availability studies, including alternative,s f r developing
new sources of water needed for shale oil production and -r storation.
The bureau could assist firms in obtaining allocations and ights to such
water.
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Chapter"?

OIL AND GAS

45,

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW d'*'s

#

In the first 40 year's of the 20th century, the United States gradually turned
from coal to oiland gas as its.primary energy sources. In the period'of eco=
rim-Mc growth following World War II, the surge in private automobiles, the ."

growth of diesel truck and'airlirie traffic, the conversion of the railroads from
coal to diesel power, and the-rapid growth in oil- and gas-fired electrical
generating capacity all contributed to a decline in coal producticih and an ac-

,2celeration in grOwth of oil and gas consumption: The dominant position of
oil and gas in today's econoMy is illustrated in the following table:

197.e3 U.S. ENERGY DEMAND,(INCLUDES E5CPORTS)2 ,

Fuel/Resource MBPD Oil Equiv.

Nuclear and hydro 1..8
Coal and lignite. 6. 8

0 .

Oil and gas .28.6

Total 3 .2

These facts are important because they reflect the extent to which the
U.S. consuming markets have embraced Oland gas in installed facilities.
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1973 OIL AND GAS DEMANDS 2,22,23

Fuel
Flows Total

Resourc,` I (MBPD) (MBPD)

Petroleum Lands 8.3
liquids Continental shelvea 1.8

Imports 3.1

r3.2

\Ojl products Imports 3.0

Natural gas Lands 9.4
Continental shelves 2.5
Imports 111 0.5

12.4

Total 28.6 28.6

Imports
Until recently, most of the oil and gag use in the United States came

from domestic sources, with small 1314 signific t imports from the rest of
the Western Hemisphere. However, the combin tion 9/ a leveling in domes-
tic production and a burgeoning demand led to a apid increase in imports in
the last few years, largely from the Middle East

A variety of estimates have been made of fu re import requirements,
and most of these indicate that unless substantial additional effOrt is ,put into
development of domestic sources, imports will g ow to 10'MBPD and beyorid
;within a few years. This oil will almost certainl come from the Middle
East, where the world's spare capacity, whatever it may be, is likely to be
concentrated. The 'task Force believes- that the ited States has, the re-
sources and the technology to reverse this import tion trend and to re4ce
imports by 1985 to a practical minimum that will be consistent with national
policy if it is desired to do so. It is believed that uch a practical, minimum
would include some imports for the foreseeable fut re for reasons of eco!'
nomics, world trade, and resource conservation.
Oil Storage

Storage; of several months supply of either impo\rted or domestic crude
has been advocated to minimize problems caused by \interruptiOn of imports.
It has beef 'advocated that existing fields be taken off production to serve as ,

emergency sources. of oil. However, production fro oil fields` is limited by
the percolation of the oil from the surrounding matz.ix'and cannot exceed a ,.-

, I
4, \

. ,
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fraction of 1 percent of the total volume peri:m th, a slow rate set by nature;
and, hence, shut-in oil field's cannot.make a substantial impact in replacing im.
ports for short-term emergencies.

It is true that oil can be extrapted and then stored in salt domes and in
tanks insufficient quantities so that it could be withdrawn at a fast enough
rate to meet temporary shortages. In Europe, storage of several months'
supply of crude Coil and'oil productts is commonly required. However, such
storage is very expensive and inevitably increases the cost of products sold
to the consumer.

While some increase in the amount of, nationwide oil storage could be
achieved and may be desirable,- realistically it is not a long -erm solution.
Exporting countries, which can afford to forego revenues from the United
States because of tke demands from other nations, could withhold`F7oducts,
from the United States fOr years. N,

Reserves
Crude reserves are defined as oil that*is reasonably certain of being pro_

duced in the future from established reservoirs.based on geological and en-
gineering data under existing economic and'operating conditions. Domestic
reservoirs of oil discovered to date originally,containectkapproximately 430
billion barrels of crude oil, but only about 14&billion barrels were classi

.

fied-as recoverable by conventional methods.24 Of this amount, about 100
billion barrels have been produced, approximately-pproximately-4,0 billion_barrels.

as current reserves. The principal existing resezves in the United States
are found in the major basins of East and West Texas, the Los Angeles area
of'California, the Gulf Coast of Louisiana, and the North Slope of Alaska,

Additional substantial 'arpounts of oil will uVbubtedly be discovered.in
-,,areas where considerable drilling has 'already taken place, particularly with

.i.14froved price incentives for exploratory ventures. However, it is believed
that most of the triajor' fields °in mature exploration areas have already been
found and that additional fields` will be smaller in size and more difficult. to
dis Aver.

Joi For-this reason, increased attention has been focused on. new areas or
sediments that have not been,yet explored. Some of these are ,deep
tions that have heretofore been too expensive or difficult to drill, such as the
very deep gas-bearing formations in Oklahoma. Others are those whose geo-

.

logical potential and underground configuration have not been well understood,
such as the Jurassic trend in Alabama and the eanhandle of Florida. But by
far the-most interesting, andteliev'ed to be highly prospective, are the Alas;
kan North Slope and the. offshore areas of the East Coast and the Gulf of Alas-
ka. The offshore areas in particular are known to have large Volumes of sedi-

- ments of the type-which are normally Conducive to the ,formation and retention
of hydrocarbons. The actual existence of petroleum reserved in these sedi-
ments can Only be pt4ved by drilling operation's, and the presence or absence
of these reserves will-be crucial, in' any efforts to increase domestic produc-
tion by. 1985. .

0
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Production Rate
roduction rates are controlled by state regulatory agencies. In the

past, production was prorated to match supply and demand, with no signifi-
cant p ice movement. In the face of rising demand and limited domestic sup-
plies, production rates were raised to the Maximum Efficient Rate (MER).
The MER depends on a number of factors, such as reservoir size and quality,
well spacing and depth, and oil characteristics; but the basic objective is to
permit the field to be produced as rapidly and fairly as possible withoutdam-
aging the reservoir and reducing its ultimate yield.

The question of possible reservoir darriage at high production rates is a
difficult one because of problems' n scaling laboratory models to field condi-
tions.tions. Similarly, field tests, are not favored, because, if damage is done, it

EARss,a

some
tfoiebledsoncothuled

duced faster without ,appreciable reservoir damage. This will add to current
production but, of course, will not add to ultimate reserves and is .therefore
not a long -term solution. . ,

Declines in Production
tA typical petroleum well or field exhibits high production in the initial

few years followed by progressively declining production during the remainder
of its life, which is usually on the order of a very few decade'. The rela-
tively rapid decline is due to a number of natural forces, some of which Can
be partially alleviated.

Eventually, hoWever, physical diminution in the a ount of oil and gas
left! plus changes in the relative permeability of the formation to oil or gas
caused by fluid migration, reduce the amount of petroleum that can be pro-
duced. At some point, the cost to operate a well and maintain its ,production

0 facilities will approximate the value of the liquids or gas produced. So-called
"stripper" wells are extraordinarily, sensitive to economic conditions and irn=
provements in technology. Profits from such production.arensually low be-,
Cause of high producing costs. Yet these wells produce truly incremental
dornestie 0.1 as opposed to simple acceleration of production., It is for ,this
reason that separate regulations and economic incentives Are ,,sometimes ap-
plied to stripper pr.oduction. SuCh wells. Can seldom be restored to economic
production after they have been permanently shut down, and regulatory agen-
cies tend to extend favorable treatment to them.

Most predictions for total U.S. domestic production in 1985 forecast
' that even with vigorous efforts and enhanced recovery the decline of oil and

_ gad productibn from existing producing fields -will be more than 50 Percent
below current levels. Most increases in production Must come from new
fieldai not yet developed.

4

.

4 Secondary and Tertiary ftecovery .' 0 ' /

. Reinjection of water , Or. gas in order to arrest the normal decline in sub-
N,,, surface pressure is commonly done, and such procedures are referred to as

1?,
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"secondary recovery. " These methods slow the decline in production, mini-
mize wasteful bypassing of pockets of oil and gas; improve the economics,
and hence promote greater ultimate production.

More advanced methods of reco 'yery, cal "tertiary recovery, " have
been under development for some years in the laboratory; and these have
been studied in the field in a limited number of atrial' tests. The most prom -
ising techniques include steam, in situ combuetion, carbon dioxide, miscible
fl#5ooiding agents, and surfacea . Indi idual oil fields will demand specially
tailored methods that are co patibl ith the unique characteristics of the
formation and its contained fluids:.,.., T ese adyanced methods can undoubtedly
be developed 'during the next decade.

There are a number of difficulties ern st be overcome,' however. One
is the fact that a large number of 11oyalt owh s and operators must be
treated equitably, and agreements for un tizati of firMs for-the benefit of
all are difficult to formulate.

Amore serious problem is the develo ment and demonstration of im-
proved tertiary' recovery technology. Substant' 1 scale-up of laboratory
techniques is neede&in a number of large f eld ests to,give assurance that
the technology is unders400d before widespr omrriercial application is
undertaken.. The payoff would be the ability to act more of the approxi-
inately 290 billion barrels of oil rem ring in the gr und where 500,000 wells
and their collecting lines already exist.
Urieconomic- Fields

A large number of hydrocarbon-bearing. formations are known that are
currently uneconomic to produce. Principal reasons involve' one or a com-
bination of thelfollowing:. The formations are too low in perrneability, the
productive strata are too thin, the Value of fluids ultimately recovered from
a given well does not exceed the cost`of the well, and theproduction of un
wanted fluids such as ,water make the producinglpperation too ekpensive.,

Of particular interest are some known sands that are impermeable but
.are also extensive and contain hundreds of trillion cubic feet of gas; At pres-,
ent, the revenues from a.well drilled to such formations often do not exceed
the cost to drikl and stimulate production to a high level, much bless 'rield an
acceptable return_ on investments. However, possible significant imProve-
ments in technology and economic incentives offer,the prospect of substan-
tial increases in domestic gas productisin under the proper, circumstances.
Shut-In or Underproduced Fields

There are a number of very large oil fields currently not producing that
Could add substantially to the current U.S. supply. Elk a naval petro-
leum reserve located in California, has wells and production facilities al-
ready installed but not operating. "Prudhoe Bay in Alaska and the offshore
Santa-yae-z-field in California are two major.reserves wherse production ae
been delayaby, environmental concerns.
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A number of Major -fields now producing at maximum allowable rates
could physically _produce more if the ME s were raised. East Texas and
Yates are the two most prominent.
Leasing of Government Lands.

Discovery and exploration of new of and gas fields depend on tract avail-
ability so that drilling can occur. Since the lead times for ,exploring and de-
veloping span many years, major tract f explorationneed to be oPened
soon if there\is to beLsignificant produc ion before 1985. Exc t for the North
Slope of Alaska, these major areas ar almost exclusively found\offshor.

While, some "high - grading "has be nachieved by the federal system/ of
soliciting nominations for tracts, t\ffer d in the past, the nominating are s
within the, tracts are limited. R.°ecent y, another procedure was propos d to
rank unleased acreage by order\ of pr bable production potential' and to offer
the highestpotential areas for lease 'ref. Men, materials, and drilling rigs

.1__all are in limited supply and could b concentrated in-areas having the highest,
probability of success by this chang . -/

Related Facilities and Equipment (, i

Acceleration of production from o shore areas is posible only if ade-'
quate equipment in sufficient qtiaiitity is vailable. A key itenvis the mery
limited number of ocean-going drill rigs capable, of drilling in more than 150
feet of water, Lea time for construction of en-0 rigs is fairly long, and their
availability could be o of the limiting factors in accelerating fsbore,prO-
duction. Clear signals will haire to be given if drilMtig companies re to in-

o vest in this equipment prior to actual -granting of offshore leases. ,
Refineries are normal an essential parte of the process of deliveringcf\e, ---petroleum energy to the consurn . Adequate domestic refining apacity ex-

isted for decades ,until just rec,entn,r, when,the certain`decline.inidompatic
production and the uncertain prospects ofbein_g_ahle to import si.iffiCitntcrude
under existing governiment, regulations led refiners to delay expansions and
new Constructions. th`e'delay was also abetted in some cases by enviion-:
mental concerns. The T'aek Force believes fiat these environinentatcon-,
cerns can be overcome with careful planning anclt.hat the econoinit incentives
are such that, in the absence of sUppreesive government poliCies, adequate

,refining capacity can and will be built to hltridle any increases im domestic
productidn of .oil.

Pipelines are recognized as-an inexperbive, efficient, and,potenfitally
environmentally souncrniethbd of moving both liquid and gaseous hydrocailyons.
However, the, trans-A10.ska pipeline has already been delayed considerably;
,a gas pipeline from Alaska will,undoubtedly receive careful scrutiny, and new
pipelines will have to derno'nstrate thatthey are enviforirrtentally safe as well
as economically viable. With careful attention to such matters, pipelines

J 9hould continue to be useful movers of, petrol um energy and shouldbe avail-.,.
able with the capacity' sufficient to ha,ndle-any nticipated increases in,clomes,
tic production. .



-PRODU.CTION PROGRAMS

beclines in Production from Existing Fields
The normal decline in production rate from it and gas fields is known

with reasonable accuracy. Existing. fields, which 1973 produced 10.1
MBPD of oil and 67 BCFD of gas, .are expected to de ine by-6 MBPD1ofroil
and 39.4 BCFD of gas by 1985. The production rate de ease would be much

'greater but for the expected application of ,secondary recd, ry operations,
which will account for -well over half of production from kno fields' in 1985.
Tertiary`\recolitry from existing fields is normally expected to mount to about .
0.5 MBPDjr the end of the next ecade.
Production from New Fields

New iields\wiTi-sontinue to be fou'4 a ,dbrought into production as an ordi-
nary and usual part off the petroleum industry's operations in the years ahead.
Increases irt production are necessarily increMental and slow in developing
because of the nature of the `drs'illing and-producing operation; immediateu'resulta
from a changed economic or regulato#y climaie cannot be expected. The du-

.,mulative impact over's. decade is substantlalkwever. Based on reasonable
assumptions about the future, the Task Force estiMatea that production from
neWNfields will amount to 5.5 MBP13k of oil and 36. 6 3CFD of gas, not quite
offeetti declines from known fieldsi.

The a umptions on whith these forecasts` rest basieally involve continu-
ation,of rece trends. For dx.artiple,. the price of domeetic oil is assumed to
be near but so what below its free market level in mucli of the next decade,
'with, price controls or other restrictions in at least, the initial years. The

rice, of gas is assumed to rise.subdiantially but not, to reach parity on energy
ntent with coal' or oil because of extended price controls. Continued environ-

mental pressures are v uarized,':but long delays on major; projects such as
that \experienced:by the tra -Alaska pipeline are not anticipated., SPecifiCally,
by 1985 the North Slopeof Alaskt is assumed tc;produCe BPD of oil and
3 BCFD of gas., An accelerated leiatrig program for offshore vernment
land is assumed,, but not ii-:i"the amounts or-sequence that will maxi 1985
product,ion. No.technological lireakthrOuilware--- xpected' in drilling costs
tertiAy recovery-efficiency, and it-is talgenlor grah that discoveries of

o.,

new reserves per foot of'hole drilled in mature exploratio areas will continue
their downward trends.
Accelerated Production and Leas in

One key to accelptfafirig prodUction'of'oil using known technologY is
e@fablishrlient oof a.itetter economic clirnatihat leads the:producer2to expett,
to ret-over higher costs caused by taking r ater risks or operating in a more
expensive Manner or afea. The ranticipat d pro tion increases described.
in e precedine:sectionare'sed,on an ssumed imp ved econornic,clirria,te.
t f dom tic. oil and gas were t6 closely a proach price pari pdrted
crude, the incentives would stimulate in ustry to accelerate suction ef-
forts, and substantial production incre ses CO Id be achiere 5.
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In such an economic climate, increased cash ftow 'and improved pros-
..

pects for profitable discoveries would cause explor4tion efforts to be substan-
tially expanded. The drilling of outpost and devel,ppment wells in mature pro-
ducing .areas would4?e strongly stimulated.

Wells that were not drilled because of marginal economics would be,at-
traciive with higher oil and gas prices to offset higher driilling and operating
costs. Production from known but presently noncorruneicial reservoirs (e. g. ,
tight or thin formations) would become feasible. Workover of wells to in-
crease rates of production would be stimulated, although' this would not chenge
reserves or eventual production. However, it would accelerate production in
the decade ahead. Abandonment of stripper wells would be delayed as a re-.
stilt of reducing the lowest rate at which production.is economically feasible.
Also, more secondary recovery projects would be initiated, thereby increas-
ing recoverable reserves and accelerating prbduction.

, The number, of-individual investment opportv.nrties, investment criteria',
and investment decision-makers that will determine actual responses with
price iricrteases is so large and poorly defined that confident prediction is most
difficult. All.who have studied the relationship agree that increased economic
incentives would bring .forth additional supply over a sufficiently long period
of time, althoughothere is less agreement concerning the exact level. kurther,
the usei of economic incentives to stimulate the above activities appears t' \be
by far the most effective method. .

A second key step in accelerating production is to make available more
federatacreage in areas having the highest geological potential. There are
in the United States a number of highly promising petroleimi provinces that
havenot been definitively explored becauee of their unavailability. If these

:4areas are-to Make a contribution to the,petroleurn supply by 1985, action must
be taken soon. fri hostile offshore environments, the time from granting of a
lease to the first- s- ignificant production may be on the order of 7 to 10 years.
Even_ in areas close to estasuppl,Lbases, development of production
may require 2 to 3 years after a lease is gran . Of course, extensive geo-
logical and geophysical work is required%efore leasing. 3-f--increasecl dome's-

: tic oil and gas productions desired, the new areas should be made available
A 'for industry leasing a s s oon as possible,' with the prospective tracts having

the highest potential being-offered first.'
With these qualifications, and assuming adequate incentives supplied by

free operation of the energy market and available federal acreage, it is esti-
mated that prOduction could be increased an additional 2 MBPDof oil and, an

I

,other 14 BCFD (Z.5 MBPD oil equivalent) of natural gas by 19/8
Additional Known Fields ,

Capabll fields that are pteeentlyl.estricted could bebrought into pro-.

duction. The Elk Hills field, for example, could,almost irrimediatel}rproduce
0.16 MBPD of oil, if rniking, t is naval petroleum reserve availablo to meet
the Nation's current energy nee s isacceptable national policy. The original
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rationale for setting such reserves aside may o longer be gerinane. Other
naval petroleum reserves, such as the NPR-4 n the North Slope of Alaska,,
couldThe sold or leased for production, if condi ions warranted such a step.
However, no forecast of possible production fro these is included in this
analysis.

There are a few large fields (e. g. ,,, Yates, 'East Texas) where production
could be increased above present rates. Under the present regulatory sys-
tem changes cannot be made by the federal government; and no increases
have been assumed for these fields. .

.,,,

Prudhoe Bay and Santa Ynez (Santa Barbara Channel) are two large fields
wbere development has been delayed for ,envirdnmental reasons. It is assumed
that these two fields will be producing substantial amounts by 1980. :Failure
to bring them into production would substantially increase' supply/demand
problems or levels of imports required.
Tertiary Oil Recovery Methods . .

U.S. oil reservoirs discovered to date originally, contained approximately
430 billion barrels of oil. Primary recovery operations and conventional wa-

r ter and gas injection secondary recovery, operations have already recovered
or will recover about 1,40 billion barrels from these reservoirs, leaving some
290 billion barrels that cannot be produced by converitiohal methods. 24

Several processes have been under development for achieving higher re -'
than is possible with conven'ional production methods. These en-

hanced recovery processes for the most part have not been economically at-,
tractive to date. They do offer potential for affording worthwhile volumes of
additional oil production by the early 1980's if economic and lechnological
problems can be resolved. Different processes appear most promising for
certain types of fields. Additional laborato'ry work and a substantial number
of large -scale field tests are needed to complete development of .the technol-

,digt

ogy.- Different field tetsts should proceed simultaneously, not sequentially;
. companies developing the technology should beperrnitted to cooperate', free

of antitrust restraints. ,

If a program of gove c, nment, assisted field tests is underta en to Over-'
come obstacles and imple era enhanced oil recovery applicati ns, it appears
possible that these :B.pplicationsmay yield 0..5 MBPD by 1980,a d 1.3 BPD
by 1.985.... These volumes represent increments of 0.2 MBPD.in 1980 a 4 0.8

*MBP15 in 1985 over what can be expected without the program. \-
as 'Production-from T.., ow Permeability Sands _

The National Gas Survey estimated that 600 TCF of gas was-in il lace in
tight sand resdrvoirs in the Green River, Piceance, and Uinta-basins of 'the
Rocky Mountain area, 25 and he Gulf Uriiversily ResearclyConsOrtium, esti-
mated that an additional 625"TCF was.in place in tight sand - reservoirs in
other bas'ins. 24' If 10 percent of the gas in plac in tight sand reservoirs,
could be recovered at 10 billion cubic feet per Well, 12, 0"40 welle:woRld be
needed. At9a, conservative million per well, the investment required is

0$24 billion.-

----
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Government assistance will be needed in achieving fair market gas values,
completing development of nuclear and possibly hydraulic fracturing technology,
overcoming environmental problems, and assuring availability of materials
in order to accomplish-darge-scale development of the tight sand gas reser-
voirs by the-early 198Vs. If such an effort is made to develop the tight sand
gasreservoirs, it is possible that production levels of 2 BCF per day by 1980
and 3 BCF per day by 1985 could be attained.
Total Production

A summary of he production that could be achievabiey 1985 is shown
below. The top two yows a incremental prdduction figu-res represent the an-
Acipated production under the assumptions described ontipag.e 80. The re-
maining portion of this table shows the incremental production, beyond:1973,
Which the Task Force jOiled to be realistically possible under there fa-
vorable conditions outlined in this report. ll

.e," 4
1985 TIMATED POSSIBLE OIL/GAS PRODUCTION,

Gas

Sour e BCFD

1973 'Production 67.0,"

Declines in 1973 fields' (39.4)
Production froin pew

fields4 36. 6 :

.Accelerated production
and leasing 13 8
dditional known fields

Accelerated tertian). oil
recovery methods 0.4

4Gas production from low-
permeability sands-' ,3.0

Subtotal: Incremental
production by 1985p 14.5

Oil Total
MBPD (MBPD) (MBPD)
Equiv. Equiv.

11. 9 10.1 22.0

7.0) ( 6.0) (13.0)

S. 5 12.0

2,: 5 4.4
""( ,,02rr

8

Grand llotal 81,. 5

0.5 .=0

226 2.4
14.5 12.5

0, 9

0.5

27.0-



The magnitude of such oil and gas expansion can be visualized by illus-
trating the activities associated with those- expansion efforts:

OILjGAS.SUPPORtING ACTIVITIES'

73 1985 a

Offshore employees26 44i/0
-Total employees (excluding rbfineries )27 265, boo.

Mobile offshore drilling rigs
Platform drilling rigs
Number of platforms in place

P

Tubular goods (MTPY)
-Pipeline goods (MTPY)
Platform steel (MTPY)
Othe-r- steel (MTPY)
Total\steel required (MTPY) 28, 29

(
Wells drilled per year"
Average depth df\\well"

t\

165, 000
\330, 000

50 180
40 570

2, 000 / 3, 700

1. 5
1. 9
0.3
0.. 4
4. 1

30, 000
5, 040

2. 8
2.4.
1.9
O. 4
7. 5

58,060
5,400

POSSIBLE GOVERNMENT ACTIONS

If it is desired to increase domestic oil and gas production, government
actions that could enhance this include:

o New leases. New leases could be-made available offshore and on
federj1 lands in quantities thit industry can absorb and in order of geologic
promise.

o Known fields. //Elk Hills and other naval petroleum reserves could
be leased and producticl'initiated.

o Low-perrneab lityfias reserves. The government could encourage
evaluation of nuclear s;imulation of tight gqs sands by continuing to make ex-,
plosives available and possibly sharing some of the demonstration costs.
Hydrofracturing methods may also need assistance if private efforts. falter.

o Tertiary recovery. techniques. The government could extend finan-
cial support to field testing of new techniques for recovering oil from de-,-
plete'd or nearly depleted fields.
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Chapter 8

OVERALL CONSIDERATIONS

The previous chapters dealt with the decreases in demand and the in-
creases in d estic energy production in individual energy areas that might
realistically,b brought about in the next 11 years. It has been assume that ,
despite the urgency, goVernment and industry will operate in their trad Tonal

/ peacetime roles and that a wartime "crash" effort will not be nece,ssar . In
each area, estimates have been made of the magnitude of.the energy*produc-
tion that might be achieved, along with identificatianof some of the problems,
barriers, and possible solutions. Tire magnitude,of each program(Was as-
sessed, but no attempt was made to assess' overall costs or feasibility in
terms of a total program in which parallel effort would be underway in sev
eral or all of the areas at once. This chapter seeks to evaluate the overall
impact of the various programs. Together, they represent all of the pos-
slble apprehes' for making significant changes in energy supply-derriand,
before 1985.

The,desirabilitY of carrying out the. total program is beyond the scope
of this study. It involves questions of costs and benefits, not only from the
economic but also from the societal and political points of view. However,
the description of this total program sheds some light on the maximum
effort that may be feasible by 1985. It provides further insight into some of
the problems- that will need to 'be resolved in arriving a.e.a national energy
policy. .

It was necessary to limit the consideration to essentially one date (1985)
k.s1/4,in. or er to tiep the scope of the study with' the practical limits of the

Tas Force, a d so this report should be co sidered an estimate of what.
-4-to d be accomplished by that time. It was not possible within this lirflited

.--/ study to prepare detailed schedules of supply and demand throughout the
decade. / ,,
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PROJECTED DOMESTIC SUPPLIES

The following table summarizes the separate projections made in Chap-1
ters 4 to 7 of potential U.S., energy pro`duction in 1985. These projections I`

were derived individually for each primary energy industry. They reflect
the Task Force's judgment of what is reasonably possible with.existing tech- I.

nical capabilities, existing natural resources, early access to new natural
resources, remoylal of administrative and regulatory impediments, and ef-
ficient operation of the Nation's economic system by providing incentives to
attain the desired end results.

The Task Force cautions that these separate projections represent an
upper limit to what is believed re onably attainable. They neither reflect
production targets, n mix of
energy forms for su ying proje ted consumption demands. The Task Force
acknowledges that more rapid expansions of some energy forms may be pos-
sible through "crash" piograms but with attendant high costfr' poor risks,
and wasteful inefficiencies..

POTENTIAL 1985 U.S. ENERGY PRODUCTION (MBPD)

Resource Energy Form Production Totals

Coal: Coal'solids 10.0 11.7
Pipeline quality SNG. 0.8
Methanol 0.3
Synthetic crude 0.3
Medium-Btu 0.3

Nuclear: Uranium- Plutonium 8.3 8.3
.

Renewable:
//.

Hydroelectric
l-eotermaan all otherG h d h

1.5
0.2

1.7

Oil: Crude oil accelerated pro-
"auction and leasing

1. 9 12.5,

Crude oil additional.known 0.2
fields ,

Is

. Gde oil accelerated ter- 0.8
tiary recovery.

;Crude oildecline in 1973 (6. 0)
fields

Crude oil production from 5.5
new fields

Crude oil 1-933 p'roduction 11.8
.
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POTENTIAL 1985' U.S. ENE GY PRODUCTION (MBPD) continued

Resource Ene gy ForM Product on TotalS

Shale: SYntheti t crude

Gas: 4 Natural sacelerated
product ';n and leasing

Natpral g s lOw-permeabil- 0.
ity sand.

Itatuz.al G s decline
fields

Natural ga produc 'o
new field

Natural gas 1973 prod
tion

0.5

2.5

1973 (7.0

fom 6.

11.

TOTAL

O. 5 \ - 4

14. 5

49.2
\

I

This total odticti n would ake available 10 MB D of coal solids,
13 6 MB m of p oleum liquids, a d 15.6 MBP of ga es in addition to
the electr tty en rased Irok nucl ar, hydroelectric, nd geothermal
energy so ces.

0 d tEx a sto . i h \Ts.,sk orce believes th t its 1985 estimates
h o de' 1 ransition to high r production levels.
he i o th economy, and disruptive relocations

tmiz Eby this approach. ..,

s. \I Simi aneous expansion of the various in-
k o 14d,crea competitive interactions that,-are

tes.' ortageS and bottlenecks might be "

cOmpet for limited supplies of labor, equip-
petitio might not be adverse; competition

to have enefI icial and. synergistic effects,
fdr,meeting deinand:

r
I

table t. ,rizes the projected U.S. energy demand
ri the es m es made im.Chapters 2 , and 3. The histor-

1tiqn rep ese is a continuation of the patterns of energy
durini th i 9FOlt s and reflects the former availability of

'cod d b ved th 0.1
----infl tio t pacts on\

okc pi labot o
/1, I we 'In e
divi e er capa it
otir fi ec ed' the ta 1
reat ,as Oil erit,iid

me t, and 'tit 't tals11;'
fo Su 1' ''''',nd ate'
re 1 impr ve

P 0 D ENER

following,he o
by 1 8 ,--,i-draWin
t del 'a a a ;IPr je
s- tha o rte
h ap

r /

1

arc
abi
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4Future demand is expeCted tafall below this historical projection as a con-
sequence of increased energy costs. The,,table expresses a projection of
demand resulting from an assumed oil price in terms of 1974 dollars of $7
to $8 per 13..rrel through 1985. 9

ESTIMATED 1985 ENERGY DEMAND, (MBPD)

Preyiously projected dem nd (Chapter 2) 58

Less savings froill conservation and '
improved efficiency (Charfter.3) 87-9

-IX':

Net demand .49-50

41444 IMik..kf,

As, noted in Chatiter 3, there, are two basic categorieks of conservation
measures. The first is the "do-w th-lest" type, which include& such vol-
untary.and involuntary actions as eduded driving speeds,, lower thermostat
settings in winter, use of public t ansport. in place of personal' cars, and re-
duction of light bulb wattage. The second category, of conservation involves
some added capital investment any /or use of new technology by the consumer
in view of tilt higher cost and reduced availability of certain energy forms. ,

Conservation of this second type includes greiter production of small auto-
mobiles; more efficient energy utilization An industry more efficient space
heating, air co 'tioning, and water heating in the rfisidential and commer-
cial sectors; end construction of more extensive mass transportation systems
and greater use of car pools. To obtain more efficiency, more);Ittention
must be placed orithe lifetime costs of industrial and consumer goods, using
energy.

The effects coming,of the cond category would be slow in comin, bu .once
implemente they would be\ ore or less permanent. On the other/ and,
the effects of the "do-with-le = =" category, while immediate,' may not per-
sist with---tirrib. At this point, t Task Force has little data on which to

..__bage conservation trends for eithe category. In all likelihood, the result-
ing effects from any,of the above ar endent on both types of conte,rva-
tion.and are stronglrinterrelated. B d on present events and best judg-
ment, the Task Force believes a reducti n of 8 to 9 MBPD might be
achieved from all conservation measures by 1985.*

*One member of the Task Force believes that on the basis of studies per-
,formed at,the Environmental Quality Laboratory of the California Institute

of Technology, the reduction in derna.necould be as high as 12 MBPD by 1985.

4.
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BALANCE OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Task Fordo estimates of potential supply are compared with the-esti-
mate of demand as reduced by conservation in Figure 4. While a summation
of the possible results from all of the programs discused in previous chap-.
ters gives a total that would indicate the'possibility of reducing to, a
low level by about 1985 or possibly eliminating them, such a conclusion must
be viewed with cautiotr and is likely to be Misleading for the following rea-
sons: -

o It is unlikely that all portions of all, of the potential
prc6rarris will be considered des'irable in terms of cost,
environmental effects, etc.

o It is unlikely that' alLof thosefr programs judged
feqsible and desirable would.be started 4Thrnediately (1974)
as assumed.

o It is unlikely that aflofthe programs initiated would
be carried out successfully in terms of results, schedules, etc.

o 'Some of the effects of the "conservation ethic" would
probably disappear if the prospects for continuing adequate energy
supplies improved.

o The requirements for carrying out all of the potential
programs simultaneously may place unacceptable strains on capital,
manpower; water, materials, and the environment.

It must afso be stressed that all of the estimates used have a very low
degree of precision. This include the postulated in demand,, in-
cluding likely reductions because of conservation incentive's and increased
prices,sas well as the possible increases in supply for each of the types of
energy covered.

White no attempt has been made at any sort of mathematical analysis,
it L8 felt that the total by 1985 may be no more acciirate than ± 10 percent,
an8'the individual itefris -may be 15 percent in error by that time. ;Thus, it
is Blear that Ott estirnates must be treated as "order of magnitude" at this
stage.

Even if the programs could all be accomplished successfully and there
a.was a surplus of energy produced in the United State, it'rnight not be in the

44*-forcms most suitable for use, which would require import of enei'gy in some
forms and provide an opportunity for coal exports.

These contingencies and imprecisions rriust certainly be taken into
account in arriving at decisions -a to what is a.,,prudent program to be -
t i a te d in 197,1.1,

A consideration of these potential rates of tiroduction by the end of
1985 reveals that the liquid hydrocarbon...p.roduction, including shale, of
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about 13.6 MBPD iS significantly lowe ttian the liquid hydrocarbon consunip.-
tion in 1913, about 16.2 N1BP1. Since the unrestrained preference for energy
in the form of liquid fuels would surely increase over this period, the follow-
ing points are significant:

o Imports of a few MBPDof oil. will probably still'be
required in 1985 even if the programs outlined are pursued
and are generally successful.

'o 1,fighest priority consideration should be given to
those possible programs for reducing consumption of liquid
hydrocarbons or switching present uses to other sources of
energy, especially coal and nuclear energy. In particular,
the programs deserving of maximum attention appear to be:

Reduction of .liquid fuel uses by autos,
trucks, buses, and aircraft. ,

Maximum use of coal and nu/clear power
productiori with minimum use of oil or gas)
in existing power generating stations.

Conversion of industrial/heating to coal
einstead of oil where feasib14./ V

o Highest priority consideration shotld be given to
possible programs for increasing the production of liquid
fuels, with the . ?ollowing the most important:

Increasgd expl7ration, development,
and production ofoil (and gas) from do-

. mestic resources:
Use of oil shale to the extent podsible

in view of environmental and water con-
straints.

Rapid developm.ent of coal lirefaction
for possible large-scale use in the latter
1980's if rkeessary.

-6 To the extent that substitutions cannot be made for
oil (and gas), an that either imports or additional domestic
production are needed instead, the requirements for use of
coal or nucle94P-ower will be reduced. Thus 1 MBPD of oil
fron5 either source would reduce the requirements for coal.
by about 100 /MTPY, or the required nuclear capacity by
36 Gwe. //
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Even if the liquid fuel demand could be balanced to rriaich the dor'hestic
liquid fuel supply, some level of importation may well be desira.ble, if and
when consistent with foreign policy and national security. Reasons for imponks
might include domestic, resource conservation, world trade balance, and eco---4.,
,nomics. From an economic viewpoint, it would seem desirable to keep do-
mestic fuel prices from becoming. too insulated from World mfa. rket prices.

LEAD TIMES
A it

One ot .the most difficult problens that must be faced it-L such a domes-
tic expansion program is the very siz ablelead times required to accomplish
significant plant installations. Typically, new plant lead times (go-ahead to
beneficial operation) being experienced today are as follows:

TYPICAL 1973 OVERALL PROJECT TIMES
(from go-ahead to production)

Type of Facility ,Years

Coal-fired power plant
Surface coal mine
Underground coal mine
Uranium exploration and mine

'Nuclear power.,plant
Hydroelectricd)stm

...Produce oil and gas from new fields
Produce oil and gas from old fields'

.5-8
A ,91 ,

2-4 r*

3-5

7-10

9-10

5-8

3-10

1-3 t,

Material and equipment lead times are a major fa in schedules.
Most equipment usually is not purchased until plant de ign is well underway,
approvals oiikainecl, and sites acquired. Vendors then must order materials
from suppliers and fit the equipment orders into the manufacturing backlog
schedule. Suppliers, in turn, must order the raw materials from tl e pri-
mary mills to meet the-design specifications.

Prior to the imposition of the oil embargo, m4terial and-equipment
lead'times were already long and were becoming longer in most cases as
new plant orders increased during 1972-1973. Since last November, the,
steel'mills supplying sheet, tubular products, and rolled shapes have been
supplying distributors on an allocation basis. The result is that lead times
have extended considerably because of market instabilities and shortages of
raw materials. Indeed, if steel production capacity is tiot'expanded rapidly,
beginning immediately, the goals outlined in this reporfcould probably not
be attaincen.
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e-a -Procurement lead time is defined as the time from the data of placing
a purchase order, together with essential information to enable manuPactur-
ers to proceed with their equipment engineering and manufacturing, to the
date when the 'completed product is ready for shipi-pent to the construction
site. The time required for approval of vendor drawings and transmission
of these to the plant engineer-constrytor is included.

To these le.ad times must be added the time,required for vendors to pre-
pare quotations in response to inquiries from the engineer-constructor.
These typically run from 2 to 8 weeks. Time to perform-A engineering and
commercial analysis of bids received also must be allowed in order to for
the basis of selection of award,' and these will run anywhere from 2 to 12
weeks, depending on the magnitude, the complexity, and the necessary p -,
provals. In addition, more time must be added to allow for transpor tio- to
the site. Following all of this, the installation or erection times m st be
added plus testing, checkout, and start-up.

All of this procurement process must be preceded by the verall plant
systems design engineering, equipment specification writin and material
requisition preparation. For nuclear equipment, there is sually another 25
to 50 weeks added. fallowing placement of purchase ord s to allow for formal
review of procedures, drawings, AEC review, anci,a-pprovals before the
equipment supplier's engineering can-be completed. Furthermore, an addi-
tional 3 to 4 weeks'for obtaining bids must b-Ilowed for procurement of ti

equipment from ,Canada, Japan, Australia.,/Europe, and the United Kingdom.

INTERIM SUPPLY AND DEMAND ENDS
1

In previou' sections, e . -rgy supply and demand were discussed in
terms of 1973 and 1985. y -Solutions to our ener'gy problems must also
give careful consideratia to the interim trends in both supply and demand.
It has been noted tha takes time to develop and build new production ,

facilities. Many sequential time steps are necessary from a go-ahead de-
cision to actual production. With the exception of the electrical power
sector, domesti,c7e-nergy facilities have not expanded during the past few
years. The ntion is now attempting to bring about an upward trend in the
supply areaxybut will take time to overcome the inertia.

Beca//se of these time factors, the qualitative supply-demand trends
for the fu re will be similar to those shown in Figure 15. The shape of, the
domesti energy supply curve appears certain to remain flifor the next
severa years, rising steeply only when the major new sources of energy
are br ught into production.,

On the other hand, the demand curve will tend to increase linearly, if
not, xPonentially, and the reductions'resulting from a combination of the
"c nservation etliteand higher prices are likely to be constant or perhaps
p oportional to the to 41 demand. The effect'on demand from technical

provements, smaller cars, etc. , will tend to increase more rapidly.
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FIGURE 5 QUALITATIVE SI_IPPLY/DRMAND TRENDS
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in Later years and converge on the increased domestic 'supplies.
While it is not possible to quantify these trends with any precision on

the basis of information now availably, it w_auld,appear that nea -term im-
ports will need to rise to a-level of 8 to 9 MBPD by 1977-1978 to meet the .

overall demand in this time period.
_ Following this peak, it should be possible to gradually reduce imports

to the fevi MBPD that ,may be needed to satisfy Liquid h drocarbon demands
ifin excess of doMestic,production capabilities.

More study of this interim period is desirable; but it appears that
planning, at Least as visualized now, must be based on imports 'increasing
to a Level above-mid-197,3 levels during the 1975-1980 period.

CAPITAL REQUI,REMENTS

Capital Deni&nd

The capital requirements of the energy induPtry are increasing easter
,' than the growth in the consumption of energy and, in turn, faster than the

growth in the domestic economy. The capital requirements of the energy
industry are also growing faster than the nation's savings.,. The decade of
the 1960's saw a cleclining capital requiremen't per unit of energy output,
particularly as Middle past oil was developed and as technological advances
resulted in economies of scale, especially in,electrical generation.

There are,three basic reasons for the increased capital demand by _

the energy inddstry:
H

o The demand for energy' has been increasing at a
rate greater than the increase in' overall economic activity
as measured by GNP.

o More distant and difficult ,energy resources are
being developed: Oil and gas wells are being drilled
deepet and in more remote areas, the Arctic and offshore
areas are being- developed, and higher capital cost nuclear
power plants. are being substituted for fo,ssil,fueli)ower
plants.

o Finally; inflation increases the Cost of all goods
and materials necessary for the development -of -ener`gy
resources.

The impact of inflation on energy development merits careful consid-.
eration. Inflation will increase capital 'requirements, but it alpo willwin-
cre,ase-in.lomtis, and therefore savings-r-up to a point., Beyoncl.a certain
rate of inflation, sayings will begin to diminish. Until this point is reached,
however, increases in capital requirVmen'ts resulting from inflation will be
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matched by increases in savings available for investment. Therefore, the
difficulty of raising capital 'should not be significantly increased. bit inflation,
unless inflation gets out of hand. special. circumstances in the energy in-
dustry must be recognized, however; for example, individual companies may
not, be able tc4keesp pace with funding requiYernents by increasing prices.

1'n considering each sector of the energy industry some of the primary
considerations affeetingkhe capital requirements sh uld be noted, though it
should be reeogni.5,.ed that all sectors of the energy dustry are interrelated.
Thus a/decline in output of one source of energy will be made up, at least
in part, by an increase in the output of an alternate source: Capital require-

.ments would shift accordingly. These requirements are summarized in the
following table.

"GUESSTIMATED" U.S.. PRODUCTION rACILITY
CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS-(billion $)

(1974-1985 Incremental Production)
5

Oil and gas 160-200'
Uranium 11-,14
Coal

Solid 18-24
Synthetics . 16 -22,

Shaletii 3-5
Poet supply

1\luclear generation
Foss renewable 'generation
Transmission + dis.tribut\ion-

9 110r
60-70

'135=165

Total (Rbunded) 490-610

, The above capital requirements represent the amount of investment'
(in 1973-1974 dollars) necessary provide facilities and do not include
money required for working capital, dividend, debt service, or other
financial needs. Government R &D programs and production facilities
(e.g., uranium enrichment)_ are arso not included.

Oil and Gas

At present the Major sourceie energy in the U ited States are
petroleum and-natural gas. Having' reached this pos; ionon of preeminenie
within the last decade, these will likely continue as the major energy
sources at least to 1985. The demand fornoil probably.will increase pro-
vided that adequate supplies are aVailable.,.It will take major a ounts of
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capital investment to reverse the present downtrend of dbrnestic production.
In petroleum production, capital requirements per Unit o,f output de-

clined during the 1960's as lower cost Middle East resources were developed.
Th capital required to ibring'new areas of production on-stream will be sig-
nifi antly higher. In the United States, where capital requirements have
ece ly averaged about $100, 000 per well, expenditures per well will reach
into the Millions of dollars for North Slope development. In offshore work,
platfOrms for oil producing will cost tens of millions of dollars 'each.
,Despite these increasing produCtion costs! the drilling rate must be in-
,creased at least.in proportion to our increasing rate of Consumption. Addi-
tionally, downstream' facilities, Such as pi-pelines and _refineries, -will in-
crease inQapital cost per unit of output. Pipelines and shipping and other
modes of transportation increase in cost as the anvironment becomes more
hostile and the distance,s' become lohger. Refinery capital costs increase as
environmental regulations become more stringent.

As with oil, increased domestic production"faCilities for natural gas
will require increasing capital expenditures. Capital investment will in-
crease as more distant and difficult resources are developed, requiring in-
"creased capital expenditure in transmission and distribution facilities*.'

A review of all the facilities necessary to supply our oil and gas needs
between 19,74 and 1985 indicates-that the capital requirements would be on
theorder of $200 billion. This represents an average annual expenditure
rate almost three times greater than in 1970'.

Uranium

Nuclear power generation represent's the fastest growingt=supply of
energy, With the result that the capital requireet,lor uraniuni,..,extraction and
processing, while relatively modest, Will show the greatest growth rate.
Currently, nuclear 'energy ts.,bi-sed on use of artificiapy enriched uranium;
and it does not appear likely that other sources of nuclear energy (e.g.;
breeders,. fusion) will be commercially d'6veloped until well after 1985.

The current financing requirements'for the uranium tinttustry are sub-
stantial enough. Uranium miming anclettnilling facilities,., mostly developed
for' defense-purposes, w1.1.1 soon have to be greatly expanded to meet the
devnand for nuclear power. Uranium enrichment, currently a gOvernment
monopoly under The AEC, Will have to be greatly expanded to meet'civilian
needs. .Uraniurn enrichment is likely 'to emerge as an:entirely new.private
industry with a capitalization of at least $5 billion by 1985, where no such
private industry exists today. Fuel fabrication and reprocessing facilities
also will be required.

Su Ai developments in the past have not made large demands on private
capital markets, but between 1974 and 1985, some $13 billion could be re-
quired by the nuclear Idustry; not including cost of the nuclear power plants.
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Coal
0 13

Coal is America's most abundant fuel.gesOurce and the least capital
intensive. With the increasing difficulty of obtaining petroleum and gas sup--
plies; development of coal will be 'receiving increased attention. Estimates
of $10 or even $20 per ton per year to develop a new mine seem small. How-
ever, when the projected increagiNin coal demand of about 660 million tons
is considered, which is abolft equal to current production, together with the 1C/
associated transportation facilities, the estimated capital to be invested, in
the development of coal resources between 1974 ands.l.-98-5 would be about
$23 billion,.or more than $2 billion per year. This represents about five
times the $430 million invested in 1970.

To this point only the capital requirements for production and-trans-
portation,of solid washed coal have been considered. To these must be added
the requirements for the anticipated coal-based synthetics indUstry, an in-
vestment craparable' to that required for coal production and transportation.

Electric Utility
40 -Consumption of electricity has grown historically at about t percent

per year, or about 3 million kilowatts in electric-generating capacity per
year: Even if thiagrowth rate declines somewhat in response totconserva-
qpn,,measures and the increasing cost of energy, the capacity increases
necessary to meet our demands, will be large. Currently, the capital re-
quired to develop a kilowatt of capaoity ranges frOm $200 to $500, depending
on the type of facility, location, and other factor*. -Including the capital re.-"
quired for transmission and distribution, an estiFnated.$350 billion will be
will bq ne ed by the electric utility industry,between now and 1985. This
represents annual rate of expenditure of aver $30 billion; more than
triple the $1 billion invested in 1970.

Total
'4

The total, capital requirements for the more readily identifiable por-
tions of the expansion of domeStic 'energy industry facilities are in the range

' of $490 to $610 billion as shown in the table oripage 96'. To this, must be
added the costs of the not so readily identifiable infra-structure (e.g., rail-
roads, stprage."facilities, etc. )that is still an essential part of the energy
industry. The cost of this infrastructure night add up to -20 per ceeit to the
costs given in the above table. The overall' total costs of the suggested pro-
gram`therefore could approach $700 billion. This cost cover's only the
facilities to be in place, between tow and the encrof 1985. While the totV ----,,.
includes the capital requirements forfac.,ilitie's already underway and la ely
financed; it dtes not include the capital for facilities that must be initiated

-os
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before 1985 but which would not come into usPintil after, 1985. Therefore,
the actual capital requirements during this period could be significantly
greater'than those indicated,

The figure of $700 billion works out to be an average annual expendi-
ture on the order of $60 billion. For a perspective, this rate cyan be com-
pared with the total investment in industrial plant and equipment in 1970,
for all purpoSe4 of-about $100 billion; to the total net funds raised in the
money and capital, markets this past year of $211 billion; and to the sum of
personal savings and retained corporate earnings in 1972 of about $80 bil-
lion. While the financial requirement of $60 billion per year is large, with
adequate revenues the energy industry should be-able to attract the neces-
sary capital nesourcecs-for the additional energy facilities.

WATER

There has been'increasing concern over water use, particularly in the
Western United States. Typical of thin concern is the newly enacted
tion in the State of Montana, which imposes a 3 -year moratorium on water
allocations out of the Yellovf-s-tone River'basin. There can be no dpubt that
a careful assessment must be-made for all water use in areas where the
usable supply is likely to be fully a.11qcated in the future. Such an assess-
ment does not automatically preclude new development of energy resources.
It may, hRwever, require some trade-offs among potentially competing uses
of potable surface waters.

One source of water not in, use at the present time, but Which may be
develop'ed to support energy programs, is non-potable subterranean water.
Indeed; one of the developMent challenges existing in the oil-shale-rich
Piceance Basin of Colorado is theTresence of saline water aquifers that lie
in and above the oil shale beds. This water could supply part of the "pro-
cess water" needs of an oil shale extraction project. Using current desalini-
zation technology, fresh water could be produced from these saline waters
at a relatively high cost of about $200 per acre-foot. Unless the nonpotable
waters can be-exploited in this way, certain areas may be precluded from
energy converision activities.

A 1973 study entitled "Rehabilitation Potential of Western Coal Lands"
by the National Research Council of NAS/NAE 31 found that water may in;
deed be.a limiting factor in the exploitation of western coal in certain areas.
The following summary is quoted from that report:

The shortage'of water is a..maYjor factor in planning 'for future
development of coal reserves in the American West. Although
we conclude that enough water is available for mining and re-
habilitation'at rviost sites, not enough water exists for large-
scale conversion of coal to other energy forms (e.g., gasifica-.
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tion or steam ele'ctric power).' The potential environmental
and social aspects of the use of this water for large-scale
energy conversion projects would exceed by far the.antici-
pated impact of mining alone. W5e recommend that alternative
loCations'be considered for energy conversion facilities- and-
that adequate -evaluations be made of the options- (including re-
habilitation) for the various local uses of the ai.ilabie water.

Therefoei-e, water ule planning will be essential for the Oioduction of
oil from shale or gas from coal. The mining operations should, in general,

lye-t163te -crs-s-6.-ffttgny --vw

because of the great bulk of rock involved. '4 \
4 With respect to coal, -water for conversion to gas r'nay to available in

some locations, and in other places ilmaybre possible to rchase existing
Water rights because of the. higher economic advantage of th-0 ttse. Tow-
ever, implic4ations for the existing social and q.conomic .structutre, which is
based largely on irri ation, must be considered. rn many instances, mined
'coa,1.Will reed to be shipped in solid r slurry form for conversion at sites

here water is more abundant.
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Midwestern and eastern states also haveI) substahtnial coal reserves,
although genera.liy of higher cost per Btu than western coal. Many of these"
midwestern and eastern locations ave ample water available for conver-
sion, but they have the problem of legally assuring water availability for

.41consumptive use under their, prevailing riparian laws. It is gbnerally be-
lieved that these states- will need to enact water permit laws,. thkt, can give

IAassurance of water availability.
,In surnmary, the Task Force con,ludes tnat overall ester availability,

..,

while a''serious -concern, shoUld not det&.:the developMent of ? oil from shale
or gas from coal in the production amounts forcasPas being possible by
1985. In the West it maybe necessary to employ alternative process cool-
ing-methods, and, 'in many instances, it may be necessary to e)**ZPort the
coal to eastern locations where water is. available. Within this overall as-

,..sessment, site investigations will need to be conduct on a case,byLcase
4 ibasis. 0-

_.!
.,,

0 .
CP -MANPOWER ,

ea'

The Task Force was unable to find any carefully prepared Manpower,
estimates relating specifically, tb the energy indlistrieS; the'1973 data are
based on Bureau of Labor Sfa2tistics information and,

.., in some 'cases, in-
elude unpublished Bureau adjustment. The projections are based on Task
Force estimates ofpossible increases by supply sector and projected t'r'ends
in -productivity. T purpo'se;of the data, however, is not tb produce pre-
cise estimates of manpower retiuirements, but rather to highlight areas'
where shortages are likely,,to occur.
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There are tlfree areas of, Likely shortages. Within the energy indus-
tries, it is Likely that only coal miners might be in short supply during the
'period,. In the other operating industries, productivity trends appear likely
to keep the increases in requiementS within reasonable bounds. Other areas
where serious shortages are likely to occur are in allyclasses of engineering
personnel and all classes-of skilled construction craftsmen. The following

,parts. of this section will cover each of these areas.
The estimates for operating industries are surnmarize,4, in the follow-

ing table:

ESTIMATED TOTAL OPERATING MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

t 3.

Industry
1973

Population-
1985

Population
Ads4tions

.4974-1985

Oil and gas 456, 000 495, 000 39, 000
'Coal mining 165, 000 290,000 , . 125, 000
PoWtt_r generation 710, 000 755,009 45, 000
Shale. and) syn etics fp, oar; 10, 000
Energy transportati 76, 000 10, 000

4

Total (primary only) 1,407,000 1,636.,000 219, obo

coal, annual output per man increased fr 2-, 230 tons in 1960 to-
, 140 in 1970, and thenpdec)tined to 3,420 in 1973. Assuming an increase

inproductivity.to 4,000 Th 1985, elriplOyment would increase to 290,000 if
the Task Force ggal of 11. 7 MBRD equivalent is met in 1985. This figure

likely' torte high if western sirface coal operations result in much higher
than the 4, 000.tons per man. level of productivity and if mine mechanization

,.offsetsthe' Lower productivity that has accompanied recent Occupational
Safety and Health Act rulings.

In oil and gas there are two liategori s, Crude production and petroleum
groduct-§-mapufacturing..4'1Prodvigivity increase's have been quite sharp in
both categories. From- 1960 to 1973, productivity increased by more than
50 percent in`crude production.:'" This increase was due Mainly to larger--
scale production? facilities, ati'dfnated process control,,and improved tech-

nR,.kagy. Further increase in productivity is not likely since most added
'production wi be from deeper wells, a greater proportion of offshore wells
in deep4 afer, and will involve increased environmental protection rrieasa
ures. For the estimated 27 IVfBPp of oil and equivalents, the Task Farce
projects that 330,000 employees4ill be required by 1985. For petroleum
produCts manufacturing, productivity gains hav4 been even more favorable .
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and, based on Bureau of Labor Statistics and Federal Reserve Board figures,
increased by almost 90 percent in the 1960 to 1973 period. As _with. crude-
oil and gas production, the future does not offer further signifiCant.prodlic-
tiv?ty gains. The Task Force estimate for peCroleum products manufacturing
fot 1985 is about 165,000 employees.

Employment in the electric, gas, and steam utility industries has re-,
mained essentially constant, increasing at less -than 1/2 percent per year
in the face of an approximate 7 percent increase in output. Assuming that
this iren continues, employment should increase slightly from 710,000 to
755,01 by 1985.

'Engineers

The ability to expand the energy industries will depend heavily orr the
numbers', qualificatrions, and capabilitieA of engineers, de,signers,- techni-
cians, and project managers. Qualified eagineers are in short supply now,
an4the situation will worsen in the years ahead. , The following table sum-
marizes the increase in requirements expected in the operating industries
as well as tpre enginNa.e.ring-construction industry by 1980. The year 19130
was selected because most of the engineering activity Would have to be under-
way by 198-0, if the faciftivr4scussed in this report are to be in operation
by .1985. The estimates indicate that a 40 Percent increase will be re-
quired 1:); 080. These estimates were derived by applying ratios of-engi.L.
neers to the total,ernployee population for each-of the operating industries.
For 1980; the ratios,Fere projected by the Bureau (*Labor Statistics and
were based on a continuation of the trend toward a greater percentage of
engineers the employee population. It should be emphaized that these
are rough, estimate.s and only indicate nds in requirements.

,, 4
EST1111AtED ENGINEERINGIVIANPOWER IN ENERGY INDUSTRY

(Total Including Construction)

DiscipLine
1973

Population
1980 .

Population

Civil 15;640 24,350
Mechanical 17,320 26,350
Electrical 26;110 34,940'
Mining 7,920 9,830
Chemical 7,410 9, 240

Total (Primary only) 74,400 104,700
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0The outlook for`the supply of engineers must be tempered by the fact
hat enrollment in engineering schools is not keeping up with iLluatry're-
iirernents. The class entering college in 1972 ivas the smallest in 20

year s.
The situation may be improved-by transfers of engineers from fields

outside the energy indust'ries. - The engineers employed by the energy in-
dustries are less than 10 percent of total U.S. engineering ernployMent.
_All engineering curricula contain the fundamentals of physical aciences and
applications of engineering methods to specific problems. Even though an
engineer was graduated in civil or mechanical engineering, a specia1.tr4ain-
ing program of hot more than 6 months would pr pale him to undertake
petroleum or mining engineering work. With engineers in short simply now
and no relief in sight, special training and reorganization of engiheering

'assignments would be needed to accomplish the design engineering Work.re,
quired in the next. fewyears to achieve the on-line capacities estimated for
1985. The alternative is simply not -being able to achieve s.uli levels.

o

Construction Craftsmen

The following table includes a set of estimates of the skilled co.hstruc-
tion workers required in the "industrial" construction areas. Industrial con.-
struction_for this purpose includes sit ph facilities as oil'refineries, metal-
lurgical process plants, syngas and liquid natural: gas (LNG) laCilities;
major pipelines,, and similar projects. Common to these industrial
ties is the employment of a sirriilar mix of construction draftsme4 such as
pipefitters, welders, ele*ctricians, and boilermakeris. The estimates indi-
`cate that requirements for these craftsmen may more.than double in the
next 12 years. While these numbers may bd high, they indicate that the
increasing requirements will be a serious problem, even if the estimate is
off-by as much as 20 percent.

ESTIMATE OF SKILLED CONSTRUCTION WORKERS REQUIRED

Trade 1973 1985 Additions
. 4--Electricians 26,000 65,000 39,000

Pipefitter s 41,000 91,000 50,000
Boilermaker 19, 000 '''." p, 000 ' 3,000
Laborers 53,000 ' 139,000
Operating engineers 10,000 24,000 .

.86,000
l''14,000

Total 149,1°000 341,000 192,000
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The seriousness of the problem is underscored by the slow increa e in
the membership of building trade uniolis of the AFL -CIO; the major' source
of skilled craftsmen for the industrial construction sector. The data in t e
following table were released by the AFL-CIO in October 1973. They inch-

-cate that even in the fastest growing union, electrical workers, the increase
is less than 3 percent per year compounded annually. These figures include
Craftsmen in construction areas other than the industrial category, and they-
include a large number of craftsmen in manufacturing industries such as
electrical manufacturing" and pipe fabrication. The workers in the "indu-
trial" construction category constitute less than 10 percent,of the total in
the specified crafts. There is some interchangeability between these occu-
pations and industrial construction, but it probably,Would be ins4ifficient to
prOvide more than minor relief to the anticipated shortage.

BUILDING TRADES, MEMBERSHIP,

1965 1973 , Percent increase

Boilermakers 108, Oft* 115,040 6.5
Electrical workers 616,000. 779, 000 26
Ironworker s 132,000 160,000 21
'Laborers 40'3,000 475,000 . 17
Pipefitters and plumbers 217,000 228,000 5

Operating engineers 270,006 300,040 11'

Total 1,746,000 2,117,000 21

Numbers of workers and training are only part of the problem of work-
er availability. Mobility of labor, particularly in the constrAtion trade s,
has been lessening in recent years. The require'd incentives for'people to
relocate will undoubtedly iriCrease, with resultant increases in cost.

Two final points, perhaps, should be made. First, no disSussion of
mant:Iower can be complete without a discussion of'productivity. There .has
been a serious decline in. building construction labor produ6tisvity in recent
years, and this has been the topic of many discussions on union work rules.
Some method of reversing such trends must be found. ,

The second point is that this country i dependent on energy axid pro-
ductive machines to maintain competitive status in world markets and to
provide jobs for an expanding labor orce. To continue to supply the in-
dustrial- economy with its energy ne ds, the energy industry must be able
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to attract elarge share of the most talented people from our universities.
Current enrollment statistics indicate a trend away from the disciplines
most needed in the energy industries. Whatever ale cause of this situa-
tion,' steps must he taken to provide the-se people with greater personal
satisfaction from a career in these industries, and an understanding of the
great benefits to all of society that such careers provide.

The Task Force believes that critical shortages cari'be avoided if
programS by educators and industry are begun now with appropriate govern-
nient assistance. These programs should include elements along the fol-
io'N,Qing

o increase mechanization of underground ,coal,mines so
as to upgrade the quality of jobs from unskilled and semiskilled
to ski'll'ed work.

o Increase the enrollment of students in engineering
schools. A variety. of,programs must be developed for the
motivation and guidance of students into the ediipeering pro-
fession.
"4-1 0

r 4.
Estaiblish programs.,:to retrain and transfer engineers

from occupations where demand' is declining to Occupations. in
the energy industries.

o Work with the"building trades to increase membership
in apprentice programs and shorten the apprentice time
Programs such as this have 1?ee.5 very successful when established
by the United Association of Plurkbers and Pipefittergrid industry
groups.

0
43 . .

4./Provide, trining programs for craftsmen in manufactur- 1
ing industries and nonindustrial construction to upgrade their skills
for irklustrial construction work, . .

ENVIRONMENT-
. ,

Extraction 'of d=omestic energy esources and conversion to useful
forms will have implicaitions for the environment. These cap be .damaging
an& disruptive if care Snot taken. Environmental impact muse be cOri-

,sidered in choosing among alternative methods.for attaining the Nation's
energy goal'A. In many instances; no aiternatives may beavailable to
avoid some deleterious effects, and difficult priority decisions will have tobe made. For the most part, however, the Task Force believes that with
diligent care, a hpalthy environment can be assured at a cost the Nation
can aord. I

In si.l.face,mining of coat, land reclamation is a growing environ-
mental concern. Similar concerns apply to the recovery of oil from shale
by surface retorting methods. Expanded offshore .drilling for oil and ga,s

:
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and ocean-bottom pipelines may bring problems of oil leaks. Such risks must
be considered along with those of the continued use of supertankers for the
importation of oil. Nuclear power plantspose problems of safety and waste
disposal, and these must be dealt with.

Atmospheric Sulfur Dioxidetand Particulates

Recent improvements in urban air quality have resulted from the in-.creased use of, cleaner burning fuels. Construction of a significant number
of new coal-burning power plants could reverse this trend unles's adequate
low-sulfur coal is.used or unless reliable stack gas SO-2 removal.. equipMent
is employed.

Control of particulates by plrecipitators is an established technology.
By contrast, stack gas desulfurization has not been demonstrated to be re--
liable on a commercial scale. ,-TViere do not appear to be any basic scientific
or engineering barriers to ultimate success, and the Tapk ForCe beliekres
that reliable processes could. 6e available within a few years, given adequate
support and \demonstration testing. In the meantime, temporary variances
or changes in regulations could be made for locations where the public
health is 'not endangered.

Automobile Ernis 4ioris

e
Automobile emissions are controlled by the provisions of the Clean'Air

Act of 1970. Control o'f emissions involves either 'the use of expensive cata-
,s--.1.ytic converters or a:10 to 15 pcircent direct fuel consumption penalty. 5 The

removal of lead froril gasoline presentlyInvolves additional consumption
penalties.

There is a belief today. in some quarters that the Clean Air A/ct should
3" be amended to reflect the new cost- benefit .information that has been devel-

oped in thl past 4 years. The Task orce takes no position on this difficult
policy question. *However, he sions of the law'as it now-standS seems
likely to increase the consumption oniquid fuels. It is clear, nevertheless,
that an increasing percentage of smaller, lightweight, low-horsepower cars
will have a major' beneficial impact on both energy demand levels and atmos-
pheric pollution levels,,

StudieS now being carried out indicate that the best likely course may
be to bold automobile exhaust emission standards at values of 0.4 gram per
mile for hydrocarbons, approximately 5 to 6 grams per mile for'carl

3
pt4 on

monoxide, and no less than. 1.5 grams per mile for nitrogen oxides. It.
would appear that these standards can be met by 1976 Without significant
penalties (in fuel economy.. _

A combination of market fords and federa\legislation could drive the
1.5.S. auto industry toward smaller, lighter, and more 'efficient vehicles.
Thus, a combined auto emission /fuel economy strategy-is considered an
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essential part of-any overall energy program over the next 10 years.

Land Reclamation

As discussed in Chapter '4, coal and its synthetic gases and liquids
probattly will play an increasingly important role in providing our hydro-
carbon needs in the 1980's and beyond. This raises the difficult "environ-
mental issue of coal mine land reclamation, and the problem of the disposal
of solid and liquid residual products, such as sulfur, from gasification and
liquefaction plants., -

Experience in West Germany has demonstrated that in temperate clim-
ates top soil can be removed, set aside and preserved, and later restored.
In a project near Cologne, treated sewage is pumped into the land after this
operation to provide nutrients. As a reSul33 t, the soil is richer than it was
before the strip minindoperation began.

Knowledge of desert ecology is still rudimentary. 'Considerable re-
search and development is required'before we can fully understand the extent
to which reclamation in arid climates, such as the Southwestern UnitedStateS,
is possible,and the proper methods for its conduct.'

The costs of land reclamation are also difficult to estimate at the pres-
ent time. The Task Force believes that intensified efforts are needed to im-.
prove landerstanc;ling of land reclamation techniques and costs. A study of
actual experiences to -a`a,te with various procedures is a first requirernent.

Offshore Oil and Gas

Environmental concerns have been expressed regarding offshore pe-
troleum operations on the East Coast, production froM offshore Santa Bar-
bara, and leasing.of tracts in the Gulf of Mexico. Concern usually focuses
on the effects of major well blowouts_ , but some attention has been given as
well to minor repetitive discharges from operations.

Since 1948., some 18,000 offshore wells have been drilled in the United.
States, of which/ 3 have released large quantities of petroleum liquids into
the ocean. Only one, -the Santa Barbara accident, resulted in severe pollu-
tion QQf the shores. That was of a temporary nature and the area is recover-
ing.ing. The U.S. Geological Survey and other government agencies recently
established stringeht equipment and operating regulations, As a result;, the
environmental hazards of offshore oil drilling have been reduced, although
some leakage risk remains.

One factor'that is sometimes overlooked is the trade-off between off-
shore drilling for oil and the importation of oil by tankers. The environ-
mental dangers of oil spillage from supertanker operations Must ble'rnatched
against the risks in offshore oil drilling and undersea pipelines.
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Nuclear

Most of the environmental aspects:of nuclear power. have been treated
in considerable detail in Chapter 5. However, some further' points are perti-
nent.

Emergency Core ,cooling. The adequacy of emergency core cool-
ing systems to perform under all conditions remains questionable to some.
Recently revised AEC criteria should do muchto reduce the possibility of a
loss-of-,coolant accident. Continued R&D efforts should increase public con-
fidence in such systems.

Seismic Effects. ...The adequacy of seismic design and construc-
tion criteria has also been questioned by some. Efforts to improve tke state
of.the art in this regard should be intensified. Siting of nuclear plants near
or adjacent to long-active faults should always be approached with great .cau-
tion.

Sabotage. Additional standards development is needed to further
reduce the possibility of nuclear reactor damage by willful-acts;

Safeguards. Development of additional security measures, can,,
further reduce the opportunity for diversiOn of plutonium and enriched urani-
um materials.

Lon -T rm RadioactiVe Waste Stora e. Vemporary storage
facilities for radi fictive wastes can be built, but there is sti no fully satis-
factory method r permanent, disposal. Salt formatio-?is in the Southwestern
United States a e promising, 'however.

Sitin NermOnt, Oregon, and Washington have establishedpr-q1/4,-
cedures for c alized siting aPproVals. Similar, actions by other states
would standa dize the approval pro ceS s and Speed up the. construction of
nuclear plant on appropriate sites; provided that these approvals are accept-
ableable to all lev is of. government.

..The Tas ForCe believes that adequate gsolutions have been ,established
for the'follo trig: Routine release of low-level radioactive effluents; trans-
portation of clear fuel and, radioactive wastes;, uranium milling and proces---
sing; fuel'fab 'cation: and intermediate-term storage Of high-leyel
active wastes, pending an agreement on the best disposal technique.

,One nTajor difference in viewpoint exists, howeve-r. Whereas Chapter 5
urges that all public hearings be abandoned in the operating permit proceed-

, ings, at least one member of the Task Force believes that in some cases
public hearings should be continued to deal with identified but unresolved
issues.,

TECHNO-LOGY

tv

The objective of this study was to examine production capabilities, not
technological innovations. This does not mean that developments in support-.,



ing technology do not need to continue citr that major R&D programs should
not be undertaken in the next 12 years

On the contrary, these efforts are extremely important and n-1 st be
undertaken not only to create the near-term production facilities, b, t also
to achieve more economical processes and new energy technologies or the
longer term. Many supporting programs involving metallurgy, saf ty, pro-
cess technology improvements, restoration, transmission, equipment re-
liability, and many more areas will be absolutely vital for attaining lower
co sts.

1,n addition, R&D prograIns for the long terrnAmust be carried on vigor-
ously by both industry and government. Sooner or latter, we must reduce
burning of fossil fuels, and thp basic R&D.toward that end must be started
now. Breeder reactors will be needed to assure continued nuclear energy
resource availability; coal liquefaction will be needed to assure hydrocarbon
fuels for our-transportation systems; and geothermal, 'solar, and fusion re-
sources need to be developed to assure clean energy supplies for the next
century. The Task Force believes that the quality of life in an increasingly-

Ahigh-technology world hinges on the development of new ehergy sources. and, ,

therefore, recommends an aggressive R&D progr4m in this area.
The. Task Force has not endeavored to suggest relative priorities amdng

thevarious long-range R&D efforts or to assert any specific level of priori-,
ties for long-term vs short-term and mid-ter'm. However, there may be

. conflicting demands, particularly for fund,s;:for scientific, engineering,
management, and possibly construction manpower; and for some equipment
and materials. Consideration will *urely have to be given to reducing the
'rate of effort on some long-range programs or less important programs in
order todeal with the short-range situation, whibh, if not resolved, could
restrict our ability as a Nation to deal. with the iong-range objectives.
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Chapter 9

IMPLEMENTATION

This chapter summarizes the framework and 'assumptions- in this report
.

regarding government and industrial actions that could encourage thQ,.maxi-
rhum beneficial expansion of domestic energy production. These actions are
intended to be illustrative; the Task Force neither recommends them speci-
fically nor judges that they are best or uniquely suited for reducing dependence
on imports. The Tasi: Force does believe that they are examples of actions
that could significantly increase our amestic energy-sUpplies. The Task
Force also believes that past policies and postures by government andAindus-
try are not adequate to cope with the energy supply and demand problems
during the next decade and`beyond.

OVERVIEW OF MARKET AND ROLES
ttp

The Energy Market-

Our ofomestic.:levels of energy supplies and consumption reflect the
market decisions of'many individuals and institutions. In turn, these deci-
sions, result from many separate, perspectives of opportunities-and ris,ks/, ,,
needs and availabilities, and the impacts of future governmental policies.
Although these decisions and perspectives are generally pen intentioned, as
measured by consistency with the institutions' :own objectives and resporisi-

4..._

bilities, their interactions have led to the present situation.
If present energy levels are judged to'be unsatisfactory, but free. in-

, dividual market choices are considered worthy of being43reserved, then it
would follow that market perspectives need'to be redirecie-d, _This process
has alpeady begun, %and the underlying economic incentives "re discussed in
the following section.
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Left to themselves, economic centives and redirected market per--
spectiveS would create a new equilibrium of supply and consumption. It ddes
not necessarily follow that this neWequilibrium would be entirely consistent
with national goals fol.'reduced demands and imports. Thus, if energy self-
sufficiency is a goal of public policy, then the government must consider hdw
it can effectivelyt3act to realize that goal. It could limit itself to traditional
type's of acftions for which it is well qualified'by experience. Alternatively,
it Could take orb new types of actions, with the added burdens of eveloping
competence in these new areas of responsibility.

The Task Force assumes that the Nation'would prefer to avoid new
governmental responsibilities whenever there is a reasonable expectation
that they are unnecessary to the goal. COnsequently, 'the Task Force assump-
tions emphasize traditional roles and responsibilities. -

Traditional Roles

Governments at federal, state, and local levels provi the overall
framework for the energy markqt. This structure is manife e-dArough
laws, regulationis, licensing procedures, procurement practic -and
taxation policies.- Government has traditionally left to private enterprise the
tasks of exploring, producing, transportir, converting, and marketirig most
of the energy forms in tjtie United States. Although many federal agencies
support energy R&D activities relating to. the, respective agency'missions, '-
private funds have provided for most of the_energy-R&D in this country in the
past. In the fossil fuel field, in particular, the great Jo i of useful
results have come from private effoxts.

'In the present situation industli.y haS the bulk of respurces, the ex-4
perienced personnel, the technical knowledge, and t e facilities for imple-
menting most programs for increasing the supply of energy. Gonment
can provide needed support by clearing "roadblocks" to increased ener
production and by fostering a favorable climate to ensure adequate centives
to the investor anc1adequate safeguards e consumer and the public.

ECONOMIC INCENTIVES

Economic incentives are the driving for flat ope'rate the industr-ial
system in the United StateS. Government actions shou,ld,allov the economic
incentives to operate fully to produceA,he desired results, while preventing
or reducing inequities where these may arise. This is, at beSt, a difficult
and imperfect process:
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As more Costly processgs are utilized, as 1,ower.gra s of resources
are developed, and as proVisions, are made to protect th environment, thee.,
costs of -added energy sources are increased. When th high cost of borroWing
money and the rapid,increases in construction and oper t costs are taken
into account, the costs of energy must increase, particularly for new sources.:
The investor in bonds or common stock who justifies his investment by anti-
cipated returns,,perhaps in several years, will only do so if it is a reas-on-
abi- gamble and the more the gamble, the higher the ,return he will

ect.
A facet of the problem can be illustrated by the Calculation that,tlye

opportunity to receive $100 in 20 years is worth spending' no more than $17. 84
today. That is, today's investment of $17.84 at a prime rate of 9 percent
(and-"almost 100 percent certainty of repayment) yields $100 after 2,0 years.
It is difficult to justify long-range, higher -risk investments that,promiSe no
greater returns than an investment NAtith less risk and paying the minimum
prime rate. This is true wkethe-r the subject is prospecting for minerals:
developing oil and gas fields,, or developing a new.chennical process. Ex-,
pected returns on energy investments. must be competitive'with alternative
investments in order to attract adequate financing.

. Increased prices for imported oil and natural gas in the foreseeable
future make it reasonable to seek to reduce imports by substituting domestic
resources if they can be developed and produced at no more than the cost of
imported sources, which toda.y..-of the order of $9 to $10 per barrel of oil.
These seem unlikely to drop below $8 or $9 per barrel (in 1974 dollars) and
may increase: The development and production of energy with costs above
these levels -- as may be the case, for example, for oil from coal -- will
require government financial assistance in some form,' unless it is considered
desirable to allw energy prices ,for at least a substantial fraction of all
energy sources to rise to higher levels for'national security reasons. This _

would probably be very-expensive indeed and would cause problems of social
equity. -

Marginal cost theory, while,of general application, thies not, of course,
old in an imperfect market such as actually exists; does hot take into account

the diversity of geographical areas and,possibilities for substitution; and is
generally very much affected and difsforted by governmental regulations and
price controls, as well as taxation Patterns; Nevertheless, it does provide
a reasonably v4id'general picture of the effect and nature of economic incen-
tives and the manner in which they apply in energy supply and demand in the
United States-.

While higher prices will have a direct effect on most energy develop-
ment and production activities in terms of providing revenues to justify-the
added costs in a fairly direct manner, the effect on the consumer is consider-
ably diluted. The effect of increased energy costs.on the consumer should not

7
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be as greatas that of increased prites on the producer. While the increased
costs of.new production are present, the consumer pays a mixture of old and
new costs. For ecxample,, the costs of transport, conversion, and clistribuq-

ition ire often a large part. of the total costs. They are, however, 'relatively
constant ani generally a mixture of old and new actualcosts. Further, theyare n of large proportion of the total costs. In addition,the 'consumer may
have some options as to interchangeability .of fuels and/or of suppliers,, which
give him more flexibility.

The recent high bids for oil shale dev opmental tracts and theunex-
pected increase *in sales of smaller cars-,,are good examples pf ways in which
economic incentives a-re- already operating to the benefit of the energy situa-
tion. "On*the other hand, there seems to be rib way in which research such
as that on nuclear fusion OP fast- breeder reactors is likely to be carried out
unless supported to a very large extent by government funding. As noted,
coal liquefaction-, which could begin to be available on a,large-scale commer-
cial basis in 10 to 12 year`s, if developed aggressively iri the meantime, Weems
an intermediate case deserving of, special study.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF GOVERNMENT ACTIONS

The Task Fdrce believes th governmental action could overcome
,major obstacles to industrial itiatives and encourage long-term* deVelop-

..,ments that exceed the priv e sector's prudent risk. Govrnmental assistancep .could take many different forms, some of which are illustrated by the fol-.
lowing. ,These illustrations are only exa4npleNs. It should beitorne in mitid
that government actions can bring unanticipated problems as well as benefits,
and that many actions are difficult or,impossible to reverse.

o Rem' ove Constraints. The government could rerr\ove or alleviat4.,
disincentives to domestic energy development that result from existing Laws
and "regulations. E3Eimple: The government could deregulate the wellhead
price of natural gas sO that gas prices could seek parity with other fuels.'

o Reduce Risk. The government could accept or share the riskwiEh*
private firms in special situations involving the development of new tech-
nology that appears attractive.oVer the long rap but in which an unsuccessful
result could mean bankruptcy fOr the firm and disaster for the employees,'
the investors, aryd the community. Example: The first firm to demonstrate
the feasibility dra new technology is not necessarily able, even under the
best oCcircumstances, to recover the R&D costs incurred in deriying that
technology. /A firm that is "second in the marketil.has the advantage of
knowing that the technological,'economic and marketing problems--.6*-r.
solvable..

o Support Development. The government could support the develop-
:
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ment in government, university, or private facilities of long-range energy , -

technologies that, while -potentially of ,general efornomic and social benefits are
not acceptable cotrimercial-risks in the near-term because of unctrtaintits
of success, foreseeable 'costs exceeding projected market prices, br the

4

long time involved in successful development. Example The government
might support 'effort in'eoal liquefaction because of the high development
cast, long period required, anOthe.eStimated pffoduCtionSco , -whieb,
while perhaps acceptable and necessary in i4 years or .so to p ovide adequate
oilcsup'plies, ma9y be higher than oil-costs ,foreseeable now. ,

o Compile Data. The government could compile'data on the resent
stage and future projections of energy sup,pliel and consumption to,help 4,....1W'

decision maker s interpret the consequences of alternative policies and actns.
I. , ',o Disseminate Informatitn. The government cold provide information
to consumers regarting the relative costs and benefits of energy-consuming ;

'.1

devices-. Example: The Environmental Protectitn Agency action in pub-4,,4,

litizing the relative
ion o

gas consumption of automobiles allows the new car (-------N,
purchaser to estimaie the fuel consumption a pros,pective purchase and '

,...
to Make trade../offs with other desired features.,

. .o Establish Standards. The government could promulgate standards
aimed at protecting the public safety or welfare. in those situations where
an informed market /does not operate. 'Exarile A Building standards'

... .400

specify .the minimum irisulation for rtesiciential and commercial buildings.
Most consumers, c&nntt readily judge the adequacy of insulatiOn in buildings.
Exa.le 131 Air quality standards are designed to insure that air,pollu-
r--- 4.. .

7
tion does not endanger human health. , it is .4,iree good, in common

cl 41, 41. 10.ownership, and not subject to market operations. .'Vl., 0,

o Taxes. The government establiShesa,corporate ipcorne and yariousr(,-
other taxes, 4uties, fees, etc.; and through these can provide incentives ,

as well as- disincentives to 'producers, converters, transporte'rs, and con- .,,,. , .sumers of energy, whether from, domestic or foreign sources: Sp,,ecial tax
,

benefits ker some segments of the energy,ind,ustrY may, whevn passed on to
the.consumer, stimulate overconsumption of one form_of energy. Other

tax considerations may leati to accelerating or decelerating the search for
and development of energrresc-iiiio_While the impact of taxation.pA,

--t-on,industry and industrialstrial developments. is profound, in the end it is eike
1consumer who'is most affected by these

A.

taxes and who, in-the ultimate analy-

AI

sis, pays them one-way or another.
,1/4, , ,

o Manage Res ourees . /,,The government's ,responsibility includes -
agement and conservation of public- lands and resources for the benefits f

,

both present and future\generations. , This rhanagement responsibility_implies
'' choices between making available fe4eral fuel bearing la or oil and a,

sites for private developinent versurs'afternative uses'. ;the same

A
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FEDERAL GOVRNMENT ORGANIZATION

Congreset, in response to proposals by the Administration and other's,
is considering/the establishrrient of a permanent central organization in the,
federal government to deal with-energy; Resources, recovery, conversion,.transport, and utilization. St.wh a central organizationfceepecially if .eat
high level, would make it easier to attract and hold the outstanding leader-

. slier) and expertise required for the difficult tasks involved in implementing
the federal energy role and would provide recognition of the importance of
energy issues to the Administration and the Congress.

The Task Force concludes that a high-levellkderal energy organiza-
tion is desirable buttdoes not recommend any specific o-rganizational struc-
ture, since such structures are best evaluated by the. Administration and
by, Congress.

The Task Porce offers several observationsf the functions of such an
organization or organizations that,wouldbe consistent with the governmental
role and actions discussed in earlier sections:

o Collection, development, evaluation; and publication of projectio s
of'energy demands and supplies.

o Development of national energy policies for consideration by the
Executive ,Department and the Congress, and coordination of policy deVelo
merit With other federal, state, and local-government agencies as well as
he energy industries,

o Development of §trategies for assuring adequate energapplies
reaso le costs'with minimum impact on the environment.

o ievelopment and implementation of plang for conserving energy
and measur s fgr increasing efficiency of energy utilization.

o lementation of allocation and rationing programs if required.
Planning and direct assistance in remOving institutional roadblock

to deve ..ing and using energy resources.
o evelopment and publication of data on resource requirements,

availability, and reas for overall energy programs and specific
segmentsincluding eniin ering; scientific;,and construction manpower,
equipthent, and ma kriactu ing capabilities; materials, etc. Assistance with
provision.of eSse ial resources to high-prierity energy projects.

o Devel ment and application of financial incentives where clearly
required, i uding development and overall surveillance of joint government-

, industry ograms in areas requiring gciverrnent financial support.
Coordination, assistance, and resolution of critical problems in

are of environment'effects, water supply and allocation, land use, etc.
o Development and coordination of international programs in energy

/areas.

rivate investors.
,cti o support of research and development where the risk is too great for
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o Coordination of programs for long-range and basic research in
energy areas 11

o rovision for informationOissemination and advice to the general
public a nd special groups.

In the nergy area, there are many long-range and some short-range
research and develoi5ment activities that can ibe carried out by universities
and government agencies, but those institutions are quite inappropriate for
a.lalge-class of :research and development problems that belong properly in
industry only. Such problemsare th that are so closely related to. the /
peeds of prospective suppliers and users as to benefit from close associa-
tion, t,hroughout their active pursuit, with industry; or those practical prob-',
lems in which industry bassifecial comfttence; or problems involving
pilot-plant research and development in"whicli industrial know-how, scheduling,
and intergroup" cooperation are of special value. These are best carried out

rin a commercial, real-world environment. Academic and basic research,
carried out in universities or government agencies, is of importance in
'providing supplementalkr backup data, but guidance of projects to commer-
cial fruition is most often the province of industy.r

Developments such as coal liquefaction and fast breeder reactors are
examples of those that must be closely tied 'WI ndustrial requirements and
capabilities. ,

Development activities are enhanced by strong interactions with the
regulating agencies (FPC, AEC, EPA, etc. ). They can,ssist the central
energy organization to attain its objective of assuring adequate supplies of
energy in the fprms required at reasonable prices' and with proper safeguards,,,
for the environment.

INDUSTRIAL ACTIONS

With a Well-defined and stable set of national objectives 'and policies,
arrangements .for temoy,ing or alleviating roadblocks., mechanisms for
speedy resolution.of en- irornilental or other similar issues, and focal
point'in the federa overnment for' assistance, information, and /actions,

ithe various seg tints of the energy industries should be able to ccelerate
\and expand eff its to provide add'ed energy supplies in the need d forms and,
where desired, initiate new projects. The driving force will be largely'

,..economi-,", and the government will continue to play its traditional role; but
hopeft.)Ky, mutual understanding of the objectives and problerts -- along 41th
coordination and cooperation -- will result in the energy supplies (and re-

-.'Auction in demand) judged to, be needed by the nation. A common sense of
national purpose and urgency, rather than one of dissension and conflict, is
essential.
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In this context, industry will have many demanding tasks to carry out
in `a. rapid, effective, and economical manner. Among them are the following:.

o Finarrcing. Expansion of energy facilities will require very large
amounts of money from internal funds, equity funding (stock), and bonds or
loans., These funds can be obtained if the industries have stable and adequate
revenue to cover their costs, repay their loans or bonds, and provide the
stockholders with adequate return.

o Planning. In all segments and at all levels, industr will have to
carry out rapid and detailed planning in response to new ectives and goals
and within any new frameworks evolved in response toil energy supply-,
demand situation.

o Managernent. Once 'detailed plans are evolved and critical problems
, are identified, the\various organizatiolk -- along with their managers' and

key personnel -- wil have to be ,reorganized and redirected as necessaryto
undertake .the various tasks\on a urgent basis, whether' hese Ate zkew ex-
ploration programs/ new mines, new oil refineries,. Construction of facilities,'
operati,on of new mines r'pla s, manufacturing of new equipment, or the
providthriirdev-elopment port. The industrial structure would probably
be esame, but substantial reorganization and change would surely evolve
and experienced planners and managers would likely be at a_ premium.

o Manpower. 'In addition to managers and planners, there will probably
be a critical shortage of many types of manpower, particularly engirfelers and
skilled construction workers. Major priojgrams would be needed to make more
efficient land effective use of available Manpower, to utilize" less skilled man-,
power where practicable, and to train more personnel as,rapidly as possible.

o Environment. Full consideration will have to'be given to environ -
mental effects and at arriving.at reasonable cost/benefit decisions for indus-
trial programs'having an impact on the environmentt Close cooperation with

Aggovernment should allow quicker decisions if industry has done an adequate
job of considering the issues. Similar consideration would be true in safetyareas, land use quOtions, etc.

o Development. Many energy programs will require substantial support,
in terms of development, and eflort.may need to be diverted from other i.e7_
search and development activities. to provide sach support.

o Public Information. Industry must establish and maintain credibility
with the public (as well as with the government) in order for the-
industry cooperation to be possible and effective.

ti
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Chapter 10

CONCLUSIONS

(11

It is important to recognize that there is a real and increasing gap
.betvieen the present energy-production and essentially all projections of
future energy requirements'in*-the United States for the next decade and
beyond. This gap is 'now expected to be clO'sed by large-imports of oil and
gas. It, does not really matter whether this situation is called an energy-
"cri.i.s" or an, energy "problem." The important point is that it is real and
will not go away if simply endured or ignored.

The situation will only be alleviated or corrected to the extent desired
by sensible, cooperative factions in the public and private sectors. While
economic and- market for es are acting even now-to produce additional sup-
plies and reduce demand, these alone are not likely to be sufficient to meet
our national objectives, articularly if the time factors are taken into account
All alternatives, except, simply "doing with " take an appreciable time
to become effective. \

The options that are available to increase doMestic supplies and reduce_
demand are not numerous. The important ones have been included in this
report. There are no other solutions that are likely to appear suddenly.

'Research and development is not likely to generate new energy sources that
can be applied on a large scale in the time period under consideration, and
certainly should t be counted on.

All of th solutions have certain costs, not only in money, but also in
manpower, materials, equipment, water, and other resources, as well as
in various environmental effects. There may also be short- and long-term
economic and social implications. Policy judgments on the overall,desir-
ability of the various programs are beyond the scope of this report. HoWever,
it must be str ssedthat any policy to substantially improve the domestic
Aupply/de and situation in the years ahead will,requi e the utilization, to a
greater or lesser extent, of many, r, indeed; all'of the programs described
in this report.
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Providing additional domestic energy supplies' during the' ext 'decade
or so does not require the solution of significant technical problems, but
will, in some cases, call for substantial development ,development support. The inter-
relationship between government and private institutions is the 'major pgoblern.
The government must establish a well-defined national energy policy and
carry out its licensing and regulatory actions so as to attraetlarge sums of
private capital for investment in the progl-a-1-ns while, at the same time,
protecting the public interest.

Early and positive decisions-and actions are required. This report out-
lines some of the decisions and actions that need to be considered. The
ability of the United States to find realistic and workable solutions
determine the time and cost of establishing whatever leN'el of energy supplies
is deemed desirable with the least overall economic, environmental, and
social complications. More speci_ficAtlly:

o Domestic energy demands -- despite conservation incentives., higher
energy prices, technological changes such as smaller cars, and more ef-
ficient industrial pxocesses -- will continue to in_c_rease_steadily for .

the fore-
s eea.-ble future.

o DomestiC energy_supplies, growing at a rate less than that of demand,
have in recent years essentially reached a plateau and only provide abotit 85
percent of the. current demand, the `balance coming from , increasing impOrts
of oil and sorn? gas.

o Projections of domestic, suAplyr and demaNd made, before the fall of
1973 predicted the need.for large and increasing imports of Oil. and gas with
attendant problems of potential supply interruptions, higher costs, increaSirrg-,

effects on balance of payments, and questions of worldwide productive capa- .

city for oil. The oil import embargo in 'late 1973 and.the concurrent sharp
increase in oil prices by essentially all of the oil-exporting nations has pro-
duced a substantial change in U.S. and worldVide thinking and leads to
further consideration of means for reducing energy demands in the United
States and increasing domestic energy production.

o While domestic energy production cannot be increased abruptly, in
time it can be expanded over the present levels or those previously projected
for 1985. Production levels of about 49 MBPD by 1985 seem feasible in con-
trast to projections of about 40 MBPD made in mid-1973 and actual 1973
levels. of about 30 MI3PD. However, the costs will be high, and such a ro-
gram will strain U.S. resources and will place considerable stress on th
environment.

o Decreases in demand due to the development of a "conservation
ethic" and the direct effect of higher prices could be significant. It is dif-
ficult to predict the size of effects or the length of time over which these
effects may persist. Decreases in demand due to such measures as small
cars; better insulation in homes, buildings, and industry; improved industrial
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processes; and more efficient-space heating and cool?,ng will-probably have a,
larger effect, but cannot reduce demand significantly for 8 to 10 years.

o It is believed that increases in tiomeStic production could be achieved
by about 1985, if desired, which would bring dome supply_into. rough
balance with reduced demand without resort to crash" approach. However,
it would be necessary to initiate" urgent work on essentially all practical
measures fo'r increasing production of oil, gas, coal, and nuclear energy
immediately. Such a program would require, high priorities and close
cooperation by government and industry.

o At the same time, programs forrreducing demand would also have
.to receive urgent, large-Scale, and continuing attention and publicity by
government and indUstry.

o Despite such domestic programs for decreasing demand and increasing
domestic production, imports of oil and gas .viLl.pisobably have to increase
over the next several years to levels higher than the 1973 peak before they c an
decrease in laler. years.

'o Attainment of minimum net imports by about 1485 would require not
E

only that. the programstse started,promptly with full and continued support
but 'also that they be successfully finished on chedule. There is little or
no provision for contingencies in. the estimates.

o Domestic energy supply increases must he brought about by industry,
largely stimulatedkspy economic incentives, but with the close cooperation of
government to facilitate, 'the most rapid and orderly implementation of new
projects.

o Diect government financial assistance may be needed in some cases
'where prevailing price levels'do not appear adequate to justify longer-range
developments andier technological,risks and where it would be undesirable
to let marginal Oices increase to,the levels required. Coal liquefaction and
oil shale may be in this category.

o The cost of such a total program, including a).1 resources, may not
be acceptable or feasible. For example, the investrnent would need to
average about twice the present annual rate over the next 12 years. This
program would require extensive use of engineering and s entific manpower,
construction...

.: s*.workers, water upplies, materials, and eqdi ent." The
environmental impact may 4.1so be a limiting factor.

o Zero energy imports may not be desirable from an iAternational
point of view.

o Successful achieVement of these programs would produce less volume
of oil than is now consumd in the United States, "and this may not be adequate
despite all efforts to increase the use of coal and nuclear energy. Thus, some
imports of oil would probably be needed even though a'net energy balance is
achieved -- perhaps allowing the United States to trade coal for oil. pThis`
situation would probably continue until coal liquefaction on a large-scale is
a reality, that is, well beyond 1985.
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o' A rkpid achievement of zero imparts would require a ware,
governmentUirected approach with serious economic and personal disloca:

,tions, as well as withubstantial interim imports of oil, but for amare
limited period. HighJ- energy prices would also result.

o Worldwide resources of oil and gas are !limited. Long-range,research
on new energy sources for the longer term is essential and must receive
strong support now. Impoftant areas are breeders, fusion, solar energy,
and systems for utilizing electric energy for transport (hydrogeh, storage
batteries, etc. ): Some choices may have to be made between development
work in support of the production programs and longer-ran'ge R&D because
of the limited supply of. scientists and engineers.

o More detailed studies need to be made v(ith'resPect to a number of
areas discussed in this stud-y. These include the\following:'

- A more detailed examination of the supply and demand situa-
tion in the period 13eWeen now and 1985, essentiallyOn a year-by-
year basis.

arnination of energy supplies and demands, especially foc
oil, on a worldwide basis,, to evaluate actual possibilities for import
of oil into the Unites

such
in the 1985 time period, as well as

possible .prices for such impOrted oil.
- A more detailed ex\mination of the methods of reducing demand

by various economic and technical means.
\More detailed evaluations of the resource requirements and

p.vailab'litie involved in large-sc\ale energy programs, ,including
scie ntifi en neering, and construction manpower; raw materials;
equipment upply and manufacturing capabilities; water supplies;
,and local an general environmental effects and trade-offs.

- Examination in more detail of the development support required
for the p/o.grams outlined.

- Development of a sbundbasis for government-industry joint
efforts in such pro6-ams ya.s. coal liquefaction, tertkary'oil recovery,,
or anyareas judged to relquire significant government fineancial

.'assistance.
o The energy program described herein is a major riational endeavor

involving both government and industry. To succeed, it must be conducted'.
in an open manner in order to, receive the necessary public understanding
and support.

Beyond 1985: Achieving the, complete range of programs described in
this report by 198,5 is not considered by thd Task Force to be of high proba-bility. even if it is accomplished, the United States would be buying time.For, beyond 085 looms an ominous prospect of even greater demands for
energy' from ever-increasing and ever=rising expectations at home and .broad,,
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Unless innovative way, are dere-loped for conserving and using energy and
substantial new s urces and new technologies are found for increasing energy
supplies, the strategies presented by the Task Force would only \postpone a
grim future of energy scarcity.
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Appendix B

UNITS AND CONVERSION FACTORS

An effo t has been rriade to make the units used throughout this" re-
port inteinallY cionsistent and related as closely as possible to similar terms
used in other reports. There are, however, -difficulties in achieving such
consistency since energy is treated in so many ways and with sd many dif-
ferent units. For example, the following three classifications have been
/used in the references, discussed below.

Energy.,/ Abs___olufe energy quantities are geherally expressed in
terms of British Thermal Uhits (Btu) per year. Many years ago, a unit
called the Q was definedas 1018 Btu, and the practical 'unit is the
(,mQ), or 1015 Btu.

In this report, the co monly used unit of energy is millions of bar-
rels per day of,crude oil or ir e qu iv ent (MBPD). This,is useful since,
many other /reports use this same unit, which is the basic unit used in the
oil industrY... One barrel of oil is defined as haying 5, 800, 000,Btu.

While this appears rather straightforward, it must be recoglized
that in the United States energy values are usually the higher or gross
heating value of fuels, while in F.urpe such values are usually based on the
lower or net heating values. The difference is on the ,order of 10 percent
for gas .,nd 5 percent for oil and coal. a

Another complication is that some forms of energy are transformed
into total energy at arbitrary conversion rates --for example, hydroelectric
power. Although this energy in falling water"is converted to electrical
energy with an actual efficiency of 90 to 95 percent, it is sometimes pre-
sented as having been produced by fossil-fueled generating plants having a
lcrw-g"efficiencY since itwould replace that quantity of foSsil fuels. In a..., ,few studies, the direci, energy equivalent was used instead of this assumed -----
required substitution. ,

Physical. Nominal physical qukantities may be used. Where such
units are used in this report, they creased on the following convgrsions:

5,800,000 Btu per barrel ofoil,,
1,030 Btu per standard cubic° foot (SCE) of natural gas

.° 1.)2



go>

o 24,400,900 Btu per short ton of eastern coal (12,200 Btu
per pound)

o 17,000,009 Btu per short"ton of Western coal (8, 500 Btu
per pound)

Actual physical quantities of material produced, shipped, or con::
verted may differ, appreciably from the nominal values specified above .due
to the variations in heat content of the various forms of even the same type
of fuel.

For example, residual fuel oil used in power plants gener y has a
heating valUe of about 6. 3 MBtu/barrel. Thus for a, nominal 1 MBPD, the
actual volume of residual fuel oil-would be 920,000 BPD. ,

On thetheother hand, some western lignite
1 coals have a heating value

of perhaps 6, 500 Btu / lb as shipped, and 1.0 BMPD ofoil equivalent it such
cc:Sal would be 163 MTPY of actual coal shipped instead of 125 MTPY of
nominal western coal.

In the ame way, the physical votme of low- and intermediate-Btu /5

gas produced rom coal maybe several times the nominal amounts deduced,
from the MB D oil equivalent, 'sfnce these gases may have heating lialues
of 1750 to 500 tu/SCF rather than the nominal value of 1,030 Btu/SCF that
is representative of natural as and high-Btu "pipeline quality" synthetic
natural gas (SNG).

Units Used in this Re ,ort. As noted above, somewhat arbitrary
conversion factors must be used in equating the energy input of electric
generating plants to the total energy input based on the',production of elec-
tricity: A nominal heat rate of 9,600 Btu per'nei k'wh of electricity prd-
duced has been used in this report in cOniklerting nonfossil power generation
energy 'output to equivalent oil-fired power generation energy input. This
same nominal heat rate haS been used for calculating th energy input to
all -forms of fossil-fired power.plants.

' There are a great variety of alternative terminologies and abbrevi-
ations which have gown up in the separate sectors of the energy industry.
In, an effort to simplify these to the least complicated terms for 'the non-
technical reader, we have ad*Opted some terms which are not the normal
ones useddn the respectiye industry sector.

- In this report the following terms are used:

134.
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ABBREVIATIONS USED,:
Term , Abbreviation Equivalent

Kilciwatt Ktve 103' watts electrical
Megawatt Mwe 106 watts electrical

-GigaWatt
Kilowatt-hour

Gwe
Kwh

109 watts electrical
103 watthours electrical

,.

Million BPD MBPD .106 barrels per day oil
Million TPY
Billion CFD

MTPY,
BCFD

106 tans per year solids
109 cubic fee per day

Trillion CFY TCFY 1012 cubic eei per year'

.-____

In summa1ry, the following are the key convet sion factors used in
this yep.Ort to 'obtain the oil equivalent ekpieks in million barrels id'r
day (MBPD).

To Obtain Divide
A

Btu per year
mQ's

MBPD MTPY of Eastern Coal
Oil Equivalerit MTPY of Western Coal

BCFD of Natural Gas
TC.EY of Natural Gas
1018 Joules per year

2.12 x 1015
2.12

.86.8
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Appendix C

ti 33.

This appendix contains a compilation of selected "demand or con-
sumption" forecasts and selected ,'supply" forecasts for the years 198P
and 1985. In all "demand pr consumption" causes, the quantitiesiehown are
in terms of 5: 8-mition-Btu barrels of oil. In all "supply""cases, the
units shown are the energy equivalents of the units used by the forecaster.
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Appendix C 19<

'''"4.)

locro, Source
,...s

bz,ssIt Ft4;LS..\\Petroleum
'oal

Demand or Consumption
.."1/41s..

(911.14PC
Low Level"'

MBPD°
1/4,

1972, NPC--
Inteimediste (972,NPC

'Lovell° High Level"

1972,
Associated
Universities,
Inc."

72,
De

of the
Interior'

24.19
10.20

250
10 63

Gas 12.55 14 05
Tuba) food fuels 46.94 49.68

'OTIIER '
Nuclear, Hydro,

Geothermal 8.18 7.96

GRAND TO to L S3 -2 599 , 61.3 55.12 . 57.73

Demand (DI or
Consumption (C)
Type Projection D D 1 C3

1972, 1973, 1973, Energy
ent Stanford Council on Policy Office
''''--......Llesearch '. Environmental 1972, (Dixy Lee Ray

e Tlfstitute" Quality" Shell Oil" Report))

32.0
1.2

14.0
53.2-

25.49
10.15
13.61
49.25

r"

14 3 9 16

67.5 38.41 010 57.0

DT C7 1 C C

Range\

High Low

32.0 24.2
10,6 7.2
14.1 12,6
53.2 46.9

14.3 8,0

67.3 53.2

'The difference between demand and consumption i.e U.S. exports, which in 1973 amounted to approximately I MBPD. Demand'also reflects changes In U.S. energy Inventory,
which are usually small.

Appendix C 1980 Demand or Consumption -MBPD°

Energy Source
1973,NPC-
Low Level' °

1972, NPC
Intermediate
Levell°

1972, NPC-
High Level°

1873,
Bechtel"

FOSSIL FUELS
Petroleum 24,0
Coal 8.5
Co 9.7
Total food fuels 42.2

OTHER
Nuclear, Hydro,

C,eothernial 4.8

GRAND TOTAL 45.2 48.4 49.7 11 47.0

1972, 1972, 1973, 1973, Energy
Department Stanford Council on Policy Office
of the Research Environmental 1972, (Dixy Lee Ray
Interior I Institute" Quality" Shell Oil" Reports

Range ^

High Low

20.9 27.0 20.31
7,99 7.0 7.09

13.36
4443.35

(3.0
13,86647.0 0

27.0 20.3
8.5 7.0

13,5 9.7
47.0 40.9

5.31 6.45 4.96 6.5' 4.8

47.53 53.45 45.82 49.0 47.0 53.5 45.2

Demand (D) or
Consumption (C)
Type Projection 9, D? C?

'The difference between demand and consumption is U.S. exports, which in 1973 amounted to approximately I MBPD. Demand alto reflects changes in U.S. one inventory,
which are usually small,
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